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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this research was to demonstrate the
usefulness of the concept of store loyalty to marketing.
The concept was applied to the problem of identifying
potentially profitable customers for a given firm in the
intensely competitive retail food marketing industry.

It

was hypothesized that marketing strategy can be based on
loyalty-delineated target market segments.

This hypothesis

implied that the phenomenon of store loyalty exists, that
varying

degrees of store loyalty can be measured, and

that loyal customers have profit potential for the firm.
Empirical data used to test the hypothesis were taken from
a consumer purchase panel.
Three concepts guided the investigation.

The con

cept of marketing strategy based on a target market of
demonstrated profit potential provided the rationale for
the study.

The concept of classifying factors which deter-

mine economic wants into three categories was used to
relate store loyalty to measurable consumer character
istics.

These categories were consumer socio-economic,

psychological, and environmental (including consumers'
xi

perceptions of marketing strategies of firms in the
environment)

characteristics.

Representative socio

economic, psychological, and marketing strategy factors
were related to degree of store loyalty exhibited by
consumers.
The third concept employed was an index for measuring
first store loyalty, defined to be a particular consumer's
inclination to shop at the favorite store.

This index

was given by the geometric mean of three ratios indicating
amount spent in the first choice store, amount of store
switching and number of stores patronized.

Consumers who

exhibited various degrees of store loyalty, as measured
by this index, were examined for identifying character
istics.
The following conclusions were reached with regard
to the market investigated:
1.

Store loyalty, as defined, as present in the
market in varying degrees.
It was possible
to delineate market segments by loyalty.

2.

Degree of store loyalty exhibited was not
related to amount of expenditure.
Loyal
customers, as a group, spent neither more nor
less than other consumers.

3.

Loyal customers were valuable customers to the
store in terms of sales revenue, since they
concentrated the majority of their expendi
tures in one store.
xii

4.

The relationships of store loyalty to seven
consumer socio-economic characteristics and
16 consumer psychological characteristics were
not of sufficient magnitude to be feasibly
used in the identification of loyal customers.

5.

The perception of marketing strategy by con
sumers was the major determinant of food store
loyalty. The firm controlled, to a large
extent, the amount and intensity of loyalty
which it received.

6.

Loyal customers were identifiable from their
shopping behavior patterns.

On the basis of these conclusions, the hypothesis of
the study was accepted.

Customers do

constitute a target

market, and, therefore, it is operationally feasible to
base marketing strategy on loyalty-delineated market
segments.

Since different consumers have different wants

and patronize firms which best satisfy these wants, there
are opportunities for various types of marketing strategies
based on loyal-customer target markets.

It is recognized

that much further work is needed on the loyalty concept,
but it is believed that the present research has suggested
potentially fruitful lines of inquiry in this area.

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

Contemporary retail food marketing is very competi
tive.

The 1963 Census of Business stated that there were

278,616 retail food stores in the United States with
total sales of

48,365,631,000 dollars in 1962.^

These

figures, compared to 1958, showed a 16 per cent increase
in total annual retail food sales and a 39 per cent
increase in number of stores with annual gross sales
m

excess of one million dollars.

Food retailing firms

are similar with respect to price levels, merchandise
assortment and display policies,
efficiency of operation. 3

services offered,

and

In addition, the Super

Market Institute noted that "super markets are facing

■'‘United States Bureau of the Census, "Retail Trade
(Merchandise Sales Lines)," 1963 Census of Business
(Washington, D.C.: United States Government Printing
Office, 1963), p. 7A-5.
2
Ibid., "Retail Trade Supplement on Store Size,"
p. xiv.
■^R. S. Tate, "The Supermarket Battle for Store
Loyalty," Journal of Marketing. Vol. 25, No. 6 (October
1961), p. 8.
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intensified competition not only from other super
markets, but also from . . . discount houses . . . Army
and Navy commissaries,

freezer plants,

fanners markets

and variety stores.
For these reasons, it is difficult for the individ
ual food marketing firm to gain a competitive advantage
over other firms in supplying the food market.

The

firm must concentrate upon increasing the demand for its
products by matching those products more precisely to
consumers' needs.
authority,

In the words of one food marketing

"the degree of success for the individual

/supermarket/ operator, chain and independent, will
depend more than ever upon how much effort he applies
xn learning about and caterxng to the American consumer."

5

Statement of the Problem and Hypotheses
of the Research
Because of the competitive situation in the industry,
the individual food marketing firm requires a sound
marketing strategy to survive and attain its objectives.

^The Super Market Industry Speaks-— 1963 (Chicago:
Super Market Institute, 1963), p. 18.
^G. H. Synder, "The American Consumer: Retailing
Riddle," Progressive Grocer. Vol. 45, No. 4 (April 1965),
p. 175.

The first step in marketing strategy implementation is
the selection of a target market.

Traditional methods

of analyzing consumer behavior have not provided
sufficient information upon which target market selec
tion can be based.

Retail food marketing firms must

develop operational methods of identifying potentially
profitable target markets.

The problem under investi

gation in this thesis was to determine whether the
concept of store loyalty constituted an operational
basis for delineating target market segments.
The investigation of this problem took the form of
examination of testable hypotheses derived from a con
ceptual framework.

A major hypothesis and several sub

hypotheses were formulated to guide the study.

The

major hypothesis was that:
the concept of store loyalty, as defined in this
study, is an operationally feasible basis for
delineating target market segments for marketing
strategy implementation.
This hypothesis had three implications which were stated
as sub-hypotheses:
1.

Patterns of store loyalty can be perceived
in consumer shopping behavior.

2.

Loyal customers are valuable customers to the
firm.

3.

Consumers who exhibit various degrees of store
loyalty can be identified by selected

a.
b.

socio-economic characteristics
psychological characteristics.

The major hypothesis postulated that firms can
base their marketing strategies on the concept of store
loyalty.

In order to test this hypothesis, it was

necessary to show that loyal customers exist, can make
a positive contribution to the firm's objectives, and
can be identified as a target market segment.

The first

sub-hypothesis postulated that consumer want-satisfaction
behavior can be analyzed in terms of store loyalty,
i.e., that store loyalty is a basis for market segmenta
tion.

The second sub-hypothesis postulated the value of

loyal customers to the firm.

The third sub-hypothesis

postulated that potentially loyal consumers can be
identified from inherent characteristics rather than
from their shopping behavior.

After tests of these

sub-hypotheses had provided the necessary information,
the major hypothesis was tested.

These hypotheses

guided the research.
Definition of Terms
In the course of the investigation,

several terms

assumed important meaning to the research.
facilitate communication,

In order to

these terms are briefly

defined in the following paragraphs.

Consumer;

This study investigated the activities

of consumers of retail food products.

The consumer to

which the investigation related was defined to be the
principal purchaser of food for the household.

Gener

ally, the principal food purchaser for the household
was female, and often was married.

Consequently, this

report generically refers to'the consumer as "the house
wife" or "she".
Shopping Behavior:

The manner in which the consumer

pursued her food purchasing activities was termed her
shopping behavior.

That is, shopping behavior was

defined to consist of the activities in which the consumer
engaged in order to satisfy her food wants.

Shopping

behavior included where and how often the consumer shopped,
and what products she purchased.
Determinants of Shopping Behavior;

Since it can be

shown that shopping behavior is purposeful activity as
opposed to a series of random occurrences, determinants
of shopping behavior exist,

and may be identified.

In

order to identify the factors which determined or at
least influenced shopping behavior in the present study,

°0f the 108 consumers who comprised the empirical
base of this study, 103 were female, and of the females,
98 were married at the time the data were collected.

categories of such factors were constructed.
categories of consumer environmental,

The three

socio-economic, and

psychological characteristics were used.
Environmental characteristics are the features or
attributes of the place in which the consumer exists at
a given time.

The place has physical, institutional,

and cultural attributes.

That is, the place is char-

acterized by such factors as geographic features,
systems of governmental and economic activities, and
behavioral standards.

Such phenomena influence the

behavior of the individual in his capacity as a consumer.
One environmental influence of particular significance
is the consumer's perception of marketing strategies
of the firms in the consumer's environment.
Socio-economic characteristics are the set of
attributes acquired by each individual in a society. The
society employs these attributes as points of reference
in assigning that individual a position in the social
structure.

Attributes such as income, age, sex, occupa

tion, and religious preference are among those reference
points so employed in contemporary American society.
Since society's evaluation of these attributes is an

integral part of the individual's existence,

these

attributes influence his behavior.
Two individuals may possess very similar environmental or socio-economic chart

-eristics, yet behave

differently in a given situation.

Thus there are factors

within an individual which influence his behavior.

These

intra-individual behavior determinants are termed the
individual's psychological characteristics,

and include

such attributes as his needs, values, images, attitudes
and prejudices.
Firm:

The medium through which the consumer

attains satisfaction is termed the firm.
the firms were retail food stores.

In this study,

These stores offered

grocery products to consumers in order to attain the
objectives of the firm, as specified by management.
The Market:

The market is defined to be the place

in which firms and consumers meet for the purpose of
attaining their respective objectives through exchange.
Because individuals have different characteristics which
determine shopping behavior,
patterns vary.

their shopping behavior

That is, they seek economic want-

satisfaction in different ways.

Firms also vary, since

they attempt to satisfy the various consumer wants.
Consequently,

the market is said to be heterogeneous.

Marketing Strategy;

Marketing strategy must be

employed by a firm operating in a heterogeneous market.
The firm faces various possible courses of action.
Management must make decisions concerning these possi
bilities so as to attain the firm's objectives.
Marketing strategy is defined to be this process of
decision-making with regard to the marketing function
of the firm, i.e., the planning and execution of
activities which attract customers to the firm.
Marketing strategy consists of three elements:
target market selection, marketing mix implementation,
and strategy adjustments.

The target market is con

sidered to be the group of customers whose patronage
is sought because of profit expectations.

The marketing

mix is the particular combination of marketing variables
which is employed to solicit the patronage of the target
market.

Adjustments or changes in components of the

other two elements of the marketing strategy must be
made to keep the strategy abreast of changing market
conditions.
7

Successful strategy implementation requires

See; A. R. Oxenfeldt, "The Formulation of a
Marketing Strategy," William Lazer and E. J. Kelley,
editors, Managerial Marketing; Perspectives and View
points, revised edition (Homewood, Illinois: Richard
D. Irwin, Inc., 1962), pp. 34-44.

competence in the performance of all three elements, but
proper target market selection is of paramount importance.
The performance of the other elements depends upon target
market selection.
Market Segments;

The firm must concentrate on a

portion of the total market because, in a heterogeneous
market, no firm can expect to satisfy profitably every
consumer in the market.

This portion of the market, or

market segment, must possess some want, common to all
members of the segment, which the firm can expect to
serve profitably.

That is, the segment must be relatively

homogeneous with regard to at least one economic want.
No market segment is completely homogeneous, but
homogeneity of some want with profit significance is
sought by the firm.

The firm thus faces the problem

of identifying homogeneous market segments and determining their profitability.
Store Loyalty;

This study postulated that the

concept of store loyalty, defined to be the consumer's
inclination to trade with a firm or store, was a mean
ingful method of identifying potentially profitable
market segments.

In order to investigate this postulate,

store loyalty was measured by the percentage of the
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consumer's total food budget allocated to a given store
during the ten-week period of the survey, by the percent
age of stores patronized during the period, and by the
percentage of changes from week to week in the store
which received the largest single percentage allocation
of the consumer's budget for a given week.

The geo-

metric mean of these ratios was computed for each panel
member.

This mean, in percentage form, was the store

loyalty indicator employed in the present study.

Limitations and Scope of the Project
This project was conceived to investigate the use
fulness of the concept of store loyalty in the implementa
tion of operational marketing strategy.

A conceptual

framework to guidethis investigation was derived from
the current literature.

The framework was an exploratory

design theoretically applicable to the marketing
strategy of any type of firm.

The investigation of the

value of this framework to specific marketing strategy
situations required the analysis of empirical data.
The nature of the data available placed certain limi
tations upon the research.
First, the data collection process made use of
sampling procedures, particularly a consumer purchase

11
panel.

Sampling techniques in general have two basic

types of limitations:

mathematical bias of sample

estimators and sampling error.®

Consumer panels are

subject to these limitations in general and specifically
to the problems of non-representativeness of panel
members of the population from which they are drawn, and
atypicality in panel members responses.

Q

No analyses

were undertaken to determine the magnitude of such
potential limitations in the specific data obtained.
Secondly, the particular panel chosen was operated
for a period of ten weeks in one geographically isolated,
rather small community which had an unusual retail food
institutional pattern.

The empirical analyses were

limited to these data.

The shopping behavior of the

population was limited to some extent by the geographic
isolation and unusual food retailing structure of the
community.

The number of retailing outlets was small,

and three stores accounted for approximately 80 per cent
of food s a l e s . ^

Also, the ten-week period may have been

®See:
M. H. Hansen, W. N. Hurwitz and W. G. Madow,
Sample Survey Methods and Theory. Vols. I and II (New
York: John A. Wiley and Sons. Inc., 1953).
Q

H. W. Boyd, Jr.. and Ralph Westfall, Marketing
Research: Text and Cases. revised edition (Homewood,
Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1964), pp. 116-123.
^®Refer to Appendix A, pp. 215 -219.
A description
of the stores in the market is presented.
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too brief a time in which to discern significant shopping
behavior patterns.

Moreover, the data were not collected

expressly for the present research, so a few dis
crepancies between research design and available infor
mation appeared.

Information from a larger, more

dynamic sampling frame, collected over a longer period
of time specifically for this project, may have
strengthened the analysis.
Despite these limitations, the present research
project was broadly oriented.

The conceptual framework

emphasized the analysis of all factors which influence
want-satisfaction to determine the effect of such
factors upon marketing strategy.

The food purchasing

information and related socio-economic data permitted
the application of this "total systems" concept to food
want-satisfaction behavior and its strategy implications
for food marketing firms.

The next section describes

the methodology of this analysis.

Methodology of the Research
The methodology of an analysis is concerned with
the manner in which meaningful information is extracted
from the raw data under consideration.

Certain steps

or plans are followed in the performance of the analysis,

13
according to particular ideas or concepts concerning
the ways in which the data may be manipulated.

Methodol

ogy thus consists of concepts, raw data, and the plan
of analysis.

This section describes the methodology

of the present study.

Concepts
Three basic concepts were necessary to guide the
investigation of the research problem.

The concept of

marketing strategy defined the focus of interest of the
investigation.

Categories of want-determining factors

were formulated to aid in the analysis of consumer
behavior.

The concept of store loyalty was defined and

advanced as a means of segmenting consumer behavior for
the purpose of marketing strategy implementation.

These

concepts are briefly described in this section.
Marketing Strategy.

The concept of marketing

strategy, as defined in the previous section, provided
the rationale for the research project.

That is, the

purpose of the present research was to investigate one
potentially feasible basis for marketing strategy
implementation.

The objective of a firm's marketing

strategy is the creation and maintenance of a differential advantage which contributes to the film's overall

14
goals.

Strategy is implemented by means of three

components: target market selection, marketing mix
design, and strategy adjustments to dynamic marketing
conditions.

Target market selection is fundamental to

successful marketing strategy implementation.

The

target market must be an identifiable, relatively homogeneous market segment which possesses profit potential
for the firm.

Consequently, it is necessary to under

stand the shopping behavior of consumers in the market
which the firm desires to serve so that the market can
be effectively segmented.

The present research is

concerned with marketing strategy in the retail food
marketing industry.

Consequently, the factors which

determine food shopping behavior must be understood.
Categories of Want-determining Factors.

If con

sumer food shopping behavior is to be understood, that
behavior must be studied as a "total system."

That is„

attention must be given to all significant factors which
affect the consumer's attempts to satisfy food-related
wants.

An analysis of only a few of these influences

may result in misleading conclusions.
The number of factors which can conceivably influ
ence food want-satisfaction behavior in a particular

situation is very large, and the composition of factors
which determine the resultant behavior is complex.
Analysis of these factors is facilitated and the effic
iency of the research is increased by grouping the
influences into categories and analyzing representative
factors within each category.

Shopping behavior can be

explained by the analysis of factors which typify each
category.
After a thorough review of relevant literature, a
decision was made to use three categories of wantdetermining factors in this study.

These categories, as

defined in a preceding section, were the environmental,
socio-economic and psychological characteristics of
consumer in the food market under consideration.

Environ

mental characteristics included consumer reaction to the
marketing strategies of firms in the market.

This set of

categories was employed because it encompassed the needs
of research in the area of market segmentation, as
indicated in the current literature.^

It was assumed

^See:
Synder, op. cit., pp. 175 et. seq.; Daniel
Yankelovich, "New Criteria for Market Segmentation,l!
Harvard Business Review. Vol. 42,No. 2 (March-April 1964)
pp. 83-90; F. E. May, "Buying Behavior: Some Research
Findings," The Journal of Business, Vol. 38, No. 2 (July
1965), pp. 379-396; Robert Mainer and C. E. Slater,
"Markets in Motion," Harvard Business Review. Vol. 42,
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that varying degrees of store loyalty can be identified
from the relationships to factors in these categories.
Loyalty Index.

Store loyalty was defined to be the

consumer's inclination to shop at a given store.

Three

measures of loyalty are generally utilized in the current
literature.

Cunningham employed the percentage of the

consumer's budget allocated to a given store during the
period of the survey as a measure of her loyalty to that
store.

12

A second store loyalty measurement is given

by the number of stores in which the consumer shops
during the period. 1J
•

Store loyalty is taken to be

inversely related to the number of stores shopped.

A

third loyalty measure, changing or switching of preference during the period, has been employed in studies of

^(cont.) No. 2 (March-April 1964), pp. 75-82;
H. W. Boyd, Jr., and S. J. Levy, "New Dimensions in
Consumer Analysis," Harvard Business Review, Vol. 42,
No. 6 (November-December 1963), pp. 129-142.
12

R. M. Cunningham, "Customer Loyalty to Store and
Brand," Harvard Business Review, Vol. 39, No. 6
(November-December 1961), pp. 127-137.
13

Sees Tate, op. cit.. pp. 8-132
"Consumer
Dynamics in the Super Market," Progressive Grocer,
continuing series beginning Vol. 45, No. 10 (October
1965), p. kll9ff.
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brand loyalty.^

Loyalty is assumed to be inversely

related to the number of switches made during the
period.

This procedure is applicable to the measurement

of store loyalty.
Each of these measures of store loyalty has some
validity.

However, none is sufficient per se to

adequately indicate degree of store loyalty.

If, for

example, a consumer shopped a number of stores, but
allocated most of her budget to one store, the per
cent-of-budget method would indicate relatively high
loyalty, while the number-patronized measure would show
relatively low loyalty.

Since each of the three measures

is potentially useful in store loyalty measurement, a
loyalty index composed of all three measures was
constructed. 15

The index was designed to measure the

percentage of loyalty which a given consumer exhibited
toward the store to which the consumer allocated the
largest percentage of her food budget for the period.
14

See:
R. E. Prank, "Brand Choice as a Probability
Process," Journal of Business, Vol. 35, No. 1 (January
1962), pp. 43-56; W. T. Tucker, "The Development of
Brand Loyalty," Journal of Marketing Research, Vol. 1,
No. 3 (August 1964), pp. 32-35.
15 The author is indebted to Professor Roger L.
Burford for the initial conception of this index.
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This store was termed the consumer's first choice store.
The three components of the index were determined as
follows:
per cent-of-budget = that part of total budget
allocated to the first choice store during
the survey period -r total expenditures for the
period
1 fi

store switching^ = (number of opportunities to
switch + one - number of switches) -r number of
intervals in the period
stores patronized 17 = (number of stores in the
market + one - number of stores patronized) —
number of stores in the market.
note:

plus one is added to the numerators of the
second and third components to prevent
division into zero, which results in an
index of 0.0.

Since each component is a ratio, the index is
given by the geometric mean of the components.

The

general formula for measurement of store loyalty, I,
employed in the present study, expressed as a percentage,
1 f\

A switch was defined to be a change from time
interval nij_^ to time interval mj in the store to which
the consumer allocated the largest percentage of her food
budget for the time interval. The number of opportunities to switch is one less than the number of intervals
in the survey period.
17

Patronage was defined to be a purchase of any
amount in the given store during the period of the survey.
1R

See: C. F. Smith and D. A. Leabo, Basic Statis
tics for Business Economics (Homewood, Illinois; Richard
D. Irwin, Inc., 1960), pp. 75-79.
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is given by
r

i

= FL

L1

. <m " D

m

+ 1 " si .

I). “ Pi"li/3. 100

n

J

where

i denotes the i^^ panel member
m = number of intervals in the survey
m - 1 = number of opportunities to switch
n = number of stores inthe market
e^ = fraction of budget allocated to the first
sj^ire during the survey period by the
i
consumer
Sj_ = number of switches during the period by
the ifc^ consumer
p-L = number of stores patronized during the
period by the i ‘-“ consumer.

Analysis of consumer food shopping behavior and store
loyalty patterns as conceptualized in these terms
required the procurement of representative empirical
data concerning purchasing behavior and factors in each
of the categories.

Data— The Foodtown Panel
There are numerous sources of empirical data.
Information from a consumer panel was thought to be most
useful for the present research.

A consumer panel is

defined as:
a group of consumer units, either families or
individuals, carefully selected and controlled
to constitute a proportional and representa
tive cross section of all consumer units in the
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population being sampled, who report weekly
all food purchases . ^
The major advantage of the panel technique over other
methods of data collection is that the panel generates
accurate, detailed information concerning food pur
chasing behavior over a period of time.

Since panel

members can be surveyed to obtain information con
cerning their environmental, socio-economic, and
psychological characteristics, and their reactions to
the marketing strategies of firms in the market, a
consumer panel constituted a satisfactory source of
empirical data for the present research.
Because of the limited time, resources, and
experience in panel operation available for the imple
mentation of the research design, it was not feasible
to operate a consumer purchase panel expressly for this
project.

Several established panels were investigated

in secondary sources, and the Chicago Tribune Consumer
Purchase Panel was contacted by letter.

It was deter

mined that none of the investigated panels collected
psychological data on panel members, nor secured their
IQ

R. H. Ganley and R. D. Crisp, "Consumer Purchase
Panels Serve Advertisers, Agencies and Media," Printers1
Ink, Vol. 224, No. 8 (August 1948), pp. 91-114.
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reactions to firms' marketing strategies.

Moreover,

the cost of available information from the Chicago
Tribune panel was prohibitively high.^*-*

The consumer

purchase panel operated by Gordon W. Paul in 1965,
however, generated data on food shopping behavior, and
socio-economic and psychological characteristics of
panel members.

These data were made available for the

present study.
Paul's work was termed the "Foodtown" project.2^
The project consisted, in part, of securing diaries of
food purchases in one community for a ten-week period
from representative families in the community.

The

community chosen was relatively isolated from other
communities, approximated selected national and state
population characteristics, had various types of food
shopping outlets, and provided a large enough employ
ment base so that commuting to other areas for employ
ment was largely unnecessary.

A panel of 267 respondents

letter from Mr. D. L. Parise, Assistant
Research Manager, Chicago Tribune, December 6, 1966.
^ P e r s o n a l

21

G. W. Paul, An Interactional Approach to Investi
gating Food Buying Behavior (Unpublished Ph.D. Thesis„
Michigan State University, 1966).
See Chapters III,
pp. 71-114 and V, pp. 133-161, for a detailed explana
tion of the project.
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was recruited in this community using a stratified area
probability sample.

Of these respondents, 108 returned

complete information for the period.

This information

consisted of data concerning socio-economic and
psychological characteristics of panel members, as well
as diaries of food purchases.

These data were collected

according to generally accepted practices of marketing
research, and therefore were thought to be sufficiently
accurate for the purpose of the present research.

Plan of Analysis

22

The Foodtown panel provided the empirical raw
material which was used to test the hypotheses derived
from the conceptual framework.

Loyalty patterns were

discerned in panel shopping behavior and related to
socio-economic and psychological characteristics of
panel members.

The influence of marketing strategy on

store loyalty was also investigated.
22

The influence of

See:
ibid.. Chapter V, pp. 133-161 and Appendix
C, pp. 265-292. Detailed descriptions of the data
collection techniques and forms referred to in this
section are provided.
Subsequent research indicated
that there were few significant differences in psychological and demographic characteristics among panel
members, panel dropouts, and a random sample of the
Foodtown population.
See: G. W. Paul and B. M. Enis,
"On the Question of the Psychological and Demographic
Atypicality of Consumer Panel Cooperators" {Unpublished
paper, Louisiana State University, undated) .
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other environmental factors was assumed to be con
stant.
Shopping Behavior and Loyalty Patterns.

In order

to identify loyal customers and determine their value
to the firm, it was first necessary to establish basic
shopping behavior characteristics and perceive loyalty
patterns in the Foodtown market.

The shopping behavior

of the 108 panel members who reported for the complete
ten-week period was analyzed in three different ways.
Number of shoppers and dollar expenditures of panel
members were examined first week-by-week, and secondly
by store to determine patterns m

shopping behavior.

2^The statistical significance of shopping behavior
characteristics was tes
"
re analysis. The
chi-square statistic

j=l
where n = number of observations
Oj = observed results (j = 1, n)
e^ = expected results (j = 1, n)
See: Taro Yamane, Statistics; An Introductory Analysis
(New York: Harper and Row, Inc., 1964), Chapter 20,
pp. 581-609. The statistical significance of expenditure
patterns
was tested using one-way analysis ofvariance
to determine the F ratio of variance among samples to
variance within samples. The computational formula is
as follows:
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Thirdly, the shopping behavior of those panel members
whose expenditures were heavy was compared to the shopping
behavior of the rest of the panel.

After these analyses

had established the basic shopping behavior character
istics of the panel, the first store loyalty of panel
members was determined by means of the index described
above.
23

Next, shopping behavior was compared to store

(cont.)
P

where F
r
nj
N
T

=
=
=
=
=
xa a =
Tj =
r-1, N-r =

r-l,N-r

= ssa/r~l
SSw/N-r

the F ratio
number of samples
size of the j*1*1 sample
number of observations
total of observed values
i*"*1 observation in the j*"*1 sample
total observations in the j*-*1 sample
degrees of freedom

r Hi

1 i

SS^ = total sum of squares = ^
-

j=l

^

x^j

2

-

T2

i=l

SSa = sum of squares among samples =
r
Tj
T2

2

j=l nj
N
SSW = sum of squares within samples = SSt - SSa
See: W. C. Guenther, Concepts of Statistical Inference
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1965), pp. 200223; R. A. Fisher, The Design of Experiments, fourth
edition (Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, Ltd., 1947).

loyalty.

First, simple linear correlation analysis was

used to determine relationships between loyalty and spending.

Then expenditures of groups of panel members who

exhibited various degrees of store loyalty were analyzed
by rank of store choice and in specific stores.
Socio-economic Characteristics of Loyalty Groups. Once
loyalty patterns were established, the next task was to
relate these patterns to individual consumer socio
economic characteristics.

The purpose of this analysis

24.
The coefficient of correlation,_ r, is given by
n

2

X iy i

where n = number of observations
i denotes the i1"*1 observation (i = 1, n)
(xi,yi) - an ordered pair of observations in terms
of deviations from their means
The t test of significance of r is given by
t= r'Vn - 2
n-2
\ rz
where r = correlation coefficient
n = number of observations
n - 2 = degrees of freedom
See: S. S. Wilks, Elementary Statistical Analysis
(Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1948),
Chapter 13, pp. 236-280.

was to determine whether or not consumers who exhibit
various degrees of store loyalty can be identified by
studying their socio-economic characteristics.

The

store loyalty of each panel member, as measured by the
loyalty index, was compared to stage in family life
cycle, educational level and religious preference of
principal food purchaser, and to total household income,
number of automobiles owned, number of recent intercity
relocations-, and occupation of head of household.

Chi-

square analysis was employed to test the statistical
significance of all relationships.
Psychological Characteristics of Loyalty Groups. Sub
sequent to the comparisons of consumer socio-economic
characteristics to store loyalty, the psychological
characteristics of panel members were compared to store
loyalty.

Store loyalty was compared to nine consumer

needs (exhibition, order, achievement, affiliation,
dominance, deference, change, aggression, and autonomy),
three consumer values (social, economic, and religious),
and consumer images of themselves and the stores in the
market.

Multiple regression analysis was employed to

determine the statistical significance of the relation
ship between store loyalty and consumer psychological
characteristics.
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Influence of Marketing Strategy on Loyalty.

The

final phase of the analysis of the Foodtown panel data
concerned the examination of the influence of marketing
strategy on store loyalty.

The relationship of store

loyalty to marketing strategy, as indicated by such
marketing mix variables as store location and size,
width of product assortment, pricing policies, and pro
motional activity, was examined.

Methods which the firm

can use to identify loyal customers were then suggested.
These analyses resulted in the formulation of specific
steps for food marketing strategy implementation.
Constancy of Environmental Features.

Although

there can be no doubt that environmental characteristics
influence economic want-determination, this influence
was assumed to be constant in the present study.
assumption was based upon three considerations.

This
First,

the time period during which the raw data were collected
was ten weeks.

The possibility of analytical limitations

resulting from this relatively short period of time was
noted in the previous section.

However, this length of

time tended to lessen the probability of environmental

2^See:

Paul, oja. cit., Chapter III, pp. 71-95.
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change during the period.

Ten weeks was too short a

time for appreciable changes to occur in the physical
features, economic and governmental systems, or laws
and customes of Foodtown.
Secondly, the community was small in population and
in land area.

United States Bureau of Census data for

1960 showed a population of 7,000 for Foodtown proper
and 12,000 for both city and surburban areas.
area was approximately 10 square m i l e s . B o t h

The land
sets of

figures indicated that the range of variation of such
environmental influences as geographical features and
traveling distance for shopping was relatively small.
The third basis for the constancy assumption was the
fact that Foodtown was a relatively isolated, selfcontained community.

Consequently, the influence of

“outside" factors upon the culture of Foodtown was
relatively low.

For example, it was noted that very

few families shopped for groceries in stores located

2^0ne criterion for the selection of the community
for the Foodtown study was that the area of the commun
ity approximate the ninety per cent supermarket drawing
range of customers (2.53 miles), as defined by LaLonde.
Sees Bernard J. LaLonde, "Differentials in Supermarket
Drawing Power," Marketing and Transportation Paper
Number Eleven (East Lansing, Michigan: Bureau of Busi
ness and Economic Research, College of Business and
Public Service, Michigan State University, 1962).
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outside the Foodtown trading area.

All panel members,

therefore, were subjected to a large extent to the same
environmental influences.

For this reason, environmental

characteristics were treated as a parameter in the present
research.

Preview of the Research
Chapter II presents the conceptual framework for
the research.

The need for market segmentation in

marketing strategy is explained, and the formation of
market segments along environmental, socio-economic, and
psychological lines is described.

The concept of store

loyalty is seen to meet the criteria established for
effective measurement of segment contribution to the
firm's objectives.

Chapter III presents the results of

the establishment of consumer shopping behavior character
istics and loyalty patterns in this behavior from the
Foodtown panel.
loyalty index.

Store loyalty was measured by the
The relative value to the firm of

consumers who exhibit various degrees of store loyalty
was determined.
Chapter IV describes the research for relationships
between store loyalty and consumer socio-economic char
acteristics.

Store loyalty was compared to selected

socio-economic characteristics of the principal food
purchaser, and to selected socio-economic character
istics of her household.

In Chapter V, store loyalty

was compared to consumer psychological characteristics.
Consumer needs and values, and the images which con
sumers held of themselves and of the stores in the
market were analyzed.

Chapter VI discusses the impli

cations of this research for marketing strategy.

The

feasibility of the concept of store loyalty as a basis for
the delineation of target market segments is demon
strated.

The research conclusions are summarized in

Chapter VII.

CHAPTER II

DELINEATION OF LOYALTY-BASED SEGMENTS
FOR MARKETING STRATEGY

Now that the problem has been introduced, attention
can be focused upon developing the conceptual basis of
the research project.

The concepts presented provide the

foundation for the remainder of the study.

That is, the

specific hypotheses which the study tested empirically
were derived from this development.
The purpose of this chapter is to explain the nature
of the concept of market segmentation and demonstrate the
usefulness of the concept in formulating operational
marketing strategy.

The thesis advanced is that the firm

can measure the ability of market segmentation to provide
information to adjust product offerings to consumers'
demands.

This segmentation results in an operationally

measurable contribution to the firm's objectives.

The

need for market segmentation in strategy is demonstrated,
the conceptual formation of market segments is developed,
and operational measurement of the effectiveness of
loyalty-based segmentation is discussed.
31
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Marketincr Strategy— The Need For Segmentation
The consumer enters the market to satisfy his economic
wants.

The firm achieves its goals by providing consumer

want-satisfaction through the implementation of marketing
strategy.

The concept of market segmentation can be

instrumental in successful marketing strategy implementation.

The Heterogeneous Market
Differences among individuals result in differences
in their economic wants, which firms satisfy by offering
various products to consumers.

Both the supply and

demand sides of the market are heterogeneous.

The hetero

geneous market permits both consumers and firms to
achieve their respective goals.
Heterogeneous Demand.

People differ from one another.

Each individual possesses certain personal goals, bio
logical features,

and mental attributes which are not

duplicated in any other individual.

In addition, no two

people face the same physical environment, nor do they
come in contact with the same group of other people.
Because people are different,

they have different

economic wants, and place different priorities on the
satisfaction of these wants.

For example, a man who

desires and devotes time to a full family life has less
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time to devote to earning a living than does the man who
places a high value on material possessions.

The first

man can afford fewer material goods than the second, so
his economic wants receive less emphasis.

The person who

enters the ministry provides the proverbial example of the
subordination of economic wants to other types of desires.
Conversely, the hard-driving executive is often stereo
typed as a man who places a desire for economic gain and
personal power ahead of the family and religious aspects of
his life.
Each individual attempts to satisfy his wants in the
way that he deems best for him.

That is, the consumer's

objective is taken to be the maximization of total want
satisfaction.-*-

A consumer maximizes want satisfaction by

allocating his expenditures among products.
defined below.)

(Products are

Satisfaction is provided in the form of

utilities which are inherent in the product.

Utility is

defined to be the ability to satisfy economic wants.
Marketing literature usually recognizes four types of

1
^Alfred Marshall, Principles of Economics, ninth
(variorum) edition (New York: MacMillan Company, 1961),
Book III, pp. 83-137. Marshall's discussion is the
classic treatment.
^Ibid., pp. 92ff.
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utility:

form, time, place and possession utility.^

An automobile can be used to illustrate the types of
utility which a product can provide.

Form utility is

provided by the automobile in its functional form, i.e.,
assembled components such as engine, frame, body and tires
capable of providing transportation.

These items,

unassembled, have little utility for a consumer who
wishes to take a trip.

The consumer can purchase and

assemble_the components himself, but this procedure takes
time.

Time utility,

then, refers to having the automobile

in functioning form at the time it is needed.

Similarly,

place utility is derived from having the automobile in
functional form at the place desired.

These utilities can

be provided by a rented or borrowed automobile.

Additional

utility is derived from owning the automobile in that the
owner has exclusive command of it.

He can use it as he

sees fit and alter it to suit his needs.

Consequently,

the owner of the automobile enjoys possession utility of it.
The individual maximizes his satisfaction by allo
cating his expenditures among products so as to receive
the highest total utility from the products.

Maximum

^T. N. Beckman, "The Value Added Concept As a Measure
of Output," Advanced Management, Vol. 22, No. 4 (April
1957), pp. 6-8.
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total utility is attained (so expenditures are optimally
allocated); when marginal utility per dollar of expenditure
is equal for all products.

Each consumer assigns value

to the inherent utility of a product according to own
scale of preferences.

The preference scales of different

individuals are not necessarily related.

Thus Marshall's

optimum utility assumption, and refinements of it by
subsequent economists, provide a framework for the analysis
of individual want-satisfying behavior, but do not explain
how consumers' wants are satisfied in the market.^
Since there are differences in people's wants, their
want priorities, and the values which they place upon
want satisfaction, one product cannot satisfy all
individuals.

Consumers demand many products.

For this

reason, the total demand for products is said to be
heterogeneous.^
Heterogeneous Supply.

A product is a particular

combination of inherent utilities, i.e., a physical
entity and its attendent want-satisfying capabilities.
It follows from the definition of utility that a product

^See: Tapas Majumdar, The Measurent of Utility
(London: MacMillan Company, 1958).
^Wroe Alderson, Marketing Behavior and Executive
Action (Homewood, Illinois:
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1957),
pp. lOlff.
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is any entity (good, service, or idea) which provides any
form of utility to the consumer.

There are numerous

types of products, including automobiles, haircuts,
structural steel shapes, packaged groceries, dry cleaning
services and obedience schools for dogs.

Any good,

service, or idea which provides utility to any consumer
is a product within the meaning of this definition.
The number of types of products which can conceivably
provide utility is so large that no firm can expect to
produce more than a few types efficiently.

For example,

the production of microelectronic gear probably cannot be
efficiently combined with fresh vegatable retailing or
staging Broadway musicals.
upon a few products.

The firm must concentrate

Consequently,

the firm has wide

latitude in deciding which types of products it is to
produce.

Since there are many different firms in the

economy as a whole, the aggregate supply of products is
heterogeneous like the demand for products.
The result of heterogeneity of supply and demand is
that the market, as a whole, is heterogeneous.

The

market is defined to be the place where firms and con
sumers meet, or more formally, as "the aggregate of forces
and conditions within which buyers /consumers/ and sellers
/firms/ make decisions that result in the transfer of
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goods and s e r v i c e s . T h e objective of the consumer's
decisions is maximum satisfaction from the products pur
chased.

The objective of the firm's decisions is maximum

achievement of its goals.

Achievement of the Firm's Goals
The firm's goal is assumed to be the maximization of
profit.

To achieve this objective, the firm must survive

as a going concern.

The firm cannot earn profits if it

does not offer products to the market.

Offering products

to the market is necessary, but is not a sufficient con
dition for survival.
The sufficient condition for survival is the attain
ment of a differential advantage, i.e., a more precise
matching of the firm's products to consumers' wants than

£
Marketing Definitions ? A Glossary of Marketing Terms
(Chicago: American Marketing Association, 1960), p. 15.
7

For the sake of brevity in certain parts of the text,
the term "profit maximization" is used to refer to optimal
achievement of whatever type of return the management of
the firm seeks. Maximum monetary return is not necessarily
the optimum goal.
Baumol has argued that the firm seeks
to maximize sales subject to a profit constraint, and
Simon has advanced the concept of "satisficing" as the goal
of management.
See W. J. Baumol, Business Behavior.
Values and Growth (New York:
MacMillan Company, 1959)?
and J. G. March and H. A. Simon, Organizations (New York:
John A. Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1958).
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the matching which competitors’ products achieve.8

The

firm can attempt to gain a differential advantage through
two methods.

First, the firm can offer products which

provide the same satisfaction as competitors' products,
but produce these products less expensively and thus
offer them at a lower price.

Secondly, the firm can offer

products which provide different satisfactions from
competitors' products.
Firms generally seek to attain a differential
advantage through some combination of reducing costs and
differentiating products.

Thus, the problem facing the

firm is to determine the combination of methods which
provides the optimum differential advantage and, therefore,
the maximum profit.

The process of planning and directing

the firm's operations toward the solution of this problem
is termed marketing strategy.

Implementation of Marketing Strategy
The firm must implement a marketing strategy to gain
the differential advantage which is the basis of its goal
attainment.

O

That is, it must perform activities which

See: E. H. Chamberlain, Theory of Monopolistic Com
petition (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University
Press, 1950); Wroe Alderson, Dynamic Marketing Behavior
(Homewood, Illinois:
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1965).
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assure profitable consumer patronage.

There are three

steps in marketing strategy implementation:

selection of

the target market, design of the marketing mix, and
adjustment of the strategy to meet changing market con
ditions .
Target Market.

The firm cannot produce all of the

different types of products necessary to satisfy all con
sumers.

In addition to internal production inefficiencies,

there are demand constraints.

The product features which

some consumers value greatly, such as high quality workman
ship and prestige of brand, are the very factors which
repel those consumers who are chiefly interested in low
price.

The firm must decide which wants its products can

satisfy, and then seek consumers who have these wants.
Oxenfeldt has termed these consumers the "target market."^
Selection of the target market is based upon the
firm's estimates of the want-satisfying capabilities of
its products.

That is, the target market consists of that

group of consumers whose wants most closely parallel the
qualities which the firm's products already have, or can

q
A. R. Oxenfeldt, "The Formulation of a Marketing
Strategy," William Lazer and E. J. Kelley (editors).
Managerial Marketing; Perspectives and Viewpoints.
revised edition (Homewood, Illinois:
Richard D. Irwin,
Inc., 1962), pp. 37-40.
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be altered to incorporate.

Consequently, marketing

strategy must be coordinated with other operations of the
firm,

such as product design, manufacturing and finance.^"®
Marketing M i x .

After selecting the target market,

the firm must persuade consumers in the target market to
buy its products.

The number of measures which the firm

can use to induce consumers to buy its products is large.
The particular measure,

i.e., combination of marketing

variables, which the firm selects to appeal to the target
market is termed the marketing m i x . ^

Marketing mix

decisions include selection of advertising appeals, deter
mination of credit policies and training of sales clerks.
As in target market selection, coordination of mix var
iables with such non-marketing operations as production
scheduling and availability of funds for credit extension
must be considered.

The release of enticing advertisements

of products which the manufacturing department is not
ready to deliver to the market,

for example, can cause

serious customer dissatisfaction.
Strategy Adjustments.

Once the firm selects its

target market aftd formulates its marketing mix, it is

l^See: C.G. Walters, "What Is This Marketing Manage
ment?", Southwestern Social Science Quarterly, Vol. 46,
No. 1 (June 1965), pp. 28-36.
1 -^Oxenfeldt, op. c i t ., pp. 40-41.
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committed to the course of action which results from these
decisions.

Conditions in the market, however, are dynamic.

The decisions made with respect to one set of market con
ditions may not be valid for different conditions.
sequently,

Con

the firm must be prepared to adjust its market

ing strategy to meet changing market conditions.
The firm makes these adjustments based on the
reaction or feedback it receives from the market to its
present marketing strategy.

If consumers are not buying

a certain product, it may be because the product is
priced too highly,
the product.

or because consumers do not know about

Suppliers'

comments from the public,

salesmen, competitors'

actions,

and communications with various

governmental agencies are other sources of feedback.
Marketing strategy adjustments in response to feedback
may take the form of new target market selection, changes
in various components of the marketing mix,

and/or advocacy

of change in facets of other operations of the firm.

19

Strategy adjustments must be made continuously to meet
continually changing market conditions.

■^W. J. Stanton, "Evaluating Marketing Effort,"
Lazer and Kelley, op. c i t .. pp. 393-397.
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Place of Segmentation in Strategy
The initial step in strategy implementation or
adjustment is the selection of a target market.

The firm

can employ the concept of market segmentation as a basis
for making this selection.

Use of the concept results

in more precise target market definition, and thus con
tributes to the attainment of the firm's goals.
Definition of Market Segmentation.

Market segmenta

tion consists of viewing the heterogeneous market as a
composition of relatively homogeneous sub-markets. 13
Market segmentation is achieved by identifying a group of
consumers who have certain relatively similar wants.

No

group or segment of consumers has identical wants, but
segment members share some wants of similar type and
intensity.
Application of Segmentation to Strategy.

If these

similar wants can be satisfied by products from which the
firm can expect to earn a profit,

the homogeneous segment

is a potential target market for the firm.

The segmenta

tion concept is used to identify precisely target markets.
For example, if the firm produces baby foods, it is

R. Smith, "Product Differentiation and Market
Segmentation As Alternative Marketing Strategies," Journal
of Marketing. Vol. 21, No. 1 (July 1956), p. 6.
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interested in identifying consumers who have a need for
baby foods.

If the market is segmented by families, and

by age of children within families, the firm can concen
trate its marketing mix appeals upon the segment of
families who have very young children.
The concept of market segmentation thus provides a
basis for adjusting firm operations to consumer demands so
that both can attain their objectives.

The consumer

receives more precise satisfaction of his wants than he
does from firms serving the entire market,

since the firm

in question is concentrating upon his particular wants.
The firm receives the consumer patronage which is essential
to earning a profit.

For this reason, the concept of

market segmentation is of value in implementing marketing
strategy.
In summary, consumers have heterogeneous demands which
they wish to satisfy.

No firm can satisfy all of these

demands, so the firm seeks

a differential advantage.

That is, the firm concentrates upon satisfying some con
sumers by matching its products to their wants more
precisely than competitors' products are matched to these
wants.

The process of matching the firm's products and

the consumers' wants is termed marketing strategy, which
consists of target market selection, marketing mix design
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and strategy adjustments to the dynamic market.

The

concept of market segmentation provides a basis for target
market selection.

The factors which underlie the formation

of market segments and the measures required to delineate
these segments are discussed in the following section.

Formation of Market Segments
The formation of market segments is based on three
categories of factors that determine economic wants, but
these factors are largely beyond the control of the firm.
Segmentation analysis is used to identify such segments.
These homogeneous segments are potential target markets
which, properly delineated, can be employed in strategy
implementation.

Factors of Segmentation
The differences among people which cause variations
in their economic wants have been described above in an
intuitive manner.
wants are numerous.

The factors which determine economic
In order to analyze precisely these

factors for the purpose of formulating market segments,
the set of all possible factors which contribute to want
differentiation is partitioned into subsets or categories.
This study utilizes three broad categories of segmenta
tion factors:

environmental, socio-economic, and
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psychological characteristics of consumers.^

Environmental

characteristics denote the physical (for example geography
and natural resources), institutional (such as the
economic and governmental systems), and cultural (laws,
norms and standards) features of the world in which the
individual exists.

Socio-economic characteristics are

attributes, such as income, occupation and religious
preference, which establish the status or position of the
individual in the view of society.

Psychological character

istics indicate the manner in which the individual
perceives his socio-economic and environmental character
istics, and behaves toward them.

The following paragraphs

discuss these categories and present examples of signifi
cant factors in each category.

The conceptual validity

of the formulation of market segments from this analysis
is demonstrated.
Environmental Characteristics.

Each individual lives

in a specific environment, which has certain physical,
institutional and cultural features at a given time.
The physical environment has geographical and topographical

l^This classificatory system is broadly analogous
to the division of the study of behavioral science into
anthropology, sociology and psychology.
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peculiarities, natural resources and hazards,

flora and

fauna, and human constructs such buildings and highways.
Institutional features of the environment include its
economic and educational systems, state of technology,
patterns of religious observance,

and form of government.

The cultural environment is composed of such elements as
moral values, behavioral norms and codified laws.
The individual1s behavior is influenced by the inter
actions of these environmental factors.

His economic

wants are influenced by the number and location of firms
to which he has access, the prevailing customs with regard
i

to market transactions and product usage, and the geograph
ical features of the region in which he is located.
Geography,
segmentation.

for example,

is a common basis for market

Individuals who live in close proximity

to a firm are more likely to be its customers than are
more distantly located individuals.

A particular geo

graphic region may be potentially profitable for a firm
because few competitors are located in the region.

Con

versely, a particular institutional pattern may be so
entrenched that penetration b y a new firm is unlikely to
prove profitable.
Customs have a marked influence on purchasing behavior.
Sunday closing laws, for example, may lead to market
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segmentation by geography or by type of product sold.
Resale price maintenance laws may affect consumer wants
by altering price levels.

Also, food preferences are

culturally conditioned to a large degree.

Such customs

may be based on religious beliefs, as in India, or in
regional characteristics, e.g., seafood consumption in
New England.
Another set of environmental factors which
influence consumer behavior is the marketing strategies
of the firms in the individual's environment.

The indivi

dual's economic wants are influenced by the products
which are available to him.

If he is not aware of the

existence of a particular product, he cannot know of the
potential utility which the product can provide.
sequently, he does not want the product.

Con

Since it is

the function of marketing strategy to determine which
products a particular firm offers to consumers, the
marketing strategies of firms in the environment are
factors which influence economic wants.

The electric

toothbrush provides an example of this influence of
marketing strategy upon economic wants.
toothbrush has enjoyed wide

The electric

acceptance since consumers

became aware of its want-satisfying capabilitiesj

Prior

to the marketing strategy decision to introduce electric
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toothbrushes to the market, however, few individuals
numbered a desire for such a product among their wants.
These examples illustrate the influence of environ
mental characteristics upon economic wants..

Since no two

individuals inhabit exactly the same environments, economic
wants of various individuals are quite likely to be
different.

The examples also demonstrate the inter

relationships among environmental characteristics, and
between environmental characteristics and socio-economic
and psychological characteristics, in determining economic
wants.
Socio-Economic Characteristics.

The consumer's

position in the society is indicated by various socio
economic characteristics.

More prestige is accorded some

occupations than others, married men are expected to
behave differently from single men, and members of the
two sexes assume different roles in society.

Individuals

who hold different positions in society are influenced in
different ways by their positions, so their economic
wants are not identical.

Consequently, if people have

different socio-economic characteristics, it is likely
that their wants also differ to some degree.
with working mothers,

Families

for example, need conveniently

packaged, easy-to-prepare foods.

Similarly, certain
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religious groups prefer particular types of food products,
and peoples' consumption habits change as their level of
education rises.
Perhaps the most important socio-economic influence
upon consumer behavior is the consumer's level of income.
Income constitutes the major limitation on the consumer's
spending patterns in that he generally cannot, in the long
run, spend more than his income.

Many of the models of

consumer spending behavior which economists have designed
postulate a proportional relationship between income and
spending, i.e., income is the only variable of some of the
major aggregative consumption models.16
Income is important, but it is not the only influence
upon consumer behavior.

All consumers at a given income

level do not necessarily share similar spending patterns.
As Martineau pointed out, differences in social class

15

"Consumer Dynamics in the Supermarket," Progressive
Grocer, continuing series, beginning Vol. 45, No. 11
(October 1965), pp. 46-82. This series of articles
presents a comprehensive study of the influence of socio
economic factors on food shopping behavior.
16

A. H. Hansen, A Guide to Keynes (New York: McGrawHill Book Company, Inc., 1953); J. S. Duesenberry, Income,
Saving, and the Theory of Consumer Behavior (Cambridge,
Massachusetts:
Harvard University Press, 1962); and Milton
Friedman, A Theory of the Consumption Function (Princeton,
New Jersey:
Princeton University Press, 1957).
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result in different consumer wants . ^

Consumers in

different social classes may spend identical incomes in
different ways.

The blue collar worker may spend more

for food and his automobile, and less for housing and
entertainment than does the junior executive with the same
income.
A complete analysis of the influence of socio-economic
characteristics on consumer behavior is difficult because
the characteristics are interrelated.

High income, for

instance, is in many cases the result of high educational
attainment, which leads to more prestigeous and remuner
ative employment.

Social class is a summary character

istic, reflecting the occupational, racial, and inherited
family position of the individual.

A further difficulty

in analyzing consumer behavior is that socio-economic
characteristics interact with environmental and psycholog
ical characteristics in determining economic wants.
Psychological Characteristics.

In order to explain

the differences among individual responses to similar
situations, psychologists postulate the existence of
certain mental attributes in an individual which interact"

^ P i e r r e Martineau, "Social Classes and Spending
Behavior," Journal of Marketing, Vol. 23, No. 2
(October 1958), pp. 121-130.

to produce his behavioral responses to the situation.-^8
These attributes are termed intervening variables.

The

particular intervening variables which influence the
behavior of a given individual are his psychological
characteristics, i.e., his pattern of perception and
response to the world in which he lives.
Pratt lists motives (needs), emotions, beliefs,
prejudices and attitudes (images) as examples of variables
which cause individuals to behave differently in seemingly
identical circumstances.19

Since psychological character

istics influence behavior, consumers who have different
psychological characteristics are likely to have different
wants.

For example, the individual who has a strong

need for independence may want to wear a more gaudy
necktie then another individual whose independence need
does not have to be satisfied in this fashion.
18

See: H. A. Murray, e t . al., Explorations in Person
ality (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University
Press, 1938); C. R. Rogers, Client Centered Therapy (Boston
Houghton-Mifflin, Inc., 1951); Wolfgang Kohler, Gestalt
Psychology. Second Edition (London: Liveright Publishing
Company, 1947); and C. L. Hull, Principles of Behavior;
An Introduction to Behavior Theory (New York: AppletonCentury-Crofts, Inc., 1943).
19 R. W. Pratt, Jr., "Consumer Behavior— Some
Psychological Aspects," presented at the Marketing Theory
Seminar (Burlington, Vermont, 1964); reprinted in George
Schwartz, editor, Science in Marketing (New York: John
A. Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1965).
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The statement of the definition, nature and function
of various psychological characteristics and the measure
ment of their influence upon behavior are the province of
the psychologist.

The interest of the firm centers upon

determining the extent to which these factors contribute
to want differentiation.

That is, marketing managers are

interested in applying the work of psychologists to the
problem of identifying the factors within individuals
which provide the basis for grouping individuals into
target market segments.
Psychological characteristics are not widely utilized
as a basis for market segmentation.

This lack of general

acceptance stems in large part from difficulties in
obtaining data concerning psychological characteristics.
No published psychological data comparable to census
reports of socio-economic characteristics are available,
and little useful psychological information can be obtained
by direct questioning of individuals.
Methodological difficulties do not obscure the fact
that market segmentation along psychological lines does
have potential value for marketing strategy.

There is

evidence that psychological characteristics influence

2oIbid.. pp. 125ff.
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purchasing behavior.

Haire found, for example,

that

instant coffee projected an image of "laziness and shift
lessness" to its users, and that many housewives would
not buy instant coffee for that reason.

21

Behavioral scientists have developed some techniques
for measuring the psychological characteristics of
individuals.

Psychological data for this study are pro

vided by disguised questionnaires which measure needs
as independence,
(economic,

dominance and achievement)

(such

and values

religious and social), and semantic differential

scales which reflect consumer images of themselves and
the stores in the market.^2

Other techniques which can be

employed to measure psychological variables include
Thurstone and Likert scales to measure attitudes, and

21

■“■Mason Haire, "Projective Techniques m Marketing
Research," Journal of Marketing. Vol. 14, No. 5 (April
1950), pp. 649-656.
See also:
Pierre Martineau, "The
Personality of the Retail Store," Harvard Business Review
Vol. 36, No. 1 (January-February, 1958), pp. 47-55 and
William Henry, "The Meaning of Gasoline Symbols," Robert
Ferber and H. G. Wales, Editors, Motivation and Market
Behavior (Homewood, Illinois:
Richard D. Irwin, Inc.,
1958), pp. 206-231.
22

Murray, ojo, c i t ., and C. E. Osgood .et. al., The
Measurement of Meaning (Urbana, Illinois:
University of
Illinois Press, 1957).
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projective techniques such as Rorschach and Thematic
Apperception tests which indicate prejudices and moti
vation. 23
The consumer’s economic wants are determined by his
particular environmental, socio-economic and psychological
characteristics.

Segmentation analysis seeks to group

consumers who have similar wants by identifying the common
characteristics among consumers which cause these wants
to be similar.

The theory underlying the use of these

characteristics as indicators of wants and grouping con
sumers with similar characteristics t o .form target markets
is conceptually sound.

The application of this theory

to marketing strategy is difficult.

Difficulties of Segment Delineation for Strategy
Segments are formulated by identifying common character
istics of consumers.

It is necessary to determine which

characteristics are the relevant ones, i.e., the ones which
influence wants that the firm can satisfy.

Traditional

methods of market segmentation have been unable to bridge

2-^A. L. Edwards, Techniques of Attitude Scale Con
struction (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc.,
1957)
Robert Ferber, "Projective Techniques from an
Analytical Point of View" and Gardner Lindzey, "The Thematic
Apperception Test" in Ferber and Wales, oja. cit.. pp. 133143 and 143-170.
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successfully the gap between conceptual soundness and
practical value because the interrelationships among
segmentation factors obscure significant characteristics.
Interrelationships Among Factors.

The discussion

of the various factors which influence economic wants has
pointed out that these influences are closely interrelated.
The religious basis for the Indian cultural taboo against
eating beef provides an example of this interrelationship.
Another example of this interdependence of factors is
that psychological characteristics such as the need for
dominance and independence influence a person's choice of
occupation.

Cultural norms, amount of education and the

location of the work also influence this choice.

Occupa-

tion determines income to some extent, but the need for
achievement causes some members of an occupational group
to work harder than other members and thus earn more.
These examples can be extended indefinitely.

The

point is that it is difficult to isolate the degree of
influence of each factor in the determination of a partic
ular economic want.

Environmental, socio-economic and

psychological factors, collectively, determine the nature
and intensity of an individual's wants.

Moreover, these

interrelated factors interact over time to produce an ever
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changing pattern of wants and want-satisfaction priorities
which consumers seek to satisfy in the market.
Relating Segments to F i r m 1s Objectives.

The users of

traditional methods of market segmentation (for instance,
income and demographic classifications) have had difficulty
in isolating the influence of a particular factor upon
economic wants.

Consequently, these methods have not

provided information which can form the basis of marketing
strategy.
terms:

Yankelovich has made this point in these

"analysis of market segments by age, sex, geog

raphy, and income level are not likely to provide as much
information for marketing strategy as marketing managers
need."

24

This information deficiency stems from the

fact that traditional market segmentation methods do not
relate market segments to the firm's goals.

Thus, these

methods do not generally establish an operational basis
for marketing strategy, although the concept from which
they are derived has logical appeal.
In order to formulate market segments which can be
used in marketing strategy, the firm must relate the
information provided by the segments to the accomplishment

24Daniel Yankelovich, "New Criteria for Market
Segmentation," Harvard Business Review, Vol. 42, No. 2
(March-April 1964), p. 89.
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of its objectives.

That is, the operational usefulness

of segmentation-based strategy depends upon determining
the contribution to profit of the target market under
various market conditions and marketing mix compositions.
To summarize to this point, consumer want-determining
factors can be analyzed under three categories:

environ

mental, socio-economic and psychological characteristics of
consumers.

Consumers who have similar characteristics are

likely to have similar wants.

They, therefore, consti

tute a potential target market for the firm.

This analy

sis is sound at the conceptual level, but faces the
operational problem of relating the influence of each
characteristic to the firm's profit expectations.

If

the concept of market segmentation is to be used to provide
a factual basis for marketing strategy, a means of
assessing the effectiveness of the segments delineated
must be developed.

Store Loyalty as Effective Segmentation Criteria
The preceding paragraphs have established the con
ceptual value of market segmentation.

Utilization of the

concept necessitates operational verification of the
results of the concept, i.e., measurement of the effective
ness of particular market segments in terms of their
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contributions to the firm's objectives.

Measurement

involves determining the criteria of the standard of
measurement, designing a standard to meet these criteria,
and testing the standard in actual situations.

The Criteria for Measurement of Segment Effectiveness
There are three criteria which the standard ofmeasurement must meet:
feasibility.

usefulness, precision, and

The criterion of usefulness refers to the

relationship of the standard to the goals of the firm.
Measurements utilizing the standard should provide
information concerning objective attainment.

If maintain

ing profit levels is the firm's objective, the contribution
of the market segment should be measured in terms of the
profitability of the segment.

If increasing market share

is the goal, assessment of segment performance should
reflect market share position.
Since the standard is to be used to measure segment
performance, the measurements taken must be expressed in
relatively precise cardinal numbers.

Much of the value

of the segmentation concept is lost if measurements are
only ordinal, or if the error variance of the measurement
is large.

On the other hand, the standard must not require

measurements which are too complex or too expensive for
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the firm to use.

That is, the measurements must not cost

more than they are worth to the firm.

The standard must

be a feasible one to apply.

Segmentation by Store Loyalty
One standard which meets these criteria is the
concept of store (firm) loyalty.

Store loyalty is an

indicator of consumer patronage, so it provides useful
information to the firm.

Loyalty is expressed as a

percentage, so it is a precise measure of the information
provided.

The concept is feasible, because data from

which loyalty proportions are derived can be collected
with presently available techniques.^5

Thus, the loyalty

concept provides an operational assessment of the effective
ness of market segmentation.
The Concept of Store Loyalty.

Store loyalty is a

measure of the consumer's inclination to shop at a certain
firm.

Cunningham stated that store loyalty is described

by the proportion of a family's total purchases of a
product that are made at a particular store during a

25

R. M. Cunningham, "Consumer Loyalty to Store and
Brand," Harvard Business Review, Vol. 39, No. 6 (NovemberDecember 1961), pp. 127-137;
R. S. Tate, "The Supermarket
Battle for Store Loyalty," Journal of Marketing. Vol. 25,
No. 6 (October 1961), pp. 8-13? and "Consumer Dynamics in
the Supermarket," op. cit.
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specified time period.

For example, if the consumer has

allocated twenty-five dollars per week to food purchases,
the percentage of that twenty-five dollars which a given
food store receives reflects the degree of the consumer's
loyalty to that store.
The presence in the market of consumers whose loyalty
percentage is high indicates that patronage decisions
are not made randomly.^

Patronage behavior is a

consciously motivated attempt to satisfy economic wants.
Consumers are loyal to a given firm because that firm
satisfies their wants.

Since one firm satisfies these

consumers, their wants must be similar in some respects.
Loyal customers, therefore, constitute a homogeneous
market segment in the view of that firm.

O £s,

Cunningham, ojd . cit., pp. 127-128. The term "store
loyalty" rather than "firm loyalty" is generally employed
in the literature.
27ln the present study, there are twelve stores, so
the probability of choosing any one store at random is
1/12.
If a particular consumer shopped twice per week,
he made 20 store choices during the ten week period. The
probability that he attained a first store loyalty per
centage of 50 per cent or higher by choosing stores at
random is given by
20

I o f°)'(fef- (^)2°"k = virtuallY zero'
Taro Yamane, Statistics; An Introductory Analysis (New
Yorks
Harper and Row, Inc., 1964), Ch. 18, "The Binomial
Distribution," pp. 499-555.
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Value of Store Loyalty.

This homogeneous segment is

a target market for the firm if the firm can expect a
profitable return from serving loyal customers.

The

Progressive Grocer study has provided some evidence to
justify this expectation.29

Progressive Grocer concluded

that "a completely loyal shopper is worth approximately
$1,390 in sales per year to a supermarket."
Bu r s k 1s concept of capitalization of consumer
spending can be applied to these figures.29

Assuming that

the store desires a ten per cent rate of return on its
investment,

each completely loyal shopper has a capitalized

value of $1,390 -f .10 = $13,900.

One thousand such

customers represent an "asset" of almost 14 million
dollars.

Of course, complete loyalty on an annual basis

is hypothetical, but the figures indicate the value of
relatively loyal customers.
Determinants of Store Loyalty.

Because the firm's

loyal customers are a potentially profitable market
segment, they constitute the firm's target market.
loyalty, however,

Store

is not an independent characteristic of

2 8 "Consumer Dynamics in the Supermarket," Part 5,
Progressive Grocer, Vol. 46, No. 2 (February 1966),
p. k l l 9 .
29E. C. Bursk, "View Your Customers as Investments,"
Harvard Business Review. Vol. 44, No. 3 (May-June 1966),
pp. 91-94.
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consumers.

It is the result of the influence factors which

cause people to possess unique wants, particularly the
marketing strategies of the firms in the market.

Con

sumers are loyal to the firm which best serves their
needs.

Consequently, loyal customers cannot be identified

until after purchasing behavior,

induced by economic wants,

has occurred.
Loyalty cannot be measured directly, but loyal
customers reflect the success of a firm's marketing
strategy.

High loyalty indicates a correctly selected

target market and an effective marketing mix.

The target

market is a homogeneous segment, so there is a correlation
between the consumers' loyalty and their segmentation
characteristics.

Once the firm determines who its loyal

customers are, it can identify the characteristics which
result in the homogeneity of the target market segment.
This identification process seems to require the
simultaneous performance of actions which are sequentially
dependent.

The firm must isolate a group of loyal

customers before it can identify the characteristics which
make them a homogeneous market segment.

Effective segmen

tation cannot precede loyalty measurement, but loyalty
is a result of marketing strategy.

This difficulty is of minor significance to the firm
for three reasons.

First, most firms are going' concerns

which have more or less effective marketing strategies
(or they would not remain in business).

Store loyalty to

these firms can be determined at any time.

Secondly,

even a new firm can get some idea about potential loyalty
to it by studying competitors’ customers and strategies.
Thirdly, the firm can measure the loyalty of a random
sample of its customers, and use this measurement to design
strategies to appeal to individuals who have similar
characteristics.

The third course of action is the one

which is most important to the firm because it provides
an operational method of strengthening the firm's dif
ferential advantage.

By pinpointing potential target

market additions, the use of loyalty analysis permits a
more precise design of the marketing mix.

This procedure

is explained in the following paragraphs.

Loyal Customers As Target Market Segment
The rationale for using loyalty to delineate market
segments is that there appears to be a relationship
between consumers' loyalty, their wants, and the influences
which shape these wants.

Loyalty is a manifestation of

behavior, which is motivated by wants.

The want-influencing
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characteristics of loyal customers can be measured.

Since

these characteristics can also be measured in the general
population independently of behavior, the firm can
identify those individuals who have characteristics similar
to those of its loyal customers.
The firm can then design its marketing mix to appeal
to these individuals.

For example, direct mail advertising

can be effectively employed.^

Consequently,

loyal and

potentially loyal customers constitute the operationally
identifiable market segment which the firm should select
as its target market.
Market segments delineated by loyalty analysis con
stitute an improvement over traditional segmentation
bases because loyalty segments are operationally related
to the firm's objectives.
able customers.

Loyal customers are profit

Traditional methods of market segmentation

have used socio-economic and environmental characteristics
as segmentation measures, but have not demonstrated a
verifiable relationship betweer? these characteristics and
the firm's objectives.

For example, Yankelovich noted

"Direct Mail Can Increase Sales 10% to 20%",
Progressive Grocer, Vol. 44, No. 1 (January 1964), pp.
120ff. Evidence of the effectiveness of direct mail to
geographically segmented markets is presented.

that marketing researchers found no differences in demo
graphic characteristics among women who use one company's
cosmetic products and women who use a competitors'
products

q1

In loyalty segmentation, these characteristics are
used to identify segments, but not to assess the effective
ness of the segmentation strategy.

The characteristics

are identifying marks rather than units of measure.

This

use of the loyalty concept is an example of the classic
analogy of the use of a rifle rather than a shotgun:
one high powered bullet (specific marketing mix appeal)
is superior to a scattering of pellets (blanket appeal)
when the target is clearly visable.
In summary, this section advances the concept of
store (firm) loyalty as a standard which can be used to
measure the effectiveness of market segmentation.

Store

loyalty is a precise assessment of store patronage, which
lies at the foundation of the firm's objectives.

There

is a correlation between loyalty and the factors which
identify homogeneous segments.

The concept of store

loyalty, therefore, can be used to delineate operational
market segments for the implementation of profitable
marketing strategy.
q1

xYankelovxch, oja. cit., p. 87.
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Summary of Conclusions
The concept of market segmentation is presented as
a basis for implementation of marketing strategy to attain
the firm's objectives.

The firm attains its objectives

by satisfying heterogeneous consumer wants.

Conceptually,

market segmentation is used to analyze these various
consumer wants and to group consumers who have similar
wants.

The segments are delineated by environmental,

socio-economic and psychological characteristics of con
sumers.

The purpose of grouping consumers into homo

geneous segments is so that the firm can offer them
products which satisfy their wants more precisely than
competitors' products satisfy these wants.
If market segmentation is to be of operational value
to the firm, the contribution of segments to the firm's
goals must be measured.

The concept of store (firm)

loyalty provides a useful, precise and feasible standard
for such measurement.

Loyal customers, and other

individuals who have similar wants, constitute the target
market segment.

This means of market segmentation can be

used by the firm to implement operational marketing
strategy.
The conceptual development presented in this chapter
was subjected to empirical examination.

Specific

hypotheses were formulated from the concepts and tested
using data from a consumer panel.

The following chapters

present the results of this analysis.

CHAPTER III

SHOPPING BEHAVIOR AND STORE LOYALTY PATTERNS
OF THE FOODTOWN PANEL

In order to test the conceptual framework presented
in the preceding chapter, it was necessary to establish
the shopping behavior characteristics of the market
investigated, and to examine this behavior for store
loyalty patterns.

The purpose of this chapter is to

present the results of these analyses of the Foodtown
panel data.

The hypotheses tested were that store

loyalty patterns can be perceived in shopping behavior
and that loyal customers are valuable customers.

That

is, it was postulated that definite patterns in store
choice and expenditure relationships can be discerned
from consumer shopping behavior, and that the store
can profit from attracting loyal customers.

The

methodology employed in testing these postulates is
explained in the following section.
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Method of Analysis
To provide the background information for the
analysis of loyalty patterns, the shopping behavior of
the Foodtown panel was viewed from three separate per
spectives.

First, shopping behavior was analyzed on a

weekly basis to determine whether shopping patterns
varied significantly from week to week.

Secondly,

attention was focused upon shopping activities of panel
members in stores.

The purpose of this phase of the

analysis was to determine whether shopping behavior
varied among stores.

The market share of each store

was calculated and expenditure allocations by rank of
store was computed.

A preference quotient was then

calculated for each store by weighting the first three
choices by the aggregate expenditure percentage allo
cated to that choice.

Thirdly, the shopping activities

of panel members whose food budgets were very large
were investigated, since heavy spenders have intuitive
appeal as a target market segment.

The purpose of this

phase of the analysis was to determine whether the shopping
behavior of these consumers differed significantly from
that of the remainder of the panel.
Panel shopping behavior was then analyzed for first
store loyalty patterns.

A loyalty index was calculated
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and used to partition the panel into four loyalty
groups.

Next, store loyalty, as measured by the index,

was regressed on total expenditures for the period to
test for a possible correlation between degree of
loyalty exhibited and spending behavior.

Separate

regressions were performed on the entire panel, and on
the heavy spenders.

Expenditures of the four loyalty

groups were then compared among stores and among ranks
of store choices.

Store preference quotients were

calculated for each group.

The purpose of these

analyses was to determine whether degree of store
loyalty exhibited was related to shopping behavior.

The

following sections present the results of these analyses.

Panel Shopping Behavior
The first step in the analysis of the Foodtown
data was to determine how consumers satisfied their food
wants during the period.

The search for basic character

istics in this shopping behavior resulted in three
separate types of analysis.

First, shopping behavior

was analyzed on a week by week basis.

Secondly, an

analysis of panel shopping behavior by stores was made.
Thirdly, the behavior of heavy-spending panel members
was examined.
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Week to Week Shopping Trends
Three analysis of week to week shopping behavior
were made to determine whether there were significant
variations in panel purchasing activity.

Weekly expendi

ture patterns, and then weekly patronage patterns were
determined for each store.

The extent of store switching

from week to week was also determined.
Weekly Expenditures in Stores.

As indicated in

Table 3:1, the aggregate percentage of panel expenditures
allocated to each store remained fairly constant through
out the period.

One-way analysis of variance was

applied to the means of the dollar expenditure figures
by weeks.

The resultant F ratio, 0.044 for nine and 110

degrees of freedom, was well within the range of chance
variation.*- There was no statistically significant
variation in mean expenditures of the panel by weeks.
The panel as a whole spent approximately the same amount
in each store in every week of the survey.
Number of Shoppers in Stores.

A second analysis of

weekly shopping behavior in stores was made on the basis
of patronage, i.e., a purchase of any amount.

^Refer to Appendix Cl, p. 222.

As shown

Table 3:1
PER CENT OF TOTAL DOLLAR EXPENDITURES OF PANEL
ALLOCATED TO EACH STORE IN A GIVEN WEEK
Week of Survey Ending

Store

2/13/65 2/20/65 2/27/65 3/6/65 3/13/65 3/20/65 3/27/65 4/3/65 4/10/65 4/17/65 Average
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
cent
cent
cent
cent
cent
cent
cent
cent
cent
cent
cent

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
Totals

0.0

0.3
0.1

10.5
4.7
3.5
22.6

40.3
0.5
0.4

0.0
0.2

0.4
10.7
7.9
4.7
23.8
38.6
0.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.4
0.3
14.1
5.1
4.5
18.8
40.9

0.7
0.7

0.2
0.2

0.4
0.4
7.2
8.3
4.5
25.3
38.5
0.3
0.5

0.1
0.2

0.0

0.3
0.5
12.3
5.6

5.2
3.8
21.5
44.9

0.5
9.6
4.7
4.4
23.8
40.8

18.1
47.6

0. 1

0.2

0.1

0.3

0.5

0.3

10. 1

2.6

0.0
0.6

0 .0
0.6

0.0

0.0

0.4

0.5
8.7
10.3
2.4

0.7
9.7
5.4
3.5
20.4
44.8

0.2
10.2

0.4
0.4
10.4

5.8
3.4
20.4
40.5

41.9

22.2

40.2

0.2

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4
14.6
100.0

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.2

17.0

0.3
15.3

0.2

12.6

14.4

12.7

15.2

12.4

0.4
14.7

14.1

0.7
0.5
17.9

1 00.0

100.0

1 00.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Appendix Cl

3.7
21.6

0.0
0.1

0.7
0.4

Source:

6.2

0.2

0.2
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in Table 3:2, the percentage of shoppers in a given
store did not vary considerably from week to week.
Application of the chi-square test to the numerical
figures produced a value of 26.910 for 63 degrees of
freedom.

This result indicated that the variation

of customers among stores was independent of weekly
variations to panel patronage.

The data gave no

indication that patronage patterns were not alike for
all ten weeks of the survey.
Store Switching.

As a further test of the

randomness of variations in shopping activities from
week to week, the number of panel members who switched
first store choice was calculated.
test are presented in Table 3:3.

Results of this
The percentage of

panel members switching in a given week was approxi
mately thirty per cent.

The chi-square value obtained,

2.502 for eight degrees of freedom, was within the
range of chance.

This result indicated that store

switching activity was independent of the week in which
the switch was made.

2

Refer to Appendix C2, p. 223.

Table 3:2
PER CENT OF PANEL PATRONAGE
IN EACH STORE IN A GIVEN WEEK
Week of Survey Ending

Store

2/13/65 2/20/65 2/27/65 3/6/65 3/13/65 3/20/65 3/27/65 4/3/65 4/10/65 4/17/65 Average
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
cent
cent
cent
cent
cent
cent
cent
cent
cent
cent
cent

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
Totals
Note:

0.0
2.6

0.4
14.2
4.0
6.6
2 0.1

25.5
1.1
1.8

0.7
23.0
100.0

0.0
1.1
1 .1

11.4
4.6
9.1
19.4
26.6
1.9

0.0

0.4
0.4
14.7
3.8
8.7
17.4
26.8
1.1
1.1

0 .0
1.1
0 .8
10.2

4.7
9.0
19.0
27.7

4.5
17.7
27.9

5.7
9.2
18.7
27.1

1.2

0.8

1.1

2.0
1.2

1.5
0.4
22.9
100.0

6.8

22.4

1.9
23.8

23.4

1.5
1.5
21.5

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

1.1
1.1

0.4

0.0
1.6
0.8
8.6

0.8
0.8
1 1.1

0.0
2.2

0.0
1.2

0.0

1.9
0.4

0.7

12.0

11.6

0.6
12.1

5.0

3.7
5.6
18.7
28.4

0.4
14.8
3.5

0.0
0.8

0.4
12.7
4.4
6.7
19.8
29.4
0.4

0.0

6.6
20.8

26.6
0.4

Appendix C2

I

4.4
7.5
19.2
27.2

1.2
2.0
0.8

1.4

0.8

1.1
1.1

23.0

1.5
23.9

1.5
25.4

23.4

23.2

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

0.8
1.6

Patronage was defined to be a purchase of any amount

Source:

6.6

19.5
26.6

1.4

1.0
1.2
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Table 3:3
FIRST STORE SWITCHING OF PANEL MEMBERS
BY WEEKS OF SURVEY

Panel Members

Survey Week
Ending:

Switching
First Store
Number

Per cent

Number

Per cent

35
35
34
29
28
30
31
30
33

32.4
32.4
31.5
26.9
25.9
27.8
28.7
27.8
30.6

73
73
74
79
80
78
77
78
75

67.6
67.6
68.5
73.1
74.1
72.2
71.3
72.2
69.4

2/20/65
2/27/65
3/6/65
3/13/65
3/20/65
3/27/65
4/3/65
4/10/65
4/17/65
Total Number
Averages

Not Switching
First Store

285
31.67

29.4

687
76.33

70.6

Chi square = 2.502; degrees of freedom = 8
Source:

Calculated from Foodtown panel data.

The week-by-week analyses of expenditures, patron
age, and switching indicated that there were no signifi
cant variations in panel shopping behavior activity
from week to week.

It was concluded that there were

no factors present in the market to cause significant
weekly variations in consumer shopping behavior.

This

conclusion permitted analyses of shopping behavior among
stores to be performed on an aggregate basis.
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Shopping Behavior in Stores
Shopping activities in stores were viewed in three
ways.

Expenditure and patronage patterns for each

particular store in the market were established.

Then

shopping behavior was analyzed on the basis of rank
of store choice, regardless of the identity of the store
chosen.

Finally, the preference quotient of each

store was determined.
The Market Share of Each Store.

The aggregate

expenditure and patronage figures for each store are
presented in Table 3:4.

The dollar and percentage

allocations of the panel, in columns one and two, show
clearly the dominant positions of the large stores in
the Foodtown market with respect to sales volume.

Store

H led in dollar share of the market, accounting for
approximately forty per cent of panel food purchases
during the period.

Stores G, L, and D, in that order,

also received in excess of ten per cent of panel total
3

dollar expenditures.

These four stores accounted for

more than 85 per cent of panel purchases during the
period.
3
Store L was a statistical construct of four stores.
Statements made concerning the construct or composite
store were not necessarily valid for the individual
stores which composed the construct.
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Table 3:4
MARKET SHARE OP PANEL EXPENDITURES AND PATRONAGE
RECEIVED BY EACH STORE DURING THE PERIOD

Expenditures
in Stores
Stores

Dollars

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L

1.04
74.10
76.81
1910.05
1137.32
681.47
3967.18
7689.09
32.81
72.77
45.46
2679.00

Totals
Source:

Per cent

18367.10

Average
Expendi
ture per
Patronage
Customer
in Stores
(Col. 1 -r
Col. 3)
Number Per cent Dollars
1.04
2.06
4.80

0. 0

1

0.0

0.4
0.4
10.4

1.4

14.6

36
16
318
115
196
503
714
27
36
32
609

23.2

1.42
4.40

100.0

2603

100.0

7.06

6.2

3.7
2 1.6

41.9
0.2

0.4
0.2

0.6
1 2.1

6.01

4.4
7.5
19.2
27.2

9.89
3.48
7.89
10.77

1.0

1.22
2.02

1.4
1.2

Calculated from Foodtown panel data.

Patronage shares are indicated in columns three
and four of Table 3:4.

Store H also led in total

patronage, but the magnitude of its advantage over
Stores L, G, and D was less than its dollar share
advantage.

These four stores received in excess of

80 per cent of panel patronage during the period.

The

marketing strategies of the other eight stores in the
Foodtown market did not attract many panel members to
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the respective stores, nor induce panel members to
make large purchases.
The relatively high showing of the composite firm.
Store L, was somewhat unexpected in view of the des
cription of the Foodtown stores presented in Appendix A.
The total annual sales volume of the four stores was
estimated to be 287,000 dollars, or 5.7 per cent of
the annual market sales.^

Two considerations were

relevant to this showing.

First, the sales figures

for stores in the L composite were estimated figures;
these estimates may have been low.

Alternatively, the

panel may have been atypical of the Foodtown popula
tion with regard to shopping behavior patterns in stores
in the L composite.
Column five of Table 3:4 points out the problem
encountered by the smaller stores in the Foodtown
market.

With the exception of Store E, the smaller

stores generated relatively low sales per customer.
Customers were not only few in these stores, but also
purchased relatively small amounts, on the average.
Consumers no doubt used these stores for purchases of
^Gordon W. Paul, An Interactional Approach to
Investigating Food Buying Behavior (Unpublished Ph.D.
Thesis, Michigan State University, 1966), p. 94.
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convenience items.

In contrast, high sales per cus

tomer ratios indicated the dominant positions of Stores
H and G.

These stores attracted profitable customers.

Store E had a relatively high sales per customer ratio.
This occurrence can be explained by the fact that Store E
had a reputation for high quality meats.

Since meat

is generally a high-priced item, meat sales result in a
high sales per customer ratio.
Expenditure Allocation to Rank of Store Choice.

In

order to determine the effect of store choice position
on expenditures, the panel shopping behavior was
analyzed in terms of number of stores shopped.

The rank

of choice was determined by expenditure percentages
during the period.
Table 3:5.

This analysis is presented in

The first choice store received approximately

2/3 of the consumer’s food budget, on the average.

The

second choice store received slightly more than 1/5 of
the average consumer's budget, and the third choice

Table 3:5
PER CENT OF PANEL DOLLAR EXPENDITURES ALLOCATED TO RANK OF
STORE CHOICE BY NUMBER OF STORES PATRONIZED

Number of Stores Patronized
2

3
Per
Cent

4
Per
Cent

5
Per
Cent

Rank of
Store
Choice

Per
Cent

First
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth
Sixth
Seventh
Eighth
Ninth

100.0
0.0
0. 0
0. 0
0.0
0. 0
0.0
0.0
0.0

87.7
12.3

69.7
24.1

64.5

59.8

22.2

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

6.2

10.4
2.9

22. 1
11.1

Totals

100.0

100.0

100.0

Source:

1

Per
Cent

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

6

Per
Cent

7
Per
Cent

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

5.6
1.4

57.7
23.2
9.9
5.9
2.5

0.0
0. 0
0.0
0. 0

0.8
0.0
0.0
0.0

2.1
1.6
0.6
0.0
0.0

100.0

100.0

1 00.0

100.0

49.7
25.8
10.9
8.4

8

Per
Cent

9
Per
Cent

Average
Per Cent

74.6
9.2
7.4
3.1

65.5

2.6
2.0

0.8

0.0

0.4
0.4
0.3

0. 1
0.0
0.0

100.0

1 00.0

100.0

67.0
11.0

7.0
5.5
5.2
3.3
0.7
0.3

2 1.8

8.5
3.1
0.3

Appencix C3.

oo
o
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store received about 1/12 of her budget.^

The first

three choices accounted for 95*8 per cent of the
panel expenditures.

These results indicated that if a

store was not among a consumer's first three choices,
that store was unlikely to have received a significant
amount of her food expenditure dollar.
As shown in Table 3:5, the range of first store
expenditures

varied

from 87.7 per cent for the members

who shopped in two stores to 49.7 per cent for those
consumers who patronized seven stores during the period.
The range of percentage allocations to other choice
ranks over number of stores patronized is less, but
appeared to increase as number of stores patronized
increased.

One-way analysis of variance, applied to

^The mathematical properties of this rate of
decrease were interesting.
Second choice was approxi
mately 1/3 as significant to the store as first choice,
in dollar terms. Similarly, third choice was slightly
greater than 1/3 as significant as second choice.
Consequently, to have been second choice store was
three times as valuable (2 . 6 to be exact) as having
been selected third, in terms of sales revenue. First
choice was worth exactly three times as much as second
choice, and was almost nine times (7.8) as valuable as
third choice.
^Percentages for patrons of one, eight and nine
stores represent shopping activities of one consumer.
The reliability of these results as general descrip
tions of patronage behavior was therefore questionable.

£
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the mean expenditures of the dollar figures in each of
the nine categories, resulted in an F ratio
for eight and 72 degrees of freedom.

7

of 1.014

This ratio

indicated that variations among the mean expenditures
were within the range of chance fluctuation.

This

result showed that the amount of expenditure did not
vary significantly with number of stores patronized.
The meaning of this finding for the marketing strategy
of a given store is that marketing mix appeals should
concentrate upon inducing the consumer to choose that
store first or second, and to patronize few stores.
Store Choice of Panel Members.

Because of the

important implications for marketing strategy of the
first two or three store choices, each panel member's
first three store choices were determined.

As indi

cated in Table 3:6, Store H was first choice of
approximately half of the panel, and Store G of another
quarter of the panel.

Second and third choices were

confined for the most part to these stores, plus
Stores L and D.

The dominance of the Foodtown market

by the larger stores was apparent from this analysis.

7

Refer to Appendix C3, p. 224.
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Table 3:6
STORE CHOICE OF PANEL MEMBERS

First
Per
Number Cent

Store
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
None

0
1
1
8
8
1

Totals

Store Choice
Second
Per
Number Cent

0. 0

29
53

0.9
0.9
7.4
7.4
0.9
26.9
49.1

0
0
0

0.0
0. 0
0. 0

0
1
1
22
2
10

16
16
3
0
1

0.0

0.9
0.9
20.4
1.9
9.3
14.8
14.8
2.8
0.0

7

6.5

35

-

---

1

0.9
32.4
0.9

108

100.0

108

100.0

Third
Per
Number Cent
0
1
1
21

3
12
10
11
2

0.0

0.0

0.9
0.9
19.4
2.8
1 1.1

0.9
0.9
11.4
5.7
3.7

9.3

22.6

10.2

37.8
0.8

0.4
0.4
14.3
1 00.0

30
10

1.9
4.6
1.9
27.8
9.3

108

100.0

5
2

Prefer
ence
Quo
tient#

1.1

^based on a weighting of 0 .633 for first choice. 0 . 2 1 1
for second choice. and 0 .082 for third choice. C f .
footnote 8 , p 84.
Source:

Calculated from Table 3:5 and Foodtown panel
data.

This dominance is clearly indicated by column
seven of Table 3:6, which presents each store's
"preference quotient."

The preference quotient was

derived by multiplying the number of times each store
was chosen in a given position by the value of that
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position in terms of aggregate sales revenue.®
attained a preference quotient of 37.8.

Store H

Stores G, L, and

D, in that order, attained the next highest preference
quotients.

The table also reflects the fact that one

panel member shopped at only one store during the
period, and thus made no second or third choices.

In

addition, nine panel members patronized only two stores.
Consequently, the category "none" attained a preference
quotient of 1 .1 , based entirely on consumer's second
and third choices.

Shopping Behavior of Heavy Spenders
It was desirable to analyze the shopping behavior
of those consumers whose dollar expenditures were
largest, since intuition suggested that such consumers
represented the target market of maximum profit
potential.

In order to perform these analyses, the

®The scale was determined in the following way.
From Table 3:5, it is seen that the first choice store
received 65.5 per cent of the consumer's food dollar,
on the average. The second choice store received 21.8
per cent, and the third choice, 8.5 per cent. These
percentages totaled 95.8 per cent. There were 108
panel members. A scale based on 100 per cent was
desired. Accordingly, the number of panel members who
made each store their first choice was multiplied by a
factor of .655/(.958•108) = .633; the number of second
choices by a factor of .218/{.958*108) = .2 1 1 ;. and the
number of third choices by .085/(.958*108) = .082.
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heavy expenditure group was defined to consist of
those panel members whose expenditures were higher
than one standard deviation above the mean expenditure
of the panel as a whole.

g

The shopping behavior of

this group, in stores and by rank of store choice,
was compared to the shopping behavior of the remainder
of the panel.

A preference quotient was then calculated

for both groups.
Expenditures in Stores.

Expenditure patterns of

the heavy expenditure group in stores was compared to
similar patterns of the remainder of the panel.

As

is indicated in Table 3:7, the differences in spending
patterns were not large.

A t test of paired com

parisons was performed to examine the statistical

9

The mean of expenditures was 170.07 dollars?
the standard deviation was 69.37 dollars. The heavy
expenditure group thus consisted of those panel mem
bers whose expenditures were more than 170.07 + 69.37 =
239.44 dollars for the period. Sixteen of the 108
panel members met this criterion.
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Table 3:7
COMPARISON OF HEAVY EXPENDITURE GROUP TO REMAINDER OF
PANEL BY DOLLAR EXPENDITURE ALLOCATION TO STORES
Group
Heavy
Expenditure
Store

Dollars

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L

450.48
48.53
194.67
1134.38
1816.72
2.33
34.53
4.32
1011.47

Totals

4608.46

Remainder
of Panel

Per Cent

2.83

7.9
3.6
21.3
42.6

21.9
100.0

13758.64

100.0

0.3
9.7

8.20

Per Cent

1.04
71.27
68.61
1459.57
1088.77
486.80
2932.80
5872.37
30.48
38.24
41.14
1667.53

0. 0
0.1

0.00

Dollars

1 .0

4.2
22.4
39.4
0.1
0.8
0.1

0. 0
0.6

0.5
10.6

0 .2

0.3
0.3
12.1

t = 1.766 ; degrees of freedom = 1 1
Source:

Calculated from Foodtown panel data.

significance of the differences Which did e x i s t . T h e
value obtained, 1.766 for 11 degrees of freedom.
10See: W. C. Guenther, Concepts of Statistical refer
ence (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1965),
pp. 151-154. The t statistic for paired comparisons is
given by
_ d - M

n—1

where n
n- 1
d
s

=
=
=
=

/—
s/Vn

number of paired observations
degrees of freedom
mean of observed differences
estimated standard deviation of distri
bution of differences
M = mean of distribution of differences
(M * 0 by hypothesis)
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indicated that the mean difference was not statistically
significant.

The store expenditure patterns of the

heavy expenditure group did not differ from expenditure
patterns exhibited by the remainder of the panel.
Expenditures in Rank of Store Choice.

A second

comparison of expenditure patterns of the heavy
expenditure group to those of the remainder of the panel
was made on the basis of rank of store choice.

It is

shown in Table 3:8 that these differences were also
insignificant.

The t test produced a value of 2.116 for

eight degrees of freedom.
member was a heavy

Whether or not a given panel

spender did not affect the percentage

of her food budget which she allocated to a particular
choice rank.
Store Choice of Heavy Spenders.

A final comparison

was made between store choices and preferences quo
tients of the heavy spenders and the remainder of the
panel.

These comparisons are presented in Table 3:9.

The preference quotients of the two groups did not
differ greatly, although Stores G and L tended to
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Table 3:8
COMPARISON OF HEAVY EXPENDITURE GROUP TO REMAINDER OF
PANEL BY DOLLAR EXPENDITURE ALLOCATION TO
RANK OF STORE CHOICE
Group
Rank of
Store
Choice

Remainder
of Panel

Heavy
Expenditure
Dollars

Per Cent

First
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth
Sixth
Seventh
Eighth
Ninth

2617.89
1250.46
476.44
208.79
39.78

56.8
27.1
10.3
4.6

11.88

0.3

3.22
0.00
0.00

0.1
0.0
0.0

Totals

4608.46

10 0 . 0

0.8

Dollars
9408.77
2748.55
1 1077.66
368.41
111.77
354.41
6.53
1.26
0.29
13758.64

Per Cent
68.3
20.0

7.8
2.7
0.8

0.3
0.1
0. 0
0.0
100.0

t = 2.116? degrees of freedom = 8 .
Source:

Calculated from Foodtown panel data.

be preferred by the heavy expenditures g r o u p . ^

Half

of the 16 members of this group selected Store L as
third choice.

This fact may have accounted for Store

H-The preference quotients were calculated accord
ing to the format explained in footnote 8 . The weights
for these groups were
heavy expenditure group:
first choice = .568/(.942*16) = 3.768
second choice = .27l/(.942•16) = 1.798
third choice = .103/(.942*16) = 0.683
remainder of panel:
first choice = ,683/(.953*92) = 0.779
second choice = ,210/(.953*92) = 0.228
third choice = .070/(.953*92) = 0.080

Table 3:9
COMPARISON OF HEAVY EXPENDITURE GROUP TO REMAINDER OF PANEL BY STORE CHOICE

Stores
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
None
Totals

H.E.
Number

First
R'mn'dr
Number

Store Choice
Second
H.E.
R'mn' dr
Number
Number

0
0
0
1

0
1
1

0
0

8
1

0
0
0
2
0
2

5
7

23
46

5
4

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
1

3
16

4

3

32

-

0

16

7

92

Preference Quotient
H.E.
Number

0
1
1
20
2
8
11
12

0
0
0
0
0
2
0

3

1

1
1
0
8
1

92

16

3

Third
R'mn'dr
Number
0
1
1
21

H.E. a
Index

R'mn'dr
Index

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
1.1
1.1

7.4

11.9
6.5
2.7

3

0.0

10
10
8
1

4

4.9
27.9
35.6
0.7
0.7

2
22

0.0
22.2

10

0.7

0.4
11.3
0.9

92

100.0

100.0

22. 2

40.9
0.8
0.2

abased on a weighting of 3.768 for first choice. 1.788 for second choice. and
0.683 for third choice.
^based on a weighting of 0.779 for first choice. 0.228 for second choice. and
0.080 for third choice.
Source:

Table 3:11 and Foodtown panel data.
GO
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L's higher preference quotient among heavy spenders
than among the remainder of the panel.

In general, it

was found that the expenditure patterns of the heavy
spenders groups did not differ from the patterns
exhibited by the remainder of the panel.

Consequently,

there was little advantage to be gained from focusing
marketing strategy upon heavy spenders.

Summary of Facts
This section has presented the results of analyses
of panel shopping behavior.

No significant variations

in shopping activity were found in week-to-week shopping
behavior, so aggregate rather than weekly figures were
employed in the analysis of shopping behavior in stores.
The store behavior analysis revealed two important
patterns.

First, panel members tended to shop the

larger stores in the market.

This finding was sub

stantiated in terms of both expenditures and patronage.
Secondly, it was determined that rank of store choice
was an important correlate to amount of expenditure in
the store.

The first three stores chosen received

over 95 per cent of panel expenditures.

This pattern

was independent of number of stores patronized.

In

terms of food marketing strategy, these analyses clearly
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indicated the value to a given store of convincing the
consumer to choose that store first or second.

An

examination of the shopping behavior of heavy spenders
revealed little difference between their activities
and those of the remainder of the panel.

Heavy spenders

did not constitute an identifiable market segment.

Store Loyalty Patterns
The chapter hypotheses were tested in this phase
of the analysis.

The shopping behavior, as described

above, was examined for loyalty patterns.

First, an

index of consumer first store loyalty was calculated.
Four groups representing various degrees of store
loyalty exhibition were formulated.

Next, the

correlation between store loyalty and total spending
was investigated.

Then the shopping behavior of panel

members in these groups was analyzed.

These analyses

permitted the determination of the influence of store
loyalty upon shopping habits by amount of expenditure
for food products, by rank of store choices, and in
particular stores.
Loyalty Index-*— Formation of Loyalty Groups
An index of each panel member's first store
loyalty was calculated using the formula derived in
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Chapter I. 12

The 108 loyalty indices were distributed

about a mean of 70.1, with a standard deviation of
16.2.

IQ

Median loyalty was 69.3.

The range of panel

members' store loyalty indices was 100.0 to 35.0.

This

range supported the contention advanced in Chapter II
that the phenomenon of store loyalty exists, at least
as was measured in the Foodtown market by the index
defined in footnote 12.

However, this evidence must

be viewed in light of the market structure from which
the raw data were gathered.

As described in Appendix A,

and verfied by panel shopping behavior, the Foodtown
market was virtually dominated by three stores.

It is

12

Refer to Chapter I, p. 1 9 . There were 12 stores
in the Foodtown market. The survey was conducted for
ten weeks. Each consumer's first choice store was
taken to be the store which received the largest per
centage allocation of the consumer's food budget during
the survey period. Consequently, the index of loyalty
to the first choice store, I, expressed as a percentage,
of the i*"*1 panel member (i = 1 , 108) was given by
=

L

• ? “ si + 1 . -L2--!— P.i .t-j-.l ^ • 100
L 1
10
12
J
where e^ = fraction of food budget for the survey
period allocated to the first choice
store
s^ = number of switches in first choice
store during the period
p^ = number of stores patronized during the
period
I

1

13

Refer to Appendix B, p.
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conceivable that first store loyalty might be generally
lower in markets possessing more and/or larger food
outlets.
The fit of the distribution of store loyalty
indices generated by Foodtown panel members was tested
for normality.

As shown in Table 3:10, the distribu

tion was approximately normally distributed.

The chi-

square goodness-of-fit test produced a value of 1.007
for one degree of freedom.

In light of this finding,

it was meaningful to formulate four groups character
ized by varying degrees of store loyalty exhibition.
Those panel members whose indices were greater than
the mean plus one standard deviation were designated
Loyalty Group One (very loyal customers).

Panel mem

bers whose indices were between the mean and one
standard deviation above the mean were designated
Loyalty Group Two (loyal customers).

Loyalty Groups

Three and Four were defined symmetrically, and referred
to as disloyal customers and very disloyal customers
respectively.
The designations "very loyal," "loyal," "disloyal,"
and "very disloyal" were employed in a relative sense.
Group One members said to be "very loyal" as compared
to the remainder of the panel.

Group Four members were
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Table 3:10
GOODNESS-OF-FIT TEST OF LOYALTY INDEX DISTRIBUTION
(null hypothesis:
the distribution of
loyalty indices was normally distributed)

Loyalty Group

Frequencies
Expected Frequencies
(given null hypothesis)

Observed
Frequency

(very loyal)
Xj^> x + s = 86.3

1587'( 108) =

17

20

(loyal)
x ^ > x = 70.1

3413*( 108) =

37

33

3413#( 108) =

37

35

1587K108) =

17

20

108

108

(disloyal)
x = 70.1

(very disloyal)
x ±< x - s = 53.9
Totals

Definitions:
x^ = loyalty index of ith panel member (i = 1,108)
x = mean of distribution of observed loyalty indices
s = estimated standard deviation of distribution of
observed loyalty indices

Chi-square = 1.007? degrees of freedom = 1
Note:

Source:

the null hypothesis cannot be rejected on the
basis of the data presented
Appendix Bl.
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"very disloyal" relative to other panel members.

In

absolute terms, all panel members were loyal to their
first store choices, since no panel member had a first
store loyalty index of less than 35.0 in a twelve-store
market.

The four loyalty groups, as designated, were

used in the assessment of the influence of loyalty on
shopping behavior.

Prior to that analysis, the relation

ship between store loyalty and total spending was
examined by correlation analysis.

Correlations of Loyalty to Spending
Simple linear correlation coefficients were
computed to test for a relationship between amount of
expenditure and degree of store loyalty exhibited.
First, each panel member's store loyalty, as measured
by the loyalty index, was correlated with her total
spending for the period.

Secondly, the indices of the

heavy expenditure group members were correlated with
their total expenditures for the period.

The purpose

of these correlation analyses was to determine the
direction and intensity of relationships between
loyalty and spending patterns.
Correlation for Total Panel.

For the total panel,

the linear correlation coefficient of store loyalty to

spending was -.1389.

The t test of the statistical

significance of that correlation produced a value of
-1.443 for 106 degrees of freedom.

This result indicated

that there was no significant linear correlation between
store loyalty and amount of expenditure.

Inspection of

a scatter diagram of ordered pairs of loyalty indices
and total expenditures indicated no apparent non-linear
relationships.

For the Foodtown panel as a whole, the

amount which consumers spent for food products during
the survey period was not related to the degree of
store loyalty which they exhibited.

Loyal customers

were not identifiable by amount of expenditure.
Correlation for Heavy Spenders.

As a check of

the conclusion of non-relationship between loyalty and
spending, the linear correlation coefficient of these
variables was calculated for the 16 heavy spending
panel members.

A coefficient of -.3592 was obtained.

The t test produced the non-significant value of -1.438
for 14 degrees of freedom.

No apparent non-linear

relationships were detected from a scatter diagram.
Degree of loyalty exhibition and amount of expenditure
were not related for members of the heavy expenditure
group.

The results of these two correlations showed

that loyal shoppers did not generally tend toward either
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high or low expenditures.

This conclusion was important

to the analysis of the influence of store loyalty on
shopping behavior.

Iipvaltv Patterns in Shopping Behavior
The shopping behavior of panel members was analyzed
for loyalty patterns in three ways.

First, expenditures

in rank of store choice were compared among loyalty
groups.

Secondly, preference quotients for the stores

in the market were computed for each group.

Thirdly,

expenditures in specific stores were analyzed by
loyalty groups.
Expenditure A1location to Store Choice bv Loyalty
Groups.

To determine the influence of store loyalty

upon expenditures in store choice ranks, total expendi
tures of the four loyalty groups were partitioned by
rank of store choice.

The results of this analysis are

presented in Table 3:11.

It can be seen that expendi

ture percentages did vary significantly among loyalty
groups.

The most loyal panel members (Group One)

spent an average of 92 cents out of every dollar in
their first choice stores.

The first choice store

received a declining percentage of the consumer's
budgets as consumer's loyalty declined.

The very
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Table 3:11
PER CENT OF PANEL DOLLAR EXPENDITURES ALLOCATED TO
RANK OF STORE CHOICE BY LOYALTY GROUPS

2

1
Rank of
Very
Store
Loyal
Loyal
Choice Per Cent Per Cent
First
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth
Sixth
Seventh
Eighth
Ninth
Group
Totals
Source:

Loyalty Groups
3

4
Very
Disloyal Disloyal
Per Cent Per Cent

Average
Per Cent

92.1
6.4
1.4
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

73.4
18.9
6.1
1.2
0.3
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0

56.9
26.3
10.6
4.3
1.4
0.4
0.1
0.0
0.0

45.7
31.4
14.3
6.6
1.3
0.5
0.2
0.0
0.0

65.5
21.8
8.5
3.1
0.8
0.3
0.1
0.0
0.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Appendix C4.

disloyal panel members allocated less than 50 per cent
of their budgets to their first choice stores.

Conversely,

second and third choice stores received increasing per
centages of the consumer's budgets as loyalty decreased.
These results were expected, since the loyalty
index measured first store loyalty.

The important point

demonstrated by this analysis was that the magnitude of
differences in percentage of sales revenue received from
different loyalty groups was considerable.

Since

correlation analysis indicated that dollar expenditures
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were not related to degree of loyalty exhibited, these
results had important implications for marketing strategy.
No member of Loyalty Group One was less than 88 per
cent loyal to her first choice store.

When a loyal

consumer bought food products, she bought them from
her first choice store.

Since loyal customers, on the

average, spent approximately the same total amount as
did less loyal customers, the first choice received
proportionally more revenue from loyal customers than
from less loyal customers.

Also, the loyal customers

constituted a homogeneous market segment in some respect,
since their food wants were largely satisfied by the
products of one store.

Consequently, the expense of

appealing to loyal customers was likely to be lower
than the expense of appealing to less loyal customers.
Consequently, a given store's loyal customers represented
its maximum-profit-potential market segment in the
Foodtown market.

For these reasons, loyal customers

should constitute the target market segment upon which
marketing strategy is based, at least in Foodtown.
Store Choice of Loyalty Groups.

The above analysis

demonstrated the dollar value to a given store of being
a high consumer choice.

An analysis of the Foodtown

panel by loyalty groups was made to determine which

stores were chosen in the first three choice positions.
Preference quotients for each store were calculated to
summarize this analysis.

The preference quotients of

each store for the four loyalty groups are shown in
Table 3:12.

It can be seen that Store H attained a

preference quotient of 51.4 per cent among very loyal
shoppers.

Store H's preference quotient declined

steadily as loyalty decreased to 23.4 per cent among very
disloyal shoppers.

Thus, Store H was the preferred

store of loyal customers.

Conversely, Store L was the

preferred store of disloyal customers, as indicated by
generally increasing preference quotients as loyalty
decreased.

Store D was also preferred by the less loyal

panel members.

Store G was slightly more preferred by

both loyalty extremes groups than by panel members whose
loyalty was more or less average.
These results indicated that Store H's marketing
strategy appealed to loyal customers while the strategies
of Stores D and L attracted less loyal customers.

Since

it was shown that loyal customers constituted the most
profitable target market, it is plausible to explain
Store H's dominance of the Foodtown market in terms of its
attraction of loyal customers.

The details of this explana

tion are presented in the following section.
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Table 3 s12
STORE PREFERENCE QUOTIENTS OF LOYALTY GROUPS
Loyalty Group>
2
3

1
4
Very
Very
Loyal
Loyal Disloyal Disloyal Average
Quotient Quotient Quotient Quotient Quotient

Stores
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
None
Group Totals
Number in
Group
First Choice
Weight#
Second Choice
Weight#
Third Choice
Weight"1

0.0
0.3
0.3
9.3
4.6
0.2
28.1
51.4
1.0
0.0
0.3
2.5
1.9

0.0
0.2
0.2
7.2
7.2
4.0
21.0
44.9
0.2
0.2
0.2
14.6
0.2

0.0
0.0
0.0
15.9
6.0
4.7
19.8
39.1
0.0
0.6
0.3
13.2
0.3

0.0
2.5
2.5
13.4
5.0
3.3
25.9
23.4
0.8
1.6
0.0
21.6
0.0

0.0
0.9
0.9
11.4
5.7
3.7
22.6
37.8
0.8
0.4
0.4
14.3
1.1

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

20

33

35

20

4.608

2.262

1.731

2.501

0.633

0.320

0.582

0.802

1.718

0.211

0.072

0.187

0.324

0.781

0.082
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^calculated according to the format given in footnote 8,
p. 84.
Sources

Appendix B and Table 3:11.

Expenditures in Stores by Loyalty Groups.

It can be

seen from column five of Table 3:13 that Store H's overall
average percentage share of dollar expenditures in the
Foodtown market was 41.9 per cent.

However, as shown in
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Table 3:13
PER CENT OF PANEL DOLLAR EXPENDITURES ALLOCATED TO
EACH STORE BY LOYALTY GROUPS
Loyalty Group
2
4
1
3
Very
Very
Loyal
Loyal Disloyal Disloyal Average
Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent

Stores
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
Group Totals
Source:

0.0
0.1
0.0
8.7
6.6
0.5
20.6
60.0
0.6
0.0
0.1
2.9

0.0
0.1
0.2
6.6
8.2
3.0
21.9
43.0
0.0
0.3
0.2
16.6

0.0
0.2
0.1
12.5
5.9
6.7
20.0
41.0
0.1
0.1
0.4
13.0

0.0
1.5
1.5
14.0
3.4
2.6
24.6
26.4
0.1
1.4
0.3
24.3

0.0
0.4
0.4
10.4
6.2
3.7
21.6
41.9
0.2
0.4
0.2
14.6

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0
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column one of Table 3:13, Store H received 60 per cent of
the expenditures of very loyal panel members.

The per

centage of each loyalty group's expenditures which was
received by Store H declined steadily to 26.4 per cent
for the very disloyal panel members.

Store H enjoyed

very little dollar share advantage over Stores G and L in
Loyalty Group Four.

Store H dominated the Foodtown market

because it attracted loyal customers.
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In contrast, the marketing strategies of Stores L
and D were proficient in attracting disloyal customers,
but the overall market shares of these stores were lowered
by their relative inability to attract loyal customers.
Store L's failure in this regard was particularly apparent.
Store L received only 2.9 per cent of the expenditures of
very loyal panel members.

Store G's marketing strategy

was approximately equally appealing to all loyalty
groups, in terms of dollar share of the market.

This

broad appeal earned a significant market share for Store
G, but was not as advantageous,

in terms of dollar share

of the market, as was the loyalty-attracting marketing
strategy of Store H.

Summary of Facts
An index of consumer first store loyalty, based on
the consumer's percentage allocation of budget to the
first store, number of switches in first store choice,
and number of stores patronized during the period, was
calculated for each member of the Foodtown panel.

No

relationship was found between degree of loyalty exhibited
and amount of expenditure during the period.

The loyalty

indices were normally distributed about a mean of 70.1
with a standard deviation of 16.2.

Based on this normal
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curve, the panel was partitioned into four groups of
various levels of store loyalty exhibition.

The influence

of store loyalty on shopping behavior in stores in the
Foodtown market was analyzed by means of the four loyalty
groups.
It was found that the very loyal panel members
allocated an average of 92 per cent of their budgets to
their first choice stores.

The percentage of budget

allocation to the first choice stores declined,

and the

percentages allocated to the second and third choice
stores increased, as loyalty declined.

This demonstrated

the importance to a store of being a high consumer choice,
especially of loyal customers.

To determine which partic

ular stores in the Foodtown markets were the high choice
stores of the different loyalty groups, preference quo
tients were computed by loyalty groups for each store in
the market.

It was found that Store H was the preferred

store of loyal panel members, while disloyal consumers
preferred Stores L and D.

Since it was hypothesized that

loyal customers were valuable customers, it was expected
that some advantage would be demonstrated by any store(s)
which attracted highly loyal consumers.
support of this hypothesis was found.

Evidence in
Store H, the
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preferred store of loyal customers, attained 40 per cent
of the total dollar share of the market by attracting 60
per cent of the expenditures of very loyal panel members. “
Conversely, Stores L and D, which attracted disloyal
customers, had lower total market shares since they
attracted fewer loyal customers.

The success of Store H's

marketing strategy in attracting loyal customers consti
tuted a reasonable explanation for that store's dominance
of the Foodtown market.

Summary of Conclusions
Two hypotheses were tested in this chapter: that
loyalty patterns can be perceived in shopping behavior,
and that loyal customers are valuable customers.

The

analyses of the Foodtown panel data tended to support
both hypotheses.

Loyalty patterns were perceived by

means of an index of first store loyalty, stated in
percentage terms, for each panel member.

Loyalty, as

measured by the index, ranged from 100.0 to 35.0 per
cent.

The indices were normally distributed, so a normal

curve was used to delineate four groups of varying
degrees of store loyalty exhibition.

To be sure that the

perceived loyalty variations were not caused by extraneous
factors, three sets of preliminary analyses were made.
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First, week to week shopping activity was examined.

Next,

the shopping behavior of the heavy spenders among the
Foodtown panel was investigated.

Neither of these sets

of analyses indicated significant differences among the
variables tested.

Then, the market share of each store

in terms of dollar sales volume and patronage, expendi
tures by number of stores patronized, and store choices
of panel members, were investigated.

It was found that

mean expenditures did not vary significantly with number
of stores patronized, that Store H was the dominant
store in the Foodtown market, and that Stores G, L, and
D also held significant shares of the market.
Store loyalty patterns, and the value of loyal
customers, were analyzed with the above facts in mind.
It was found that panel members who exhibited varying
degrees of store loyalty differed sharply in the per
centage of budget which they allocated to various store
choices.

The more loyal panel members allocated a higher

percentage of their first choice stores than did less
loyal panel members.

To determine which particular stores

were chosen by the various loyalty groups, store prefer
ence quotients were calculated for all four loyalty groups.
It was found that Store H was the preferred store of a
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majority of loyal panel members.

This fact helped explain

the dominance of Store H in the Foodtown market.

The

analyses of expenditures in stores complemented the results
indicated by the preference quotients.

Store H received

60 per cent of the expenditures of the very loyal panel
members and 25 per cent of very disloyal member's expenses.
Stores G and L matched Store H's very disloyal group
percentage, but attained only half of Store H's total
market share because they were unable to attract as many
loyal customers.

These results indicated the value of

loyal customers to a food store.
It was concluded that the data generally supported
both hypotheses tested in this chapter.

Loyalty patterns

were perceived in the shopping behavior of Foodtown panel
members, and the value of loyal customers at least
partially explained the market dominance by Store H.

The

establishment of the existence and value of the phenomenon
of store loyalty prompted an investigation to determine
causes, or at least correlates, of store loyalty.

This

investigation was guided by the framework presented in
Chapter II.

The following chapter presents results of

investigation of the relationship between store loyalty
and consumer socio-economic characteristics.

CHAPTER IV

RELATIONSHIP OF STORE LOYALTY TO
CONSUMER SOCIO-ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS

The existence of store loyalty patterns in consumer
shopping behavior and the value of loyal customers were
established in Chapter III.

In this chapter, attention is

focused upon determining relationships between the
observed store loyalty patterns and consumer socio-economic
characteristics.

The hypothesis tested was that consumers

who exhibit various degrees of store loyalty can be
identified by selected socio-economic characteristics.
The methodology employed to test this hypothesis is
explained in the following section.

Method of Analysis
Socio-economic characteristics are those inherited
or acquired attributes of an individual which guide
society in assigning the individual a position in the
social structure.

The information concerning members

of the Foodtown panel included several types of socio
economic data.

The stage in family life cycle, level of
108
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educational attainment, and religious preference of the
principal food purchaser were obtained.

Characteristics

of the consumer's household consisted of total income,
number of automobiles owned, number of intercity reloca
tions in the past ten years, and occupation of head.^
As pointed out in Chapter II, socio-economic char
acteristics have been employed in the formulation of
market segments for marketing strategy implementation.

In

order to evaluate the usefulness of segmentation by socio
economic characteristics for food marketing, the relation
ships of these characteristics to loyalty delineated
segments were analyzed.

Panel members were grouped

according to categories of socio-economic characteristics
to facilitate the analysis.

The degree of store loyalty

exhibited by members in each group was compared by means
of the loyalty index developed in Chapter III.

2

First,

the socio-economic characteristics of the principal food

^"Two other characteristics, type of dwelling occupied
and tenancy status (owning, renting or other), were also
measured. These characteristics did not form categories
which meaningfully described Foodtown panel members.
Houses constituted the dwelling type for 107 of the 108
panel members. The houses were owned in 96 cases. Con
sequently, these characteristics were not compared to
store loyalty.
2Refer to Chapter III, p. 92.
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purchaser were analyzed-

Then, the relationships between

store loyalty and socio-economic characteristics of the
purchaser's household were investigated.

The purpose of

these analyses was to determine whether or not consumer
food store loyalty and socio-economic characteristics
were related, and to assess the intensity of relation
ships noted.

The chi-square test was used to determine

the statistical significance of these relationships.

Socio-economic Characteristics of
Principal Food Purchaser
The principal food purchaser^ for the household was, in
most cases, the housewife.

It was hypothesized that the

store loyalty patterns which the principal food purchaser,
or housewife, exhibited were affected by her socio-economic
characteristics.

To test this hypothesis, store loyalty,

as measured by the loyalty index, was compared to three
important socio-economic characteristics: stage in family
life cycle, religious preference, and level of educational
attainment.

Comparison of Store Loyalty to Family Life Cycle Stage
A family progresses through cycles from formation to
growth of children to departure of children.

Some studies

have indicated that family size and age composition affect

Ill
consumption patterns.

o

However, the variations in store

loyalty patterns of consumers of the Foodtown panel were
not related to their family life cycle stage.

The panel

members were predominantly married, over 30 years of age,
with other relatives at home.

When analyzed by degree of

store loyalty, as shown in Table 4:1, this predominance
was seen to be rather constant over all loyalty groups.
Chi-square analysis resulted in a value of 4.059 for six
degrees of freedom.
significant.

This value was not statistically

Consequently, it was not possible to

identify highly loyal customers by determining their family
life cycle stage.

Comparison of Store Loyalty to Religious Preference
Religious preference is frequently thought to influ
ence food consumption patterns.

Catholics do not eat

meat on Fridays, for example, and Jewish people prefer
kosher foods.

These preferences were not related to the

store loyalty patterns of the Foodtown panel.

As shown

in Table 4:2, the distributions of Catholics and Protestants
among the Foodtown population did not vary significantly

3See: L. H. Clark, editor, Consumer Behavior, Vol. 2
(New York: New York University Press, 1955); Life Study of
Consumer Expenditures, Vol. I (New York: Time, Inc., 1957).
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Table 4:1
COMPARISON OP STORE LOYALTY TO FAMILY LIFE CYCLE STAGE
OF PRINCIPAL FOOD PURCHASER
Loyalty Group
3
4
Very
Very
Dis- DisLoyal Loyal loyal Loyal Totals
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
1

State in
Family Life Cycle

2

No Other Relatives at Home:
Unmarried, all ages
Married, all ages

2
0

1
1

2
2

0
0

5
3

Other Relatives at Home:
Married
Age Under 30 Years
Age 30-49 Years
Age Over 49 Years

5
9
4

6
16
9

6
14
11

3
13
4

20

33

35

20

20
52
28
108

Totals

Chi-square = 4 ,059r degrees of freedom = 6 (rows 1-3 were
summed to increase the reliability of the chi-square test
Source:

Appendix B and Foodtown panel data.
Table 4:2

COMPARISON '
OF STORE LOYALTY' TO RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE
OF PRINCIPAL FOOD PURCHASER
Loyalty1Group
2
3

4
1
Very
Very
Religious
Loyal
Loyal Disloyal Disloyal Totals
Preference
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
84
24
16
Protestant
29
15
Catholic
4
22
4
9
5
Jewish
0
0
0
0
<D
1
0
Other
0
1
0
1
None
0
1
0
0
108
20
Totals
33
35
20
Chi-square = 2.084, degrees of freedom = 3 (rows 2-5 were
summed to increase the reliability of the chi-square test)
Source:

Appendix B and Foodtown panel data.
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among loyalty groups.

Chi-square analysis produced the

non-significant value of 2.084 for three degrees of free
dom.

These results may have been influenced by the fact

that 3/4 of the panel members were Protestant, and none
was Jewish.

Different relationships may have emerged

from a more heterogeneous mixture of religious prefer
ence.

Comparison of Store Loyalty to Educational Level
It was desirable to test the possible relationship
between level of educational attainment and store loyalty.
Highly educated consumers may tend to do more "shopping
around," and thereby exhibit less loyalty to a given
store.

An indication of such a relationship was discerned

among the Foodtown panel members.

The comparison among

loyalty groups by educational attainment is presented in
Table 4:3.

The chi-square test produced a value of 6.863

for two degrees of freedom.

This result was statistically

significant at the .05 level, indicating the likelihood
of some relationship between educational attainment and
degree of store loyalty.

Inspection of the data revealed

that less educated consumers tended to exhibit a greater
degree of store loyalty than did more highly educated
consumers.

It can be seen from Table 4:3 that 45 of the 79
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Table 4:3
COMPARISON OP STORE LOYALTY TO EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT
OF PRINCIPAL FOOD PURCHASER

Educational
Attainment
(Years
Completed)

1
Very
Loyal
No.

0-6
7-9
10-12
13-15
16 and Up

1
0
15
4
0

Totals

20

Loyalty Group
3
2
Loyal
No.
0
4
25
4
0
33

4
Very
Disloyal Disloyal
No.
No.

Totals
No.

0
4
21
8
2

0
1
8
9
2

1
9
69
25
4

35

20

108

Chi-square = 6 .863*; degrees of freedom = 2 (rows 1-2,
4-5 and columns 1-2, 3-4 were svimmed to increase the
reliability of the chi-square test)
denotes statistical significance at the .05 level.
Source:

Appendix B and Foodtown panel data.

panel members with 12 or less years of schooling were con
centrated in the upper half of the loyalty range (Groups
One and Two).

Twenty-one of the 29 panel members who had

had 13 or more years of schooling belonged to the two
less loyal groups.

This result has interesting impli

cations for marketing strategy, but in view of other
non-significant findings presented in this section, the
reliability of this result was somewhat doubtful.
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Summary of Findings
This section has presented the results of comparisons
of certain socio-economic characteristics (stage in family
life cycle, religious preference, and educational attain
ment) of the principal food purchaser to degree of first
store loyalty.

Store loyalty was found to be independent

of the principal food purchaser's stage in family life
cycle and religious preference.

The comparison of loyalty

to educational level indicated an inverse relationship
between level of educational attainment and degree of
loyalty exhibited.

When the cost of obtaining socio

economic data on individual consumers was considered, it
was concluded that the relationship between degree of
loyalty and socio-economic characteristics of the princi
pal food purchaser was not sufficient to be useful to a
food store in delineating its loyalty-based target
markets.

Implications of Findings for Marketing Strategy
These findings have implications for food marketing
strategy.

Results from the Foodtown panel indicated that

a survey of the socio-economic characteristics of princi
pal food purchasers is not likely to prove very helpful
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in identifying loyal customers.^

Some benefit may be

derived from focusing promotional appeals upon less
educated consumers, but if store loyalty is to be the
homogeneous feature which defines the target market,
loyalty must be discerned in individual consumers by some
other method.

The next section discusses comparisons

between loyalty indicators and household socio-economic
characteristics.

Socio-economic Characteristics of
Consumer1s Household
Certain consumer socio-economic characteristics
pertain to the household in general rather than to the
principal food purchaser per se.

Total annual household

income, number of automobiles owned, number of intercity
relocations in the past ten years, and occupation of
household head, are representative of such characteristics.

^Race, an important socio-economic characteristic in
some types of consumer behavior studies, was not measured
in the Foodtown project.
It is conceivable that store
loyalty patterns could be related to the principal food
purchaser's race. Such a relationship cannot be inferred
from the present findings. Moreover, the Progressive
Grocer study found that store loyalty, as measured by
number of stores patronized, occurred in predominantly
Negro neighborhoods in approximately the same ratio as
in other neighborhoods.
See: "Consumer Dynamics in the
Supermarket," Part 1, Progressive Grocer. Vol. 44, No. 10
(October 1965), p. k33.
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Each of these four characteristics of consumers was
compared to degree of store loyalty exhibited, as measured
by the loyalty index.

Comparison of Store Loyalty to Household Income
Total annual household income certainly influences
consumption patterns in general.

In order to determine

whether there was a specific relationship between food
store loyalty patterns and income, total annual household
income categories of the Foodtown panel were compared
by loyalty groups.

The income level of panel members was

dispersed over a range from less than 3,000 dollars to
more than 15,000 dollars.

However, as indicated in

Table 4:4, members were rather evenly distributed among
loyalty groups.

The chi-square test produced a value of

7.412 for four degrees of freedom, which indicated a lack
of significant relationship between income level and
degree of store loyalty.

Income level and degree of

store loyalty were not related.

The consumer's household

income level was not useful to marketing strategy in
predicting her loyalty patterns.
Comparison of Store Loyalty to Automobile Ownership
A consumer who does not own, or at least have access
to, an automobile generally has a somewhat limited range
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Table 4:4
COMPARISON OF STORE LOYALTY TO
TOTAL ANNUAL HOUSEHOLD INCOME

1
Very
Loyal
No.

Income
Classification
(in dollars)
0-$2,999
$3,000-$4,999
$5,000-$5,999
$6,000-$6,999
$7,000-$9,999
$10,000-$14,999
$15,000 and Over
Totals

Loyalty Group
2
3
Loyal
No.

4
Very
Disloyal Disloyal Totals
No.
No.
No.

3
1
7
1
5
3
0

2
1
9
6
13
1
1

4
5
5
7
10
4
0

1
1
3
5
5
2
3

10
8
24
19
33
10
4

20

33

35

20

108

Chi-square = 7.412; degrees of freedom = 4 (rows 1-2, 6-7
and columns 1-2, 3-4 were summed to increase the
reliability of the chi-square test)
Source:

Appendix B and Foodtown panel data.

of food store choices relative to a consumer who possesses
an automobile.

However, analysis of the effect of automo

bile ownership on loyalty patterns of the Foodtown panel
revealed no significant relationship.
is presented in Table 4:5.

This comparison

The chi-square test produced

a value of 4.859 for three degrees of freedom.

Food store

loyalty was not affected by whether the consumer owned
zero, one, or more than one automobile.

Consequently,

loyal grocery shoppers cannot be identified by automobile
ownership traits.

The fact that 103 of the 108 panel
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Table 4:5
COMPARISON OF STORE LOYALTY TO
AUTOMOBILE OWNERSHIP OF HOUSEHOLD
Loyalty Group
1
Very
Loyal
No.

Number of
Automo
biles Owned

2
Loyal
No.

4
Very
Disloyal Disloyal
No.
No.
3

Totals
No.

0
1
2 or more

1
14
5

0
26
7

3
25
7

1
10
9

5
75
28

Totals

20

33

35

20

108

Chi-square = 4.859; degrees of freedom = 3 (rows 1-2 were
summed to increase the reliability of the chi-square
test)
Source:

Appendix B and Foodtown panel data

members had access to at least one automobile, and that
the market was confined to a ten square mile area, may
have influenced this result.

Comparison of Store Loyalty to Intercity Relocations
Consumers who move from city to city can exhibit
different loyalty patterns from consumers who remain in
one location.

Mobility may tend to discourage loyalty

since the consumer encounters new stores at frequent
intervals.

Conversely, mobility may tend to promote

loyalty to few stores since the time available for becoming
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familiar with the entire market is limited.

A comparison

of the number of intercity relocations by Foodtown panel
members in the 10-year period 1955-1965 to degree of store
loyalty exhibited is presented in Table 4:6.

This compar

ison produced a chi-square value of 2.609 for three
degrees of freedom.

This test indicated no discernible

relationship between store loyalty and number of intercity
relocations.

It was not possible to identify loyal members

of the Foodtown panel from their mobility traits.

Comparison of Store Loyalty to Occupation of Head of
Household
Occupation of household head can bear a relationship
to food consumption patterns.

For example, some pro

fessions require a certain amount of home entertaining.
Occupational groupings of household heads of Foodtown
panel members were compared by loyalty groups to deter
mine whether store loyalty patterns were related to
occupation.

As shown in Table 4:7, the chi-square test

indicated a statistically significant relationship {at
the .05 level) between occupation and loyalty group
membership.

The chi-square value for six degrees of

freedom was 13.052.

Inspection of the data revealed

that professionally, managerially and clerically headed
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Table 4:6
COMPARISON OP STORE LOYALTY TO
INTERCITY HOUSEHOLD RELOCATIONS IN LAST TEN YEARS

Number of
Intercity
Relocations

1
Very
Loyal
No.

Loyalty Group
2
3
Loyal
No.

4
Very
Disloyal Disloyal
No.
No.

Totals
No.

0
1
2
3 or more

13
2
2
3

27
3
1
2

28
6
1
0

14
4
2
0

82
15
6
5

Totals

20

33

35

20

108

Chi-square = 2.609? degrees of freedom = 3 (rows 2-4 were
summed to increase the reliability of the chi-square
test)
Source:

Appendix B and Foodtown panel data.

households tended to be less loyal than household of labor
ers and farm workers.

It can be seen from Table 4:7

that 26 of the 40 households in the first two rows were
in the lower half of the loyalty range, while 37 of the
58 households in the laborer and farm worker categories
were upper loyalty group members.

Summary of Findings
Store loyalty patterns were compared to each of four
socio-economic characteristics of the consumer's house
hold.

These comparisons produced three instances of

non-relationship.

Degree of store loyalty for members
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Table 4:7
COMPARISON OF STORE LOYALTY TO
OCCUPATION OF HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD

Occupation
Classification
Managerial
Professional and
Clerical
Skilled Laborer
Semi-skilled
Laborer
Unskilled Laborer
Farm Worker
Other^
Totals

1
Very
Loyal
No.

Loyalty Group
2
3
Loyal
No.

4
Very
Disloyal Disloyal Totals
No.
No.
No.

2

5

10

5

22

2
0

5
5

4

7

18

1

2

8

5

3
3
7
7

2
2
1
1

14
16

6
1

6
6
1

20

33

35

20

108

4
5

20
10

Chi-square = 13.052* ; degree of freedom = 6 (rows 1 -2, 3-5,
6-7 were summed to increase the reliability of the
chi-square test)
*

denotes statistical significance at the .05 level.

^includes unemployed, not in labor force, and armed service.
Source:

Appendix B and Foodtown panel data.

of the panel studied was independent of household income,
automobile ownership, and recent intercity relocations.
Only the relationship between occupation and head of
household was statistically significant.

This relation

ship consisted of higher store loyalty among households
of laborers and farm workers than among managerially,
professionally, and clerically headed households.
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Implications of Findings for Marketing Strategy
The data suggested the possibility of attracting loyal
customers by focusing promotional appeals on blue-collar
households.

Moreover, educational attainment generally

correlates with type of employment.

More highly educated

individuals generally have more interesting and remuner
ative occupations than do less educated individuals.
Because of this correlation, an inverse relationship of
store loyalty to households

in which the principal food

purchaser was highly educated and the head was whitecollar employed

was suggested by the data.

If such a

relationship does exist for food purchasing behavior in
general, first store loyalty can be expected to decline
in the long run, as consumers become more educated and
white-collar employment increases.

Marketing strategies

could be devised to meet this decline.

These relation

ships among educational level, occupational choice, and
store loyalty warrant further investigation.
On the basis of the data available on the Foodtown
market, it was concluded that, in general, the relation
ships between degree of store loyalty and socio-economic
characteristics of the consumer's household were not
sufficient to be generally useful in individually
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identifying highly loyal food store shoppers.

However,

the relationship between loyalty and occupation warranted
further study.
The fact that few of the consumer socio-economic
characteristics measured were significantly related to
food store loyalty patterns has meaning for food market
ing strategy.

Consumers in all socio-economic categories

are potentially loyal customers, although less educated
and/or blue-collar employed families may be somewhat more
loyal than more highly educated and/or white-dollar
employed families.

This conclusion has the effect of

broadening the food retailer's total potential market,
but does not contribute to the solution of the problem of
identifying profitable segments within the total market.

Summary of Conclusions
This chapter has presented comparisons of degree of
store loyalty exhibited by Foodtown panel members to their
socio-economic characteristics.

The hypothesis tested

was that consumers who exhibit various degrees of store
loyalty can be identified by selected socio-economic
characteristics.

The overall conclusion was that this

hypothesis was not proved.

A large portion of the evidence

indicated that degree of store loyalty was not related to
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consumer socio-economic characteristics.

No meaningful

relationships were found between degree of store loyalty
and family life cycle or religious of principal food
purchaser.

Degree of store loyalty was also independent

of such socio-economic characteristics of the consumer's
household as income, automobile ownership, and recent
intercity relocations.
There was some indication of relationships of store
loyalty to educational attainment of principal food
purchaser, and to occupation of household head.

The

former relationship tended to be an inverse one between
high educational level and high degree of store loyalty.
The latter relationship consisted of relatively high
loyalty among the majority of families of laborers and
farm workers, and relatively low loyalty among many
households of white-collar workers.

Consequently, loyal

customers might be attracted by appeals to these socio
economic groups.

Moreover, these findings were partic

ularly interesting in view of the generally recognized
relationship between educational attainment and occupa
tional choice.

The fact that both of these characteris

tics were inversely related to store loyalty of Foodtown
panel members has potentially important implications for
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long-run food marketing strategy.

However, the evidence

of these relationships was not conclusive.

Further

research is necessary on this point.
When the analysis of relationships between degree
of store loyalty and socio-economic characteristics of
Foodtown panel members was considered as a whole, it was
concluded that the relationship between consumers' socio
economic characteristics and the degree of store loyalty
which they exhibited was not of sufficient value to market
ing strategy implementation to be worth the cost of
obtaining socio-economic information on individual con
sumers .

If market segments are to be operationally

delineated by consumer socio-economic characteristics,
these segments must be related to the firm's objectives
in some way other than through identification of loyal
and potentially loyal customers.

The next chapter

reports results of comparisons between degree of store
loyalty and consumer psychological characteristics.

CHAPTER V

RELATIONSHIP OF STORE LOYALTY TO
CONSUMER PSYCHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS

It was found that loyalty patterns were present in
the Foodtown market, but that these patterns were not
related to consumer socio-economic characteristics.

The

next phase of the research was an analysis of possible
relationships between degree of store loyalty and consumer
psychological characteristics.

The hypothesis tested in

this analysis was that consumers who exhibit various
degrees of store loyalty can be identified by selected
psychological characteristics.

The following section

outlines the methodology of the analysis.

Method of Analysis
Measures of three types of psychological character
istics (needs, values, and images) were obtained from
Foodtown panel members.

Regression analysis was employed

to determine the relationship between these psychological
characteristics and store loyalty.
127

The measurement of
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psychological characteristics is first explained.

Then

the technique of regression analysis is discussed.

Psychological Characteristics As Variables
Consumer psychological characteristics are those
attributes within an individual which influence his
behavior.

These intra-individual behavior determinants

include such attributes as the individual's needs,
prejudices, values, attitudes, and images of phenomena
with which the individual has had contact.

The Foodtown

panel data included measures of nine consumer needs, three
consumer values, and consumers' images of themselves and
the food stores in the market.
Needs are forces or drives that impel an individual
to take action which the individual anticipates will
result in the achievement of a goal, e.g., economic
want-satisfaction.^

Nine needs of Foodtown panel members,

taken from Murray's list of 44 personality variables, were
measures using structured, disguised questionnaires.

2

The

lj. A. Bayton, "Motivation, Cognition, Learning:
Basic Factors in Consumer Behavior," Journal of Marketing.
Vol. 22, No. 3 (January 1959), pp. 282-289.
2

H. A. Murray, ejt. al_., Explorations in Personality
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1938), Chapter III,
pp. 143—242.
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questions were specific, but the consumer did not know
that the purpose of the questions was to measure her
psychological needs.

The needs measured were exhibition,

order, achievement, affiliation, deference, dominance,
change, aggression, and autonomy.

These needs are defined

by Murray as follows;
exhibition

order

achievement

affiliation
deference

dominance

change

aggression

autonomy

To make an impression; to be seen
and heard; to be the center of
attention
To have things arranged; to achieve
cleanliness, arrangement, organ
ization, balance, neatness,
tidiness, and precision
To accomplish something difficult;
to excel one's self; to rival and
surpass others
To form friendships and associations;
to please others and win affection
To admire and support others; to
yield to others; to conform to
custom
To control one's human environment;
to influence or direct the
behavior of others
To do new things; to enjoy new
sights, new books, new people,
new ideas; to have few permanent
attachments
To overcome opposition forcefully;
to attack, injure, or harm
others; to fight
To seek freedom; to resist coercion
and restriction; to be independent.

The Foodtown questionnaire contained 46 statements of
possible consumer actions, e.g., "I have a definite day
to do my washing and ironing."

Each consumer rated each
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statement on a five point scale as to its accuracy in
describing her actions.

A weight of one was assigned to

the response "very much like me."

The response "somewhat

like me" received a weight of two, and so on to the
response "very much unlike me," which received a weight
of five.

Eight of the nine needs were measured using

five statements each.

The need for change was measured

using six statements.

Consequently, the mean intensity

of a particular need was measured for a given individual
by summing the weights of her responses and dividing by
the number of weights.
The intensity of consumer agreement with three
values, or perceptions of generally accepted cultural
belief ideals, was also measured by structured, disguised
questionnaires.

3

The questions concerned consumer agree

ment with social, economic, and religious values.

The

Foodtown panel members indicated degree of agreement with
such statements as "giving to the United Fund" and "going
to church every Sunday and every religious holiday."
statements pertained to each value.
3

Five

A weight of one was

.
.
.
.
See: David Krech, et. a l ., Individual in Society; A
Textbook in Social Psychology (New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc., 1962), pp. 80-102. A basic statement of
the nature of values and their influence upon behavior is
presented.
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assigned to the response "strongly agree."

The response

"agree" received a weight of two, and so on to the response
"strongly disagree," which received a weight of five.
Consequently,

the mean intensity of a particular individ

ual's agreement with a given value statement was measured
by summing his response weights and dividing by the number
of weights.
Images are the mental pictures or stereotypes which
the individual retains of phenomena which he has experienced.

4

Images can cause individuals to behave differently

towards a particular phenomenon.

5

Two consumers may have

different images of a given store, for example, and con
sequently exhibit different shopping behavior patterns
with regard to that store.

Consumer images of themselves

as food shoppers, and of the stores in the market, were
obtained from Foodtown panel members through the use of
semantic differential scales.
4

See: Walter Lippman, Public Opinion (New York:
Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 1922).
5
See: Kurt Levin, Principles of Topological Psy
chology. Fritz and Grace Heider, Translators (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1936). Levin did not use
the term "image," but the similarity of his work to the
present concept of image is evident.
6
See: C. E. Osgood, et. jal., The Measurement of
Meaning (Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois Press,
1957) .
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Semantic differential profiles of the stores at which
the consumer liked to shop most and least, and of patrons
of these stores, were obtained.

Each semantic differential

scale consisted of a pair of bipolar adjectives or adjective
phrases, at opposite ends of a seven interval continuum.
The consumer indicated her

images of the four concepts

with regard to each scale by marking the proper interval.
The intervals were numbered one to seven from left to right.
For example, on the favorite store scale "modern: oldfashioned, " a check in interval one indicated that the
consumer thought that her favorite store projected an
extremely modern image.

A mark in interval four indicated

an image of the favorite store as neither modern or oldfashioned, while a market in interval seven indicated an
extremely old-fashioned image.
as numbered.

The intervals were weighted

There were 10 scales for each of the concepts

"favorite store" and "least-liked store," and 11 scales
for each of the concepts "patrons of favorite store" and
"patrons of least-liked store."

Thus, each consumer's

overall image of these four concepts was measured by
summing her response weights over the 10 or 11 scales and
dividing by the number of weights.
These measures of psychological needs, values and
images of Foodtown panel members, as described in the above
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paragraphs, became the Independent variables of the analysis
presented in this chapter.

The dependent variable was

the store loyalty of each panel member as derived in
Chapter III.

The technique employed to determine the

influence of consumer psychological characteristics upon
store loyalty was regression analysis.

This technique

is discussed in the following paragraphs.

The Technique of Regression Analysis
In regression analysis, a relationship between the
dependent variable, y, and the independent variables, x^,
is assumed.

7

.

.

.

The purpose of the analysis is to predict

the value of the dependent variable, given specified
values of the independent variables.

In general, the

predicted value, y*, of the dependent variable is given by
k
(1 )

y* = bQ +

J

b ixi

i=l

where k = number of independent variables
x. = value of the i ^ independent variable
(i = 1 , k)
b^ = sample regression coefficient of the
ith variable (i = 1 , k)
bQ = constant term.

^See: P. E. Croxton and D. J. Cowden, Applied General
Statistics, second edition (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1955), Chapters 19-21, pp. 449-560.
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The mathematical procedures of the technique determine the
values of the b's so that the difference between pre
dicted and actual values of y is minimized.

It is then

possible to determine the amount of variance in the actual
values of the dependent variable which is explained by the
regression equation, and to test the statistical signifi
cance of the regression.

The underlying assumptions of

the technique are that the values of the independent
variables are fixed, and that for each given set of values
of the independent variables, the resulting values of the
dependent variable are normally distributed.

Q

The amount of variance, S2, in the dependent vari
able, which is explained by the regression equation, is
2

given by the ratio, R , of the explained variation to the
total variation.

g

The statistical significance of this

g

P. E. Green and D. S. Tull, Research for Marketing
Decisions (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1966), pp. 336-346.
Q
Croxton and Cowden, oja. cit., pp. 530-560. The pro
portion of explained variance is given by
r

2

where S

= 1 - svx (n ~ k)
S 2 (n - 1)
2

= standard error of the estimate of y on x

= estimated variance of y
n = number of observations
k = number of independent variables
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ratio can be determined by the use of the F test, as
explained in Chapter I.'*'®

These statistics provide a

basis for interpretation of the relationship of the
independent variables to the dependent variable.

This

technique was applied to the Foodtown panel data for the
purpose of assessing the influence of consumer psycholog
ical characteristics upon the degree of store loyalty
exhibited.
Correlation of Psychological Characteristics
and Store Loyalty
The findings of the regression analysis are presented
in this section.

The purpose of this analysis was to

provide a basis for the examination of the influence of
psychological characteristics upon store loyalty.
the regression model is described.

First,

Next, the pairwise

correlations among the variables are discussed.

Then the

results of the original regression and of the subsequent
deletions of independent variables are presented.
the optimum regression equation is given.

Finally,

The implications

of these findings for marketing strategy are also discussed.

■^Refer to Chapter I, p. 23. See Also: D. B. Suits,
Statistics: An Introduction to Quantitative Economic
Research (Chicago: Rand-McNally and Company, Inc., 1963),
Chapter VI, pp. 125-154.
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The Regression Equation
In the present research# the relationship between the
16 consumer psychological characteristics and degree of
store loyalty exhibited was assumed to be linear.

This

relationship was given by equation (1 )# with the independent
variables# x^, defined as follows:
X1
x2

x3
x4
x5
x6

x7
x8

x9
x 10
X 11
x 12

x 13

x^5
x16

= intensity of consumer need for exhibition
— intensity of consumer need for order
- intensity of consumer need for achievement
intensity of consumer need for affiliation
— intensity of consumer need for deference
= intensity of consumer need for dominance
= intensity of consumer need for change
= intensity of consumer need for aggression
= intensity of consumer need for autonomy
= intensity of consumer agreement with social values
= intensity of consumer agreement: with economic
values
= intensity of consumer agreement; with religious
values
= weight of image projection of consumer’s favor
ite store
= weight of image projection of consumer's leastliked store
= weight of image projection of patrons of con
sumer's favorite store
= weight of image projection of patrons of con
sumer's least-liked store.

The response patterns of the Foodtown panel members to
the measurements of these psychological characteristics
are presented in Table 5:1.
It can be seen from Table 5:1 that panel members'
average responses were positive for 10 of the sixteen
characteristics.

This fact is shown by mean responses
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Table 5:1
RESPONSE PATTERNS OF FOODTOWN PANEL MEMBERS TO
PSYCHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTIC MEASUREMENTS

xi
1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16

Characteristic
Description
Exhibition Need
Order Need
Achievement Need
Affiliation Need
Deference Need
Dominance Need
Change Need
Aggression Need
Autonomy Need
Social Values
Economic Values
Religious Values
Favorite Store Image
Least-liked Store
Image
Patrons of Favorite
Store Image
Patrons of Leastliked Store Image

Response
Range

Mean

Std. Dev.

1.0-5.0
1.0-5.0
1.0-5.0
1.0-5.0
1.0-5.0
1.0-5.0
1 .0 -6. 0
1.0-5.0
1.0-5.0
1.0-5.0
1.0-5.0
1.0-5.0
1.0-7.0

3.743
2.844
2.620
2.070
2.357
3.250
2.807
3.831
3.224
1.978
2.304
1.965
1.956

0.730
0.717
0.741
0.680
0.623
0.802
0.630
0.694
0.608
0.395
0.434
0.614
0.591

1.0-7.0

4.896

0.896

1.0-7.0

3.163

0.650

1.0-7.0

4.536

0.657

Sample size = 108
Source:

Calculated from Foodtown panel data.

less than the midpoint of the range for most character
istics.

Only the needs for exhibition, dominance, aggres

sion, and autonomy were negative.

These results were to

be expected from the nature of these needs and images.
The four negative intensity needs all tend, generally,
to result in behavior which is discouraged in normal social
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life.-*-!

Thus, negative intensities of these needs tended

to indicate conformity with social norms.

Further evi

dence of this conformity among Foodtown panel members
was indicated by the low mean responses for the three
value measures.

The high mean responses to the two image

statements concerning the least-liked store and its
patrons were also expected, since it was reasonable to
assume that consumers have negative images of their
least-liked stores.

The rather small standard deviations

for all responses indicated that the mean responses were
fairly reliable summaries of the psychological character
istics of Foodtown panel members.

The next phase of the

analysis was to test the interrelationships among these
variables.

Pairwise Relationships Among Variables
Simple linear correlation coefficients were computed
for each pair of variables to determine the degree of interdependence or collinearity among the variables. 12

There

■^See: Krech, et. al., op. cit., Chapters 3 and 4,
pp. 68-102 and 486-530.
12
Refer to Chapter I, p. 25. The formula for simple
linear regression is given. The computations for these and
subsequent regressions were performed on the IBM 7040 com
puter of the Louisiana State University Computer Research
Center, using the General Foods Multiple Regression Pro
gram as revised by E. L. Morton.

were 136 combinations of pairs of variables, not counting
the 17 correlations of each variable with itself.^
results of these tests are presented in Table 5:2.

The
It

can be seen that, in general, the pairwise correlation
coefficients were low.

Ninety-eight of the 136 compari

sons between separate variables were not statistically
significant.

This finding indicated that, for the most

part, the variables were independent.
Thirty-seven pairwise correlation coefficients between
independent variables were statistically significant.
This total was considerably higher than could be expected
by chance alone.

Some of the independent variables were

intercorrelated.

However, the amount of variance explained

by the correlations was not large.

In only two cases

was the explained variance, obtained by squaring the r
values given in Table 5:2, greater than 20 per cent of
the total variance.

The correlation between achievement

and dominance accounted for 20.9 per cent of the variance
of these needs.

This correlation could plausibly be

13The total combinations, T, of 16 objects taken two
at a time is given by

Table 5:2
PAIRWISE CORRELATIONS BETWEEN REGRESSION VARIABLES

i/3

1

1
2

1.000

.081
.2l7a
.118
.049
.434b
.248a
.2 0 0 a
.019
<117
.087
.2 1 0 a
.029

3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17

2

correlation coefficient between x^ and Xj
rji = rij =
4
3
6
7
5

,269b
.277b
.266b
.26 lb
.103
-.013
-.124
.114
-.148
.185
.27 lb

-.010

.022

.023
-.190
-.151

.124
-.037
-.013

1 .000

.162
.154
,457b
.315b
.217a
-.077
.232a
.152
.234a
.118
-.113
-.019
-.199a
-.148

1.000

.276b
.189
.195a
-.015
-.037
.279b
-. 2 0 2 a
.288b
.092
.314b
.065
.075
-. 226a

1 .000
.2 0 1 a

.208a
-.062
.056
.049
.045
.047
.032
-.005
-.051
.014
.063

1.000

.247a
.069
.068
.348b

.067

1.000

.120

.438b
.038
-.139
.157
-.190

-.121

-.100

-.081

-.002

.020

r^j

denotes significance at the .01 level, degrees of freedom = 106
= index of store loyalty.

1.000

.304b
-.084
-.025
-.040
.034
-.096
-.067
.086

denotes significance at the .05 level, degrees of freedom = 106

Source:

9

1 .000

r ..

Notes

8

.081
.219a
.004
.063
-.094
.165

1.000

-.133
.043
-.145
.026
.048
.034
.101

.038

This is the dependent variable in the analysis.

Calculated from Foodtown panel data.
t-*
o

Table 5:2 (Continued)
PAIRWISE CORRELATIONS BETWEEN REGRESSION VARIABLES
r.. = r . . = correlation coefficient between x. and x.:

3^

i/j

10

11

J

J

12

13

14

15

16

17

~i
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17

1.000

.131
.564b
.157
-.079
.254a
-.075
-.062

1.000

-.080
-.192
-. 2 2 2 a
-.023
-.224a
.162

1 .000

.055
.061
-.080
-.022

.006

1.000
-.020

1.000

.304b
-.051
-.090

-.238a
.418b
-.014

1.000
-.
318*
-.318b
-.130

1.000
.065

1.000
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expected on an intuitive basis.

The correlation between

social values and religious values accounted for 31.8
per cent of variance of these two measures.

This finding

might also be expected in a rather small, isolated
community such as Foodtown.

Even so, more than 2/3 of

the variance in responses to these two values was not
explained by the correlation between them.

The conclusion

drawn from the pairwise correlation analysis between
variables was that the degree of collinearity among these
variables was sufficiently small so that the effects of
collinearity could be ignored.
This conclusion was particularly interesting in the
case of the dependent variable.

The pairwise correlations

between store loyalty and each of the independent vari
ables are presented in row 17 of Table 5:2.

It can be

seen that only the correlation between store loyalty and
the need for affiliation was statistically significant.
As might be expected, this correlation indicated a
direct relationship between store loyalty and the need
for affiliation.

14

Despite its statistical significance,

14The correlation coefficient has a negative sign,
since high weights were assigned to negative need intensi
ties. A negative correlation between high store loyalty
and low need intensity thus implied a direct correlation
of loyalty to need.
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this correlation accounted for only 5.1 per cent of the
variance between store loyalty and the affiliation need.
Store loyalty was not meaningfully related to each of
the consumer psychological characteristics taken
individually.

Since the technique of simple correlation

takes into account the influence of other variables only
implicitly, the next step was to consider explicitly
the effect of all psychological characteristics upon
store loyalty.

Determination of Regression Equations
Explicit consideration of all

psychological

16

variables simultaneously was accomplished by the technique
of multiple linear regression.
equation (1) was employed.

The model described by

The first attempt to deter

mine the combined influence of psychological character
istics upon store loyalty consisted of a regression of
the loyalty index on the

characteristics.

16

The

results of this regression are presented in Table 5:3.
The regression equation thus became
(2)

y* =

7 4 .2 0 6

-

3.189X -L

+

2 .1 7 1 x 2

+

3.215X [-

+

2 . 346Xg

-

1 .3 2 9xg

-

1 . 8 6 8 x 10

+

6 . 1 9 7 x 13

+

+

7 . 4 6 7 x 14

-

3 .4 5 5 x ^
+

4 .0 3 4 x 3
+

7 .2 9 7 x x l
-

2 .7 8 4 x 15

-

5 .9 3 5 x 4

l,7 8 8 x g
+

4 . 3 3 0 x 12
+

5 .1 7 2 x 16.
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Table 5:3
REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS OF
ORIGINAL REGRESSION EQUATION
Variable
Description

xi

Exhibition Need
Order Need
Achievement Need
Affiliation Need
Deference Need
Dominance Need
Change Need
Aggression Need
Autonomy Need
Social Values
Economic Values
Religious Values
Favorite Store Image
Least Liked Store Image
Patrons of Favorite
Store Image
Patrons of Least-liked
Store Image

1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16

Coefficient Significance
F ratio
bi
-3.189
2.171
-4.034
-5.935
3.215
2.346
3.455
1.778
-1.329
-1 . 8 6 8
7.297
4.330
6.197
7.467

1.587
0.753
2 .156^
A . 210**

1.349
0.073
0.014
0.005
0.217
0.123
3.021^
1.627
0 .0 0 0 #
0.119

-2.784

0.904

5.172

0.033

b

= 74.206
9
R = 0.163; multiple F = 1.105
degrees of freedom = 1 6 , 91

♦denotes significance at the .05 level
♦♦denotes significance at the .01 level
^rounded to three decimal places; actual value =
.0000042688.
Source:

Calculated from Foodtown panel data.

Equation (2) produced an R^ value of 0.163.

That

is, 16.3 per cent of the total variation in store loyalty
was associated with the 16 consumer psychological char
acteristics.

The remaining 83.7 per cent of the vari

ance in store loyalty was related to factors other than
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the 16 psychological variables.

Moreover, the multiple

F ratio of the regression was 1.105 for 16 and 91 degrees
of freedom.
cant.

This value was not statistically signifi

Consequently, it was entirely possible that the

slight correlation between store loyalty and psycholog
ical characteristics obtained by equation (2 ) could have
been due to chance alone.

It was concluded that the

initial regression was not particularly useful in pre
dicting store loyalty from psychological characteristics.
Certain elements of the regression were statisti
cally significant, however. As shown in Table 5:3, the
partial regression coefficients of the need for
achievement, the need for affiliation, and the agreement
with economic values, were significantly correlated with
store loyalty.

The analysis of the partials indicated

that there was some correlation between store loyalty
and these psychological characteristics.
The presence of statistically significant partial
coefficients in the regression equation suggested that
the regression might be improved by deleting the non
significant independent variables.

The least significant

variable (indicated by the smallest F ratio) was deleted,
and store loyalty was regressed on the remaining
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variables.

The results of this procedure for 16 runs

are presented in Table 5:4.

The first independent

variable deleted was, rather surprisingly, the consumer's
favorite store image.

The consumer's image of her

favorite store contributed least of all psychological
characteristics to the explanation of variation in store
loyalty.

Deletion of the favorite store image did not

o
change the explanation, as given by R .

The test of

significance of this regression, given by the multiple
F ratio, indicated that the revised regression was not
statistically significant,although the F ratio did increase.
It can be seen from Table 5:4 that sequential
deletions of non-significant variables continued to
improve the statistical significance of the regression
equations.

The amount of variance explained decreased

slightly through the ninth run, and more sharply there
after.

The last variable remaining in the regression

equation was the need for affiliation.

This result was

expected, since the pairwise correlation between store
loyalty and affiliation was statistically significant.
However, this correlation accounted for only 5.1 per cent
of the variation in the dependent variable.

Since the

F ratios which indicated statistical significance increased,
but the amount of variance explained, R , decreased as
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Table 5:4
ORDER OF DELETION OF VARIABLES
FROM REGRESSION EQUATION
Variable Deleted
Before Run
Description

Run
No.
2

3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10
11 #
12

13
14
15
16

Favorite Store Image
Aggression Need
Dominance Need
Change Need
Patrons of Leastliked Store Image
Social Values
Autonomy Need
Least-liked Store
Image
Order Need
Patrons of Favorite
Store Image
Exhibition Need
Religious Values
Economic Values
Achievement Need
Deference Need

Degrees
of Free
dom

xi

R2

Multiple
F Ratio

13

0.163
0.163
0.163
0.162

1.191
1.290
1.403
1.535

15,92
14,93
13,94
12,95

0.162
0.161
0.159

1.687
1.861
2.066*

11,96
10,97
9,98

0.158
0.149

2.322*
2.502*

8,99
7,100

0.134
0.116

2.596*
2 .6 6 6 *
2.930*
3.221*
3.894*
5.723*

6,101

8
6

7
16
10

9
14
2

15
1
12
11

3
5

0.102

0.085
0.068
0.051

5,102
4,103
3,104
2,105
1,106

* denotes significance at the .05 level
^ denotes optimal regression equation
Source:

Calculated from Foodtown panel data.

variables were deleted, a point of optimum regression
was implied.

The optimum regression equation is dis

cussed in detail below.
Optimum Regression Equation
The optimum regression equation was defined to be
the statistically significant regression equation, in
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terms of the multiple and partial correlation coeffici
ents (i.e., with all significant coefficients), which
accounted for the maximum amount of variance in store
loyalty.

This equation was obtained in the 1 1 ^ run.

The coefficients of this equation are presented in
Table 5:5.

(3)

The resulting equation was

y* = 72.588 - 3 . 1 1 0 x 1 - 3.512x3 - 5.589x4 + 3.782x5
+ 5.832x^

+ 3.867x^2*

Equation (3) accounted for 13.4 per cent of the
variance in store loyalty.

This correlation was signifi

cant at the .05 per cent level, as indicated by the
multiple F ratio of 2.596 for six and 101 degrees of
freedom.

This regression equation included direct

relationships between store loyalty and the needs for
exhibition, achievement, and affiliation.

Store loyalty

was inversely related to the need for deference, and to
agreement with economic and religious values.

Four of

these six partial regression coefficients were statis
tically significant, and the remaining two approached
statistical significance at the .05 level.

No other

linear combination of independent variables predicted
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Table 5:5
REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS OF
OPTIMUM REGRESSION EQUATION
Variable
Description

xi
1
3
4
5
11
12
b

o

Exhibition Need
Achievement Need
Affiliation Need
Deference Need
Economic Values
Religious Values

Coefficient
bi

Significance
F Ratio

-3.110
-3.512
-5.589
3.782
5.832
3.867

2.099
2 .608^
5. 1 3 0 ^
2.221*
2 .584^

2.137

= 72.588

R2 = 0.134; multiple F = 2.596^
degrees of freedom = 6,101
♦denotes significance at the .05 level
♦♦denotes significance at the .01 level
Note:

The other two coefficients were statistically
significant at slightly more than the .05 level.

Source:

Calculated from Foodtown panel data.

store loyalty better than did equation (3).-*-^
From the optimum regression equation, it can be
seen that store loyal panel members tended to have greater
than average intensities of needs for exhibition, achieve
ment and affiliation.
•J c

These results were intuitively
,

-'It was conceivable that a non-lmear function
could have produced a better regression equation. How
ever, no non-linear relationships were apparent from the
data, and the resources for a large-scale, random search
for possible non-linear relationships were not available.
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plausible.

One might expect consumers who need to be

recognized, to feel a sense of achievement, and to feel
wanted, to be loyal to one store in order to satisfy
these needs.

A lower than average intensity of need

for deference, as indicated by the positive partial
t

relations between deference and store loyalty, also
tended to fit this pattern.

The consumer who does not

want to defer to others is likely to shop where she is
known and treated respectfully.

The inverse relations

between store loyalty and economic and religious values
made less sense intuitively.

Apparently, loyal panel

members tended to agree less strongly than other panel
members with the generally accepted economic and religious
values of the community.
These interpretations of the optimum regression
equation must be viewed with some caution.

The regression

was statistically significant, but it accounted for less
than 1/7 of the total observed variance in store loyalty.
Factors other than the six psychological characteristics
were responsible for 6/7 of the variance in store loyalty.
Moreover, there was a five per cent probability that
even the explained variance of the regression was due
to chance.

Similar caveats must be applied to the

interpretation of the partial regression coefficients.
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Nevertheless, equation (3) did make some contribution to
the explanation of the phenomenon of store loyalty.

The

implications of this explanation for food marketing
strategy are discussed- in the following paragraphs.

Implications of Findings for Marketing Strategy
The most important implication of this phase of the
research for marketing strategy was that little profit
able advantage is likely to result from the attempt to
cultivate consumers who have particular psychological
characteristics.

A plausible generalization of this

conclusion is that a particular store-loyal personality
does not exist in sufficient quantity and/or intensity
to be a meaningful target market segment.

This con

clusion implies that most personality types are potentially
store loyal, but that the food retailer must find some
other means of identifying loyal and potentially loyal
customers.
Summary of Conclusions
The hypothesis tested in this chapter was that
consumers who exhibit various degrees of store loyalty
can be identified by selected psychological character
istics.

This hypothesis, on the whole, was judged invalid,

although some evidence of identifiable correlations was
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found.

It was concluded that the degree of store

loyalty exhibited by Foodtown panel members was not
sufficiently related to their psychological character
istics to be meaningful to marketing strategy.

This

conclusion resulted from the regression of store loyalty
on nine consumer needs (exhibition, order, achievement,
affiliation, deference, dominance, change, aggression,
and autonomy), three consumer values (social, economic,
and religious), and consumer images of themselves as
food shoppers and of the food stores in the market.
The response patterns of Foodtown panel members to
measures of psychological characteristics followed
expectations.

Mean intensities for socially encouraged

needs and for agreement with generally accepted values
were positive, while socially discouraged needs had
negative mean intensities.

Consumers' images of their

favorite stores and the patrons of these stores were
positive, while images of the least-liked stores and their
patrons were negative.

Pairwise correlations between the

independent variables were insignificant for the most
part, and only the need for affiliation was simply
correlated with store loyalty.

Moreover, the statistically

significant pairwise correlations did not account for
much of the variance in the variables.

Consequently,
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the effects of collinearity were ignored in the sub
sequent regressions.
Store loyalty was first linearly regressed on all
16 psychological variables.

The resulting regression

explained 16.3 per cent of the variance in store loyalty,
but this result was not statistically significant.

The

variable which contributed least to the regression was
deleted, and store loyalty was regressed on the remain
ing variables.

This procedure was repeated until 15 of

the 16 independent variables had been deleted.

The

optimum regression {statistically significant equation
among the 16 runs which explained the maximum amount of
variance in store loyalty) was found.

The psychological

characteristics in this equation were the needs for
exhibition, achievement, affiliation,
and economic and religious values.

and deference,

The multiple correla

tion coefficient was statistically significant at the .05
level, as were four of the six partial regression coef
ficients.

These results indicated that there was some

correlation between these psychological characteristics
and store loyalty.

However, this correlation accounted

for only 13.4 per cent of the total observed variance in
store loyalty.

Non-linear regressions were not attempted,
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since the data did not suggest potentially fruitful
relationships to be tested.
From these results, it was concluded that the
relationship between store loyalty, as given by the
loyalty index, and the 16 psychological characteristics,
as measured by the methods described, was not of
sufficient magnitude to be useful to food marketing
strategy.

It might be possible to identify some loyal

customers by their psychological characteristics, but
the validity of this method is likely to be weak.

The

major portion of the explanation of the phenomenon of
store loyalty in the Foodtown market was due to factors
other than consumer psychological characteristics.

Con

sequently, the food retailer can expect almost any
personality type to be a potentially loyal customer.
However, the food retailer must determine the causes of
store loyalty so that he can identify his loyal customers.
This problem was not solved by analyses of the factors
(environmental, socio-economic, and psychological) which
influence economic wants.

One remaining possible cause

of the phenomenon of store loyalty was the store1s
marketing strategy.

The influence of marketing strategy
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upon store loyalty, and the implications of this
influence for the food marketing firm, are discussed
in the following chapter.

CHAPTER VI

IMPLICATIONS OF STORE LOYALTY
FOR MARKETING STRATEGY

In the preceding chapters, several tasks were accom
plished.

Store loyalty, as defined in this study, was

advanced as a criterion for the delineation of target market
segments.

Empirical investigation confirmed the existence

of varying degrees of store loyalty among panel members in
the food market investigated.

Loyal customers were found

to be valuable customers in terms of sales revenue.

When

environmental characteristics were held constant, store
loyalty was found to be unrelated, for the most part, to
consumer socio-economic and psychological characteristics.
On the basis of these results, two implications remained
to be investigated:

(1) that the firm can exert significant

See: W. F. Massy, "Brand and Store Loyalty as Bases
for Market Segmentation," J. W. Newman, editor. On Knowing
the Consumer (New York: John A. Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1966),
pp. 169-172. The conclusions of the present research were
generally consistent with the propositions advanced in
Massy's brief paper. However, most of Massy1s supporting
evidence pertained to brand loyalty. The procedures employed
to measure brand and store loyalty were not reported by
Massy.
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influence on the amount and intensity of store loyalty which
it receives, and (2) that loyal customers must be identified
from their shopping behavior patterns.

These implications

and their importance to marketing strategy were investi
gated in this chapter.

The hypothesis tested by this

investigation was that it is operationally feasible for
the firm to base its marketing strategy upon loyaltydelineated target market segments.

Method of Analysis
The present research focused upon the analyses of
consumer shopping behavior in the Foodtown market.

Since

these analyses showed that marketing strategy was an
influential factor in determining consumer store loyalty
patterns,

it was first necessary to study the marketing

strategies of stores in the Foodtown market and to assess
the relationship between these strategies and consumers'
store loyalty patterns.
of the research.

Available data limited this phase

Two analyses were performed:

(1) a

comparison of marketing mix combinations employed by the
various stores, and (2) an evaluation of the relationship
between mix combinations and store loyalty.

The variables

studied were store location and size, width of product
assortments, relative price levels, and promotional effort.
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With these comparisons in mind, the percentage share
received by each store of spending by each loyalty group
was reviewed.
The next section of the chapter was concerned with
the implementation of loyalty-based marketing strategy.
Such implementation requires that the store be able to
identify its loyal customers.

Consequently, methods by

which loyal customers can be identified from shopping
behavior are discussed.

Then strategy implementation,

terms of the three strategy components
selection,' marketing mix design,
ments) was examined.

in

(target market

and strategy adjust

The results of these analyses are

presented in the following sections.

Influence of Marketing Strategy
on Store Loyalty
The analyses reported in preceding chapters implied
that store loyalty can be influenced to a large extent
by marketing strategy.
marketing strategy,

That is, given the "proper"

loyalty is potentially attainable from

many types of consumers.

The purpose of the analysis of

this section was to examine this inference.

The first

step was to obtain some measure of comparative marketing
strategies.

Then the relationship of these strategies to
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store loyalty was investigated.

Strategies of Stores in the Foodtown Market
Marketing strategy consists of three elements:

target

market selection, marketing mix design, and strategy adjust
ment to dynamic market conditions.2

No data from the stores

in the Foodtown market were available concerning the
decisions of specific store managements with regard to
these elements.

Consequently, little can be said about

the target markets selected by various stores.

Had such

knowledge been available, it might have been instructive
to compare the characteristics of a store's target market
selection to the characteristics of its actual customers.
The present research did provide insight into the actions
of the stores with regard to strategy adjustments to
changing conditions.
It was shown in Chapter III that the shopping behavior
patterns exhibited by Foodtown panel members did not vary
significantly from week to week during the ten-week survey
period.

3

This analysis led to the conclusion that no

store in the market made a strategy adjustment of sufficient
2

Refer to Chapter II, pp. 32^44.

2Refer to Chapter III, pp. 73-75.
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magnitude to alter consumers' shopping patterns.

The

stores' marketing strategies were relatively constant
throughout the survey period.

For this reason, a comparison

among stores on the basis of selected marketing mix
variables was of value in assessing the influence of
marketing strategy upon store loyalty patterns.

Comparisons of Marketing Mix Variables by Stores
Information concerning the marketing mixes of stores
in the Foodtown market can be subsumed under four headings.
First, store location and store size, two major long-run
mix variables, are discussed.

Secondly, the width of

assortments for nine representative product categories
were determined.

Thirdly, relative price levels of the

nine product categories were calculated.

Finally, a

qualitative judgment of the relative effectiveness of
promotional effort among stores was rendered.
Store Location.

As LaLonde has shown, store location

generally is a significant factor in determining the ultimate
success of a food marketing firm.^

LaLonde found that

ninety per cent of supermarket customers in regional
4

See: Bernard J. LaLonde, "Differentials m Super
market Drawing Power," Marketing and Transportation Paper
Number Eleven (East Lansing, Michigan: Bureau of Business
and Economic Research, College of Business and Public
Service, Michigan State University, 1962).

shopping centers were drawn from a mean average distance
of 2.53 miles.^

One of the criteria for the selection of

the community for the Foodtown project was that the retail
food marketing structure of the community approximate the
structure of a regional shopping center as defined by
LaLonde.

The community selected was roughly square in

shape, with sides of 2.71 and 3.70 miles.7

From these

figures, it can be seen that most consumers in Foodtown
were within the ninety per cent drawing range of most
stores in the Foodtown market.

For this reason, it was

concluded that store location with regard to area of the
community, was not a significant factor in the marketing
mix design of Foodtown stores.

However, parking facili

ties are also a function of store location.

Stores H and

G, which possessed spacious parking lots, had some
O

advantage over other stores in Foodtown.

Stores A, B,

and one store in the L composite were located in the
5

Ibid., p. 17.

g

G. W. Paul, An Interactional Approach to Investi
gating Food Buying Behavior (Unpublished Ph.D. Thesis,
Michigan State University, 1966), p. 73.
7

Personal Files of G. W. Paul, Coordinator, Foodtown
Project.
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downtown area where parking space was limited.

Thus these

stores were at a disadvantage relative to the other stores
with regard to the parking aspects of store location.^
Store Size.

The sizes of selling areas for stores in

the Foodtown market are given in Table 6:1.

The average

selling area size was 3,297 square feet, but the distri
bution of sizes ranged from 250 square feet to 13,000
square feet.

Stores H, G, and D, which had 13,000, 9,000

and 6,300 square feet of selling area respectively, were
the large stores in the market in terms of size of selling
area.

Consequently, these stores had an advantage over

other stores in the Foodtown market.

Size of selling area

indicates the store1s potential opportunity to use such
mix variables as instore merchandise promotions, spacious
stock arrangements, and/or wide aisles as well as wide
merchandise assortments.

The importance of large selling

area is emphasized by the comparisons among stores of
width of assortment range.
Width of Product Assortment.

Stores which have large

selling areas have the capacity to offer a wide range of
products to their customers.
-

For stores in the Foodtown

-

Store L was a statistical construct of four stores
in the Foodtown market.
Statements concerning this con
struct may not be true of individual stores included in
the construct.
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Table 6:1
SIZE OF STORES IN FOODTOWN MARKET

Store

Size of Selling Area
(estimated square feet)

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L#

250
1,500
615
6,300
2,000
1,200
9,000
13,000
500
600
660
3,950

Total
Mean

39,575
3,298

^combined square footage of four stores? refer to Appendix
A.
Source:

Appendix A.

marketj width of product assortment was measured for nine
categories of grocery products.

The products measured

were canned peaches, canned peas, tuna fish, aerosol spray
starches, instant coffee, dry dog food, cooking oil,
plastic wrap, and catsup.

Width of assortment for each

product category was determined by multiplying the number
of brands stocked by the number of sizes carried for each
brand.

It can be seen from Table 6:2 that the large stores

in terms of selling area were also the stores which offered

Table 6 %2
WIDTH OF ASSORTMENT* OF NINE PRODUCT CATEGORIES STOCKED
BY STORES IN FOODTOWN

Store
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L#
Totals
Means

Canned
Peaches
No.

Product Category
Instant
Spray
Coffee
Starch
No.
No.

Canned
Peas
No.

Tuna
Fish
No.

2
4
2
6
7
4
19
15
1
7
1
n.a.

2
1
2
8
5
2
11
13
1
2
2
n.a.

3
3
1
10
6
2
9
13
2
2
2
n.a.

1
1
1
5
3
1
5
9
1
2
1
n.a.

6
5
3
17
12
5
20
21
3
11
8
n.a.

4
5
1
20
17
1
29
30
1
9
5
n.a.

2
2
1
9
6
2
13
16
1
4
2
n.a.

68
6.2

49
4.5

53
4.8

30
2.7

Ill
10.1

122
11.1

58
5.3

Dog
Food
No.

Cooking
Oil
No.

Plastic
Wraps
No.
3
2
1
7
5
2
8
7
2
4
3
n.a.
44
4.0

Catsup
No.
1
4
2
10
7
3
9
10
2
3
2
n.a.
53
4.8

•jf

Computed by. multiplying number of brands stocked times sizes for each brand.
^Information not available (n.a.) for stores in the L composite.
Sources

Gordon W. Paul, An Interactional Approach for Investigating Food Buying Behavior
(Unpublished Ph.D. Thesis, Michigan State University, 1966), p. 123.
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the widest product assortments.

Stores H, G, and D stocked

wider assortments in all nine product categories than did
the other stores.

The offerings of Stores H and G were

wider than the market averages for all categories.

Store

H had a slight advantage in assortment width over Store G
for eight of the nine categories.

Store D's offerings

were not as wide as those of Stores H and G, but did
exceed the market average for all products except canned
peaches.

The range of product assortments offered by the

other stores in the Foodtown market was relatively small.
Data concerning the product offerings of stores in the L
composite were not available.

Based on size of selling

area, it was estimated that Store L's assortment range was
narrower than those of the three large stores, but wider than
those of the other stores in the market.

The next section

presents relative price levels for the nine product
categories.
Relative Price Levels.

As a measure of the pricing

policies in each store's marketing mix, prices for the
most common size of a national brand of each product in the
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nine categories were determined.^
in Table 6:3.

These prices are given

The prices offered by the large stores,

Stores H, G, and D, were identical for six of the nine
categories.

Store G was relatively high on instant coffee,

and one cent low on spray starch.

Store D was two cents

higher than stores H and G on catsup.

Prices for most

products in the remaining stores were somewhat higher than
prices in the three large stores.

Another marketing mix

variable, promotional effort, was also found to be directly
related to store size and assortment width, and inversely
related to price levels.
Promotional Effort.

Store H was best in the market

in total promotional effort.^

Store H did not give trading

stamps, and featured this policy in its advertisements as a
means of reducing prices.

Store H ran a two-page newsp<»^i‘r

advertisement each Thursday, employed frequent radio and
television announcements, and used instore merchandise
display.

Stores G and D followed Store H closely in total

^ T h e price used was the regular price of each product
as of February 13, 1965, the end of the first week of the
survey period.
If the item was sale-priced that week,
succeeding weeks were investigated. The first price desig
nated by the store to be the regular price was used.
•^Personal files of Gordon W. Paul, Coordinator,
Foodtown Project.

Table 6 ?3
SELECTED PRICE LEVELS OF NINE PRODUCT CATEGORIES
STOCKED BY STORES IN THE FOODTOWN MARKET
Product Categories
: Canned
Tuna
Spray
Instant
Dog
Canned
Cooking Plastic
Peaches
Catsup
Peas
Fish
Starch
Coffee
Food
Wrap
Oil
6*5 oz.
14 oz.
22 oz.
6 oz.
5 lbs.
YCH-303 EG-303
50 ft.
16 oz.
Cents
Store C Cents
Cents
Cents
Cents
Cents
Cents
Cents
Cents
A
28.5
24.0
38.0
64.0
148.0
45.0
35.0
22.0
85.0
B
42.0
39.0
31.0
27.0
29.0
69.0
141.0
89.0
43.0
39.0
55.0
C
64.0
145.0
79.0
35.0
25.0
29.0
39.0
D
21.0
2 1.0
19.0
29.0
60.0
99.0
67.0
33.0
29.0
E
33.0
121.0
73.0
35.0
37.0
24.5
21.5*
22.5
71.0
F
39.0
35.0
27.0
39.0
71.0*
81.0
24.5*
22.5*
127.0
29.0
19.0
G
124.0
33.0
21.0
19.0
29.0
59.0
67.0
29.0
19.0
H
21.0
19.0
29.0
60.0
99.0
67.0
33.0
32.0
27.0*
I
49.0*
27.0
23.0*
35.0
73.0
153.0
47.0
27.0
J
79.0
41.0
35.0
24.5
24.5
39.0
69.0
119.0
41.0
32.0
43.0
K
34.0
123.0
89.0
27.0
18.0*
65.0
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
I#
289.5
431.0
391.0
Totals
268.0
775.0
1399.0
825.0
249.5
386.0
26.32
35.55
35.09
39.18
Means
24.36
22.68
75.00
65.91
127.18
Note: The price of a well-known national brand as of 2/13/65 is shown for the size indi
cated.
♦Denotes price of brand stocked when brand was not national brand
#Information not available (n.a.) for stores in the L composite
Source:

Personal files of Gordon W. Paul, Coordinator, Foodtown Project.
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promotional effectiveness.

Both stores D and G gave

trading stamps, but Store D was given a slightly higher
rating in this phase of promotional activity because it
was affiliated with Sperry and Hutchinson, Inc., whose
"S & H Green Stamps" are widely accepted.

Both stores ran

full-page newspaper advertisements, and used radio,
television, and instore displays.

Stores F, E, and the

small supermarket of the L composite also made creditable
promotional efforts.

Stores F and E gave trading stamps.

Other stores in the Foodtown market made little promo
tional effort, other than some attempts at instore
merchandise display.

Store A also gave trading stamps.

These comparisons among stores on the basis of
marketing mix variables showed the close relationships
among marketing mix decisions.

The large stores in the

market, in terms of square footage, were also the stores
which had superior parking facilities, wide product
assortments, low prices, and heavy promotional efforts.
As indicated by the analyses of panel shopping behavior
reported in Chapter III, this combination of mix variables
resulted in the attainment of substantial shares of the
market, in terms of sales revenue and customer patronage.^

^2Refer to Table 3:4, p. 77.
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These stores were Stores H, G, L, and D.

1 “3

Despite the

overall effectiveness of the marketing strategies of these
stores, there were differences in the patterns of store
loyalty which the stores received.

Relationship of Store Loyalty to Strategy Position
The percentage of total expenditures which each
loyalty group allocated to each store is shown in columns
one to four of Table 6:4.

The percentage allocations of

total panel expenditures, i.e., average allocation for the
four groups, are presented in column five.

Store H received

60 per cent of Group One (very loyal consumer) expenditures
and 26.4 per cent of Group Four (very disloyal consumer)
expenditures.

Conversely, Stores L and D received their

largest percentage shares from Group Four.

Store G

received slightly more than 20 per cent of the expenditures
of all groups.

Store H held an overall market share

approximately twice as large as that of its nearest
competitor. Store G, and almost as large as the combined
shares of Stores G, L, and D, its three nearest competitors.
It was concluded that the major explanation for this market
13

The composite store, Store L, must be included in
this group, by virtue of its share-of-market figures,
although data concerning the mix decisions of stores in
this composite were not available.
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Table 6:4#
PER CENT OF PANEL DOLLAR EXPENDITURES
ALLOCATED TO EACH STORE BY LOYALTY GROUPS
Loyalty Group
2
3

4
1
Very
Very
Loyal
Loyal Disloyal Disloyal Average
Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent

Stores
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
Group Totals

0.0
0.1
0.0
8.7
6.6
0.5
20.6
60.0
0.6
0.0
0.1
2.9
100.0

0.0
0.1
0.2
6.6
8.2
3.0
21.9
43.0
0.0
0.3
0.2
16.6
100.0

0 0
0.2
0.1
12.5
5.9
6.7
20.0
41.0
0.1
0.1
0.4
13.0
100.0

0.0
1.5
1.5
14.0
3.4
2.6
24.6
26.4
0.1
1.4
0.3
24.3
100.0

0.0
0.4
0.4
10.4
6.2
3.7
21.6
41.9
0.2
0.4
0.2
14.6
100.0

#Table reproduced from Table 3:13.
Source:

Appendix C5.

dominance was that Store H's marketing strategy was most
successful in attracting loyal customers.

Consequently:

since the analysis of consumers' socio-economic and
psychological characteristics indicated that, for
the most part, store loyalty was not an inherent
consumer trait, it was concluded from the analysis
of this chapter that marketing strategy was the
major determinant of store loyalty.
The comparisons of mix variables among stores indi
cated that Store H, on the whole, had a slight advantage
over the other large stores with regard to the mix
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components measured.

This slight advantage may have been

significant in securing the loyalty of a majority of the
highly loyal customers in the Foodtown market.

On the

other hand, less tangible mix variables than those measured,
such as friendliness of personnel or cleanliness of store
may have influenced store l o y a l t y . ^

The latter possi

bility was not considered likely to have been a significant
influence, since panel members' psychological needs for
such factors were not meaningfully related to loyalty
patterns.
One finding of importance was not directly connected
with the problem of relating the marketing strategies of
particular stores to loyalty patterns.

It can be seen

from Table 6:4 that the three large supermarkets, Stores H,
G, and D, received 89.3 per cent of expenditures of very
loyal consumers for the period surveyed.

The conclusion

drawn from this finding was that a food store must be
large, well-promoted, and offer a wide product assortment
at relatively low prices in order to command the first

14

It is also possible that store loyalty may have
been related to other socio-economic or psychological
characteristics than those measured, or to environmental
factors which were not as constant as was assumed.
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store loyalty of a meaningful share of the total market
which the store desires to serve.
This conclusion does not deny the profit potential
of small "convenience" item food stores, although the Food
town market had no such stores.

These stores have a

different total market from supermarkets.

The market which

the former type of store desires to serve is the market
for convenience foods and related items.

1C

The consumers

who need a few items quickly, not the consumers who plan
to do the week's grocery shopping, comprise the hetero
geneous total market of convenience stores.

Thus a given

consumer may be in the market served by convenience stores
on one shopping trip, and not in that market on another
occasion.

Within the total heterogeneous market for

convenience items, it is likely that store loyalty can
still form the basis for the delineation of homogeneous
target market segments.

An interesting hypothesis for

further research is that, within the total market for
convenience foods and related items, customers loyal to one
15

See: M. E. Henry, A Study of the Effectiveness of
the Marketing Strategy of a Convenience Chain in a. Large
Louisiana City (Unpublished Masters Thesis, Louisiana State
University, 1965). A thorough discussion of the marketing
strategy and operations of convenience stores is given.
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convenience store (relative to other convenience stores)
constitute that store's maximum-profit-potential target
market.

This question was not explored in the present

research, since Foodtown had no convenience stores.

Summary of Findings
The following facts were discovered from the present
research. First, Store H dominated the Foodtown market.
Store H had in excess of 40 per cent of sales revenue
from panel members in a 12-store market.

Secondly, Store H

was the first store choice of a majority of very loyal
panel members, and received 60 per cent of total expendi
tures by the very loyal group.

Thirdly, it was not

possible to adequately explain store loyalty patterns from
a study of inherent consumer characteristics.

The influ

ence of marketing strategy upon store loyalty had to be
taken into account.

From these facts, it was concluded

that marketing strategy was the major determinant of store
loyalty, at least in the Foodtown market during the period
surveyed.

In addition, it was concluded that first store

loyalty for all grocery products was received mostly by
large stores.

Even among large stores, however. Store

H received a larger share of loyal-customers1 expenditures
than did other supermarkets in the Foodtown market.
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Further research is needed to define more precisely the
nature and effects of the influence of marketing strategy
upon store loyalty, so that loyalty-based marketing strategy
can be implemented.
Implementation of Loyalty-Based
Marketing Strategy
If marketing strategy is to be based upon target market
segments delineated by store loyalty, the store must be
able to identify its loyal customers.

Once loyal customers

are identified as the target market, mix appeals can be
focused upon them, and strategy can be adjusted to their
needs. -It is the purpose of this section to examine the
steps involved in this procedure, and evaluate the impli
cations of the procedure for the food marketing firm.

Loyal Customers As the Target Market
It has been shown by analyses of shopping behavior
patterns in the Foodtown market that store loyal consumers
exist, and that they are valuable customers.

Also, it is

likely to cost less to serve loyal customers, since the
majority of their wants are satisfied by the products of
one store.

However, no reliable method of identifying

potentially loyal customers in advance of manifest shopping
behavior was found.

It was concluded that, within the
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restricted environment which generally comprises one market
for food products, most consumers are potentially loyal
customers.

Whether or not a particular consumer actually

becomes loyal to a given store is largely a matter of the
strength of that store's marketing strategy in attracting
that consumer.

If she is sufficiently attracted by the

marketing strategy of a given store, she is loyal to that
store.

Thus the store can identify potentially loyal

customers from their shopping behavior.
Recognition of Frequent Patrons.

The underlying

principle of loyal customer identification from shopping
behavior is the recognition of consumers who frequently
patronize the store as the set of customers which includes
loyal customers as a subset.

A consumer who is not a

frequent patron is not likely to be a loyal customer,
although not all frequent patrons are loyal customers.
The frequent patron may be a very disloyal shopper.
However, the set "frequent patrons" can be taken as the
group from which loyal customers can be identified.

This

procedure implies an operational definition of the term
"frequent patronage."

Management must make this definition.,

on the basis of criteria applicable to the prevailing
economic, competitive, and consumer conditions at a given
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time.

As a general guideline for the present discussion,

frequent patronage was defined to be at least one visit
per week for four or more consecutive weeks.
There are a number of methods which can be employed
to recognize members of the set "frequent patrons."

One

method is to have patrons register for some type of lottery.
Signed, dated registration slips can then be audited to
identify frequent patrons.

Alternatively, checks cashed

for grocery purchases can be audited.

The check-auditing

technique has the added advantage of providing some
indication of the amount spent for groceries.

However,

neither of these methods guarantees that all, or even most,
frequent patrons are recognized.

Not every consumer bothers

to register for lotteries, nor do all consumers pay for
their groceries by check.

Another recognition method is

to offer a discount on every nfc^ purchase within a stip
ulated period.

For example, the store may offer a five

per cent discount on every seventh purchase in excess of
20 dollars within a 60-day period.
promote store loyalty.

This method tends to

Also, it requires no auditing of

records by store personnel.

The customer merely saves

her dated receipt for each purchase.
size of purchase is indicated.

Moreover, the exact

Other techniques might also
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be employed.

Automated merchandising, already in operation

on an experimental basis in Europe, will present further
opportunities for recognizing frequent patrons. 16
Identification of Loyal Customers.

Once the set of

frequent patrons has been recognized, the store can
identify loyal customers from this set by means of survey
questionnaires.

Data concerning per cent of expenditure

allocated to the given store, number of stores patronized,
and store switching can be obtained.
can be calculated from these data.

The loyalty index
It may be necessary to

employ an outside research firm to avoid biasing consumers*
answers.

Once the target market of loyal consumers has

been identified, mix appeals can be designed and strategy
adjusted to the needs of this target market, as indicated
from the survey of loyal customers.

Focus of Mix Appeals and Strategy Adjustments on Loyal
Customers
The information obtained from loyal customers should
include data that the store can use in the design of its
marketing mix.

Those products, services, prices, and ideas

^See:
Gianfranceo Molinari, "Latest Developments in
Automatic Retailing in Europe," Journal of Marketing,
Vol. 28, No. 4
(October 1964), pp. 5-9.
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which loyal customers report as important influences upon
their loyalty patterns should be retained and improved
by the store.

Those mix components which do not tend to

promote store loyalty should be de-emphasized.

This focus

of mix appeals on loyal customers does not mean that less
loyal customers are ignored.

However, the emphasis of the

mix is on those components which tend to promote store
loyalty and to increase the size of the loyal-customer
group.

As a hypothetical example, it might be found that

a policy of offering many price specials was not a factor
which increased store loyalty.

The hypothetical conclusion

then might be that the expense of the specials, and of
promoting them, could be better allocated to some other mix
component which did increase store loyalty.
Once loyalty-based strategy is implemented, the program
of identification of and data collection from loyal cus
tomers can be operated on a continuous basis at relatively
little additional expense.

This continuation is essential

to the success of loyalty-based strategy implementation,
since conditions in the market change over time.

Such

factors as consumer preferences, the competitive situation,
and economic and social conditions vary with time.

For

this reason, the store must continually adjust its marketing
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strategy.

Moreover, the identification of a particular

loyal-customer group does not mean that the optimum
target market has been obtained.

It is entirely possible

that other consumers might be loyal to the store if a
different marketing strategy were adopted.

The store cannot

try all possible combinations of marketing strategies in
an attempt to identify the optimum loyalty group.

However,

some resources should be allocated to strategy experimenta
tion for the purpose of increasing the size of the loyalcustomer group, and/or increasing the loyalty-intensity of
presently loyal customers.

Two Problem Areas for Lovaltv-Based Strategy
Two potential problems with loyalty-based strategy
implementation must be considered: loyal-customer identi
fication for new stores, and lack of a sufficiently large
loyal-customer group.

One important problem faced by the

new store is to remain in business long enough to develop
a set of frequent patrons.

The new store can begin by

employing essentially the same marketing strategy as
other stores in the market, or as others in its chain,
or can offer a completely different marketing strategy.
One goal of any initial strategy is to survive for a
sufficient period to begin the process of loyal-customer
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identification.

Consequently, the objective of basing

marketing strategy upon loyal customers does not add
significantly to the risk inherent in operating a new
store on any other strategy basis.
The marginal store, i.e., the store which finds that
its loyal customers are not sufficient, in terms of number
of patrons and/or sales revenue, to form a profitable basis
for marketing strategy must adjust its current strategy.
These adjustments should take the form of specific mix
changes which tend to increase the size of the loyalty
group, or to promote the loyalty of other consumers.
Strategy should not be adjusted by broadening the target
market to include less loyal customers.

The more hetero

geneous the needs of target market, the greater is the
expense of generating a given amount of sales revenue
from that target market.

Since loyal customers constitute

the homogeneous market segment of maximum-profit-potential
for the store, loyalty should remain the basis for
marketing strategy for the marginal store.

Interim Summary
This section has advanced suggestions for the imple
mentation of loyalty-based marketing strategy.

Loyal

customers can be identified as a subset of the set
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"frequent patrons."

Several techniques for the recognition

of frequent patrons were suggested.

The method of offer

ing a discount on the nfc^ purchase (where n must be defined
by management) was thought to be best among alternatives
considered.

Once loyal customers are identified, they can

furnish data for mix design and strategy adjustments.

The

identification process must be continual since market
conditions change, to assure reliable information.

Some

resources must be devoted to experimentation to increase
store loyalty.

The new store does not have a loyal-

customer group, but develops such a group as it survives
the initial market entry period.

The store which does

not have a sufficiently large loyal-customer group must
adjust its strategy to broaden that group, or to attract
another group of loyal customers.

Thus store loyalty

can form the basis for marketing strategy implementation
for most types of food stores.

Summary of Conclusions
The hypothesis tested in this chapter was the major
hypothesis of the research: that store loyalty is an
operationally feasible basis for marketing strategy.
hypothesis was judged valid.

This

The test of the hypothesis

drew on the tests of sub-hypotheses presented in previous
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chapters.

These tests indicated that loyal consumers

were present in the food market surveyed and were valuable
customers# but that they could not be identified in advance
of their shopping behavior.

These tests implied that loyal

grocery customers constitute the target market segment
of maximum profit potential, that marketing strategy influ
ences store loyalty, and that loyal customers can be
identified from their shopping behavior patterns.

The

results of the investigation of these inferences supported
the major hypothesis of the study.
Information concerning target market selection and
strategy adjustment decisions of stores in the Foodtown
market was not available.

However, the analysis of week-

to-week shopping behavior patterns in Chapter III indicated
that the stores made no significant adjustments in strategy
during the period of the survey.

A comparison of four

types of mix variables among stores was made to get an
indication of the marketing strategies of the various
stores.

Store location and size, width of product assort

ments, relative price levels, and promotional effort were
compared.

It was found that Stores H, G, and D, in that

order, had relatively superior marketing mixes in the
Foodtown market.

Eighty-nine per cent of loyal consumers'

purchases were made in these stores.

When the stores were

analyzed on the basis of loyalty group expenditures, Store
H was found to have a decided advantage over the other
stores in terms of percentage of loyal-customer expenditures
received.

It was concluded from these facts that marketing

strategy did influence store loyalty, that Store H's
strategy was most successful in this regard, and that this
success was valuable to the store.
Specific procedures for the implementation of loyaltybased marketing strategy were suggested.

Loyal customers

can be identified from frequent patrons.

Once loyal

customers are identified, loyal customers can provide a
basis for designing mix appeals and adjusting marketing
strategy.

The process of implementing loyalty-based market

ing strategy must be a continual one.
be subjected to further testing.

These procedures must

If the results of such

tests are similar to the results of the present research,
it is believed that food stores can make use of such pro
cedures to identify the most loyal customers in its total
market.

It is the major conclusion of this research that

these customers constitute the basis upon which operation
ally feasible marketing strategy can be based.

CHAPTER VII

REVIEW OP THE RESEARCH PROJECT

The research findings are summarized and evaluated in
this chapter.

The concept of store loyalty constituted the

focal point of the research.

Despite the general accep

tance of the phenomenon of store loyalty, little attention
has been given to the task of making this concept an oper
ational one for marketing firms.

This study was undertaken

with the specific purpose of extending marketing knowledge
by making store loyalty an operational concept.

The

problem investigated concerned methods that food marketing
firms in a highly competitive market can use to identify
their profitable customers.

It was hypothesized that the

concept of store loyalty is a feasible basis for the
implementation of marketing strategies to meet this problem.
To test this hypothesis, it was necessary to show that
store loyalty occurs in the food market, that loyal
customers are valuable customers, and that loyal customers
are an identifiable market segment.

The methodology

employed in this research is outlined, and the research
184
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findings are discussed.

The significance of the concept

of store loyalty to the marketing discipline is noted,
and areas for further research are suggested.

Methodology of the Research
Methodology consists of concepts, data, and plan of
analysis.

The methodology of the present study was guided

by three basic concepts, employed data from a consumer
purchase panel, and was implemented in three analytical
steps.

Concepts
The concept of marketing strategy, as defined by
Oxenfeldt and modified to include strategy adjustments
over time, provided the rationale for the research.'*'

The

first step in marketing strategy implementation is the
selection of the target market, which is an identifiable,
relatively homogeneous market segment that possesses
profit potential for the firm.

Thus some system or schema

of segment formation must be devised.

The objective of

any such schema is to group consumers who have similar
(relatively homogeneous) wants.

1Refer to Chapter II, pp. 32-44.
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The second concept employed in the present study was a
segmentation schema.

The schema consisted of the partition

of the factors which determine economic wants into three
categories on the basis of the type of influence which a
grven factor exerts on the individual consumer.

2

These

categories were consumer environmental, socio-economic,
and psychological characteristics.

Environmental char

acteristics include the consumer's perceptions of marketing
strategies of firms in the environment.

The underlying

assumption of this or any other market segmentation schema
is that the consumers who have similar characteristics have
similar economic wants.
The number of potential methods for segmenting markets
is large.

The particular method chosen by a given firm is

the method which the firm's management believes can contribute
most to the achievement of the firm's objectives.

3

This

standard implies that the segmentation method must be use
ful,

precise, and feasible for the firm.

The present

study

postulated that the concept of store loyalty, the third
basic concept employed, meets these criteria.

2Refer to Chapter II,

pp. 44-57.

3Refer to Chapter II,

pp. 58-59.

Consequently,
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the purpose of the segmentation schema was to provide a
means of identifying loyal customers.

Store loyalty was

defined in this study to be the consumer's inclination to
shop at a given store.

For the purpose of measuring a

given consumer's loyalty to her first choice store in
percentage terms, a loyalty index was developed.^

Data
Empirical analysis of data according to the concepts
described above required a broad range of well-integrated
information about consumer's food purchasing activities
and their environmental, socio-economic and psychological
characteristics.

Data from the "Foodtown" consumer purchase

panel were made available for the present research.^
empirical analyses were limited to these data.

The

The Food

town panel data consisted of 108 completed diaries of all
food purchases for the ten-week period February 13, 1965
to April 17, 1965, plus measures of selected socio-economic
and psychological characteristics of these panel members.
This panel was selected by means of a stratified area

4
5

Refer to Chapter I, pp. 16-19.

See: G. W. Paul, An Interactional Approach to
Investigating Food Buying Behavior (Unpublished Ph.D.
Thesis, Michigan State University, 1966).
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probability sample from a rather geographically isolated
community with 12,000 inhabitants and a land area of 10
square miles.®

The retail food marketing structure of the

community consisted of 12 outlets, but three of these
stores dominated the market.

7

These data were analyzed

to test the hypotheses of the research project.

Plan of Analysis
The plan of analysis involved three steps.

First,

panel shopping behavior was analyzed and loyalty patterns
were discerned.

Panel shopping behavior in stores was

analyzed on a week-to-week basis, and in the aggregate for
specific stores and ranks of store choices.

The expendi

tures of heavy-spending panel members were compared to
expenditures of the remainder of the panel.

Loyalty

patterns in the shopping behavior of panel members, as
measured by the loyalty index, were examined.

The panel

was partitioned into four groups on the basis of degree of

Loc. cit. Subsequent research indicated that this
panel was fairly well representative of the population of
the community in psychological and demographic terms.
See:
"On the Question of the Psychological and Demographical Atypicality of Consumer Panel Cooperators" (Unpublished
paper, Louisiana State University, undated) .
7

Refer to Appendix A, pp. 215-219.
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store loyalty exhibited.

The shopping behavior of the four

loyalty groups was then compared.
The second step in the plan of analysis was to deter
mine the relationship between store loyalty as measured by
the loyalty index and the socio-economic and psychological
characteristics of panel members.

The influence of environ

mental characteristics was assumed constant for all panel
members since the community was small and somewhat isolated,
and the time period of the survey was relatively short.
The third analytical step consisted of the investigation
of the influence of marketing strategy, as indicated by
selected marketing mix variables, on store loyalty.

The

conclusions of the research project were based upon the
results of these analyses.
Store Loyalty;
A Basis for Marketing Strategy
The results of the investigation of store loyalty as
a basis for marketing strategy are summarized under four
headings.

First, the three analyses of consumer shopping

behavior, which were essential preliminaries to the
perception of loyalty patterns, are reviewed.

Next, the

loyalty patterns discerned in the shopping behavior,
including the value of loyal customers, are summarized.
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Then the results of statistical tests for relationships of
store loyalty to consumer socio-economic characteristics
and to consumer psychological characteristics are discussed.
Finally, the analyses of the relationship between marketing
strategy and store loyalty are outlined.

Customers Have Store Preferences
Definite patterns were noted in the shopping behavior
of Foodtown panel members.
choose stores at random.

Foodtown consumers did not
The data indicated that panel

members shopped the specific stores which best satisfied
their food wants.

This conclusion was supported by the

fact that four stores in the twelve store market received
more than 80 per cent of panel expenditures and patronage
during the period.

Q

Of even greater significance, from the

point of view of store loyalty, was the fact that panel
members allocated 95 per cent of their expenditures to
three or less stores, regardless of the number of stores
patronized during the period.^

The first choice store

received 65 per cent of total consumer expenditures.

®Refer to Chapter III, pp. 76-79.
^Refer to Chapter III, pp. 79-82.
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These figures indicated the value to a store of ranking
highly on the consumer's preference scale.

The value of

choice rank, as measured by sales revenue, decreased
steadily from first choice to ninth choice.

It follows

that, to the extent that consumer expenditure patterns
exist,

there must be identifiable consumer characteristics

which account for the observed patterns.

Thus, the market

can be segmented on the basis of such characteristics.
However,

the data indicated that amount of consumer

expenditure was not an adequate basis for segmentation.
Even though heavy-spending consumers have intuitive appeal
as a potential target market, such members of the Foodtown
panel did not display expenditure patterns which differed
significantly from those of other panel members.

It was

also found that shopping patterns were largely stable during
the p e r i o d . ^

That is, significant changes did not occur in

the factors which determine consumer economic wants or,
store preferences.

It was hypothesized that these definite,

relatively stable shopping behavior patterns were describable in terms of store loyalty.

■^Refer to Chapter III, pp. 84-90.
^ R e f e r to Chapter III, pp. 73-75.
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Loyal Consumers Are Valuable Customers
Loyal consumers were found to be valuable customers to
a store.

Consumers who exhibited various degrees of store

loyalty, as measured by the loyalty index, were present
in the Foodtown market.

First store loyalty ranged from

100.0 per cent loyal to 35.0 per cent loyal.
figure for store loyalty was 70.1 per cent.

12

The mean

The degree of

first store loyalty was not related to the amount of
expenditure during the period.

13

Loyal consumers, as a

group, spent neither more or less than disloyal consumers.
When the panel was partitioned into four groups on
the basis of varying degrees of first store loyalty,
definite differences in shopping behavior were noted among
the groups.

Loyal consumers were found to be more valuable

to a given store than were less loyal customers because
loyal customers

concentrated the majority oftheir

tures in one store.

Members

expendi

of Group One (veryloyal

consumers) allocated 92.1 per cent of their expenditures
to their first choice stores.-*-^

Disloyal customers tended

to allocate expenditures among several stores.

l2Refer to

Chapter III, pp. 91-95.

■^Refer to

Chapter III, pp. 95-97.

14

Refer to Chapter III, pp. 97-99.

Less loyal
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customer groups allocated 73.4, 56.9, and 45.7 per cent,
respectively, to their first choice stores.

15

These

findings indicated that, in general, the greater the degree
of a given consumer's first store loyalty, the larger was
the percentage of her food budget which she allocated to
that store.

The first choice position increased in value

to a given store as degree of loyalty to that store increased.
Moreover, loyal customers tend to be a relatively homo
geneous market segment, since their wants are largely
satisfied by one store.

Consequently, the expense of

appealing to loyal customers is likely to be lower than
the expense of appeals to less loyal customers.

Thus, it

was concluded that store loyalty can provide a basis for
delineating target markets with demonstrated profit
potential.
This conclusion was supported by the fact that the
store which received the majority of business of the very
loyal customers was the store which dominated the Foodtown
market.

Store H obtained 41.9 per cent of total panel

expenditures by attracting 60.0 per cent of the expenditures
of very loyal panel members.

This total share was almost

■^Refer to Chapter III, pp. 98-99.
16

Refer to Chapter III, pp. 101-103.
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as large as the combined shares of Store H's three closest
competitors.

Each of the three competitors attracted almost

as much of the very disloyal customers' business as did
Store H, but trailed Store H in overall market share
because they were less successful in attracting loyal
customers.
'

*

In summary, the following three conclusions concerning
store loyalty were reached:

(1) store loyalty patterns were

perceived in consumer shopping behavior, i.e., loyal
customers were present in the Foodtown market,

(2) the

degree of store loyalty exhibited by individual consumers
was not related to the amount which consumers spent for
food during the period, and (3) store-loyal customers were
valuable customers to the stores in terms of sales revenue.
The evidence indicated that there was a relationship
between a store's actions and the amount of first store
loyalty which the store received.

Whether this relation

ship depended on inherent consumer characteristics or on
marketing strategy had to be determined.

Consequently,

the next phase of the investigation consisted of a compari
son of panel members’ store loyalty to selected socio
economic and psychological characteristics.
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Consumer Characteristics Not Useful Loyalty Indicators
Comparisons of store loyalty to inherent consumer
socio-economic and psychological characteristics revealed
that these characteristics were not useful to food marketing
strategy implementation.

The relationships found were not

of sufficient magnitude to be feasibly employed in the
identification of individual loyal customers.

Of the seven

socio-economic characteristics tested using chi-square
analysis, five were not significantly related to store
loyalty.

17

A knowledge of the consumer's stage in family

life cycle, religious preference, number of automobiles
owned, number of recent intercity relocations, and total
annual household income was of little value in predicting
her store loyalty.

The consumer's level of educational

attainment, and occupation of the head of her household
were related to her store loyalty.

The less educated

consumers and those whose households were headed by bluecollar workers tended to be more loyal to their first
choice stores than were highly educated consumers and those
of white-collar employed family heads.

IQ

Consequently, it

Refer to Chapter IV, pp. 110-113; pp. 117-120.
18

Refer to Chapter IV, pp. 113-114; pp. 120-121.
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is possible that loyal customers can be attracted by
appeals to these socio-economic groups.

However, in view

of the expense involved in collecting socio-economic data
on specific individuals, it is not likely that these
relationships can be feasibly used to identify individual
loyal customers for marketing strategy implementation.
Similar results were obtained with regard to the
multiple regression of store loyalty on consumer psycho
logical characteristics.

The analysis included nine

consumer needs (exhibition, order, achievement, affiliation,
dominance, deference, change, aggression, and autonomy),
three consumer values (social, economic, and religious),
and consumer images of themselves and the stores in the
market.

19

The optimum regression consisted of two sets

of relationships.

Store loyalty was directly related to

needs for exhibition, achievement, and affiliation, but
inversely related to the need for deference and to economic
and religious

v a l u e s . ^0

while such characteristics may be

expected to correlate with store loyalty in the manner
indicated, 86.6 per cent of the variance in panel members'

-^Refer to Chapter V, pp. 128-133.
20

Refer to Chapter V, pp. 147-151.
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store loyalty remained unexplained.

This fact tended to

limit the usefulness of measurements of psychological
characteristics in identifying loyal customers.

It was

concluded that store loyal customers were not identifiable
on the basis of socio-economic or psychological character
istics.

Consequently, the food marketing firm has the

opportunity to secure loyalty from almost any consumer in
the market, regardless of her inherent characteristics.
Store loyalty is not primarily the result of factors which
are beyond the control of the firm.

Store Loyalty Dependent on Marketing Strategy
The above conclusion strongly implied that food store
loyalty was dependent on food marketing strategy.

This

inference was found to be largely valid, on the basis of
comparisons of selected marketing mix components among
stores in the Foodtown market.

It was found that Store H

had an advantage over the other large stores (Stores G and
D) in terms of store location and size, width of product
assortment, relative price levels, and promotional effort. 21
Since Store H had the majority of loyal-customer business,
and loyalty was unrelated, for the most part, to inherent

^ R e f e r to Chapter VI, pp. 160-169.
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consumer characteristics, it was concluded that Store H's
marketing strategy was the major determinant of store
9n

loyalty in the Foodtown market. ^

It was likely that the

four mix components analyzed were among the most important
factors in determining customer loyalty to Store H.

How

ever, it is possible that other elements of Store H's
marketing strategy were also influential loyalty determin
ants .
The conclusion that marketing strategy was the major
determinant of store loyalty has important implications for
marketing strategy.

In contrast to inherent consumer

characteristics, marketing strategy is controllable by the
firm.

Since wants of various consumers differ, various ■

marketing strategies are capable of attracting the loyalty
of different consumers.

Consumers who are loyal to a

particular firm can be identified from their shopping
b

e

h

a

v

i

o

r

.

Consequently, loyalty-based marketing strategy

can provide a differential advantage for the firm.

Thus,

it was concluded that, for the market investigated,

the

major hypothesis of the research was valid; it is_

^ R e f e r to Chapter VI, pp. 169-173.
^ R e f e r to Chapter VI, pp. 174-177.
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operationally feasible for the firm to base marketing
strategy on target market segments delineated by store
loyalty.

These conclusions were reached within the para

meters of the present research project.

The significance

of the project to the marketing discipline is discussed
in the following paragraphs.

Significance of the Present Investigation of
Store Loyalty to Marketing
The major significance of the present study to the
marketing discipline lay in the methodology developed to
relate certain aspects of the loyalty concept to marketing
operations.

The two methodological concepts were (.1) a

method of identifying store loyalty in varying degrees
from segmentation factors, and (2) a method for measuring
the intensity of store loyalty.

The research conclusions

were also important to marketing, but the significance of
these conclusions has already been discussed.

The present

discussion is limited to the significance of the methodology
employed.

Method of Classification of Loyalty Correlates
The classification method for loyalty correlates
must meet the criteria of (1) consideration of all factors

affecting loyalty, and (2) relevance to the firm's goals.
There is a tendency to oversimplify the considerations
involved in market segmentation and relate consumer patronage
to such demographic factors as population, family size, and
income.

Such demographic factors may not identify those

segments which are more valuable to a firm in terms of
profit or other objectives.
customers.

Loyal customers are valuable

Consequently, this study employed three broad

categories of loyalty correlates in identifying loyalcustomer segments.

Consumer loyalty was related to

environmental, socio-economic and psychological character
istics.

That is, want-satisfaction behavior was defined

to be related to factors in these three categories.
Representative factors in each of these categories were
investigated to determine the relationship of each of the
categories to the phenomenon of store loyalty.

This

investigation was undertaken because it was hypothesized
that marketing strategy may be based on loyalty-delineated
target markets.

Method.of Measurement of Loyalty Inclination
It was necessary to define and measure store loyalty
in order to test the hypothesis that marketing strategy
can be based on loyalty.

The loyalty index was derived as
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an operational measurement of a given consumer's inclination
to shop at her first choice store.

This index consisted

of the geometric mean of three ratios:

(1) fraction of

total budget allocated to first store choice,

(2) number of

non-switches in first store choice divided by total oppor
tunities to switch, and (3) number of stores not patronized
divided by number of stores in the market.

Each of these

measures gives some indication of degree of first store
loyalty, but all three are required to adequately measure the
store loyalty exhibited by a given consumer.
The application of these concepts to the Foodtown panel
data did result in conclusions of potential operational
significance to the food marketing firm.

Consequently, the

contribution of the present research project to marketing
was a limited demonstration of the potential operational
feasibility of the use of the loyalty concept.
research on the loyalty concept is needed.

Further

The present

study has demonstrated that such research is warranted.

Suggestions for Further Research
It is suggested that further research on the concept
of store loyalty as a basis for marketing strategy proceed
along two lines.

First, there is. need for more basic

research of the type undertaken in the present project.
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Specifically, data from other consumer purchase panels,
representative of larger and more dynamic markets, can be
studied.

Research of this type can serve to re-examine and

refine the concepts and techniques employed in the present
project.

The performance of the loyalty index under differ

ent circumstances is an area of particular interest to the
author.
loyalty.

The index may also be useful in studies of brand
It is believed that the present research offers

encouragement and general guidelines for further research
of a basic nature on the loyalty concept.
A second direction which further research can take
is toward experimentation with loyalty-based marketing
strategy in actual retailing operations.

The present

research focused upon food retailing, but the basic approach
is generally applicable to certain other types of firms.
For example, department stores, restaurants, discount
houses and entertainment centers may be able to make use
of loyalty-based marketing strategies.

Applied research

of this form constitutes the real test of such concepts
as those developed in this study.
research is forthcoming.

It is hoped that such
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Concluding Comments
The rationale for the use of the store loyalty concept
as a basis for marketing strategy implementation can be
summarized in a few statements.
to satisfy their wants.
wants.

Consumers enter the market

Different consumers have different

The measurement of a given consumer's first store

loyalty represents the degree to which that store satisfies
those wants.

Loyalty is potentially attainable from most

consumers, whatever their inherent characteristics, if the
"proper" marketing strategy is implemented.

Consequently,

there are opportunities for the implementation of various
marketing strategies based on the loyalty of different
consumers.

Store loyalty is a feasible basis for marketing

strategy, since loyal customers are valuable customers,
and can be identified by the firm.

Thus loyalty-based

marketing strategy forms or contributes to the formation of
a differential advantage for the firm.

To maintain this

advantage, continuous testing of strategic alternatives
must be maintained to adjust marketing strategy to the
needs of loyal customers.
The concept of store loyalty is not a panacea for
marketing strategy problems.

It is, however, a potentially

useful tool for marketing management.

Much work remains

to be done in testing and refining the concept to make it
operational for marketing strategy.

It is thought that

the present research is a positive step toward the achieve
ment of operational usefulness of the concept of store
loyalty.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A
DESCRIPTION OF RETAIL FOOD OUTLETS SERVING FOODTOWN
Store
Designation

Description

Merchandising Policy

A

"Mom and Pop" with one register and
combined with gasoline pumps. No
fresh meat, produce, frozen section,
or sausage-luncheon. Approx. 250
sq. ft. with annual sales of $24,000.

Gives trading stamps but no local
advertising or in-store promotion.

B

Downtown grocery store with one
register. Approx. 1500 sq. ft. of
selling area. A service meat case
and small self-service produce case.
Carries a limited line of frozen
foods. A large percent of sales are
from beer and wine. Annual sales of
$104,000.

No in-store promotion, local adver
tising, or handbills. Does not
give trading stamps and has no
offstreet parking.

C

"Mom and Pop" with one register.
615 sq. ft. of selling area. No
produce or fresh meat. Stocks
dry groceries, dairy, and sausageluncheon meats. High volume items
are beer, soft drinks, and candy.
Annual sales of $18,500.

No trading stamps, in-store dis
plays limited to local brands of
beer and soft drinks. No local
advertising.

APPENDIX A (Continued)
Store
Designation

Description

Merchandising Policy

D

Supermarket with four checkout
counters and 6300 sq. ft. of sell
ing area. A fully complete store
inclusive of meat, produce, dry
groceries, health and beauty aids.
Member of a voluntary-cooperative
group. Sales of approximately
$1,040,000 annually.

Gives trading stamps with one
double stamp day weekly and coupons
for extra double stamp days. Adver
tises in both daily newspapers and
features in-store promotion. Appears
to follow a policy of slightly
higher prices with more personal
ized attention at meat counter.

E

Small supermarket with two check
out counters. Approx. 2,000 sq.
ft. Full line with fresh meat
and produce, dry groceries, health
and beauty aids. Member of volun
tary cooperative chain. Follows
weekly sales plan provided. Annual
salps of $260,000. Open Sundays
10:Op - 6:00.

Gives trading stamps, local news
paper advertising, in-store pro
motion. Advertising based on
weekly "Raffle" for free food
drawing. $70-$100 weekly drawing.

F

Small supermarket with two regis
ters and 1200 sq. ft. Full line
with limited offering. Approx.
50% of sales volume is fresh meat,
with fresh produce, sausageluncheon section, and frozen food
case. Annual Sales $160,000.

No trading stamps or local adver
tising. Uses in-store displays
and promotional material.
i
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APPENDIX A (Continued)
Store
Designation

Description

Merchandising Policy

G

Full line supermarket— member of
national chain. Four checkout
counters with 9,000 sq. ft. Com
plete line of fresh meat, produce,
dry groceries, and health and
beauty aids. Annual sales
$1,000,000.

Gives trading stamps with one
double stamp day. In-store pro
motion and displays. Local
advertising in newspaper with a
policy of giving merchandise for
register tapes.

H

Full line supermarket with approx.
13,000 sq. ft. Pre-packaged meat
section with large sausage-luncheon
meat section. Eight checkout
counters. Has an adjoining limited
offering of soft goods. Annual
sales of $2,000,000.

Policy of no stamps— low prices.
Large off-street parking area
with local newspaper advertis
ing and in-store promotion.

I

"Mom and Pop" with one checkout
counter and approx. 500 sq. ft. of
selling area. A convenience type of
operation that does most of its
business from beverages, bread .and
snack items. No fresh produce or
meat. Contains a closed cooler
stocked with sausage-luncheon meats,
milk and cheese. Sales of $32,500
annually.

No in-store promotion or special
displays. Advertises only store
hours on local radio. No news
paper or handbills.

fo
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APPENDIX A (Continued)
Store
Designation

Description

Merchandising Policy

J

"Mom and Pop" with one register.
600 sq. ft. of selling area with a
fresh meat counter and produce.
Stocks mostly convenience grocery
items with a large offer in avail
able product categories. A large
beer and wine trade with total
annual sales of $75,000 excluding
beer and wine sales

No in-store promotion, no local
advertising, handbills or trading
stamps.

K

"Mom and Pop" with one checkout
counter and approx. 660 sq. ft. of
selling space. A limited offering
of grocery items, a small amount
of fresh produce, and no fresh meat.
Annual sales approx. $46,800.

No in-store displays, trading
stamps, advertising or handbills.

L*

"Mom and Pop" with one register
and 550 sq. ft. Limited grocery
items stocked, no fresh produce,
and limited fresh meat of sausage
type. Beer and wine best volume.
Annual sales $28,000.

No local advertising, in-store pro
motion, or trading stamps.

APPENDIX A (Continued)
Store
Designation

Description

Merchandising Policy

L*

"Mom and Pop" with one register.
Convenience offering with large
produce outside display in season.
1100 sq. ft. with frozen foods
and sausage-luncheon section.
Annual pales $35,000.

No local advertising, in-store
promotion, or trading stamps.

L*

Member of a national chain. Located
downtown with 1800 sq. ft. and two
checkout counters. Limited offering
of both fresh meat and produce.
Small frozen foods section. Annual
sales $180,000.

Gives trading stamps* has some in
store displays and promotion.
Local advertising. Features
specials by large window displays.

L*

"Mom and Pop" with one checkout
counter. Approx. 500 sq. ft.
Limited fresh meat and no fresh
produce. No frozen foods section.
Limited dry grocery offering. Annual
sales $44,700.

No local advertising, trading
stamps, or in-store promotion.

*Panel purchases from these stores were compiled as one entry; this report totaled them as
one store.
,
Notes
Source:

Sales figures for Stores A through K were obtained from store records; sales figures
of stores in the L composite were estimates.
G. W. Paul, An Interactional Approach to Investigating Food Buying Behavior
(Unpublished Ph.D. Thesis, Michigan State University, 1966), pp. 79-83.
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APPENDIX B
PARTITION OP PANEL INTO LOYALTY GROUPS
Group
1

2

Very Loyal
Mem
ber
No.
Index#
277
279
156
075
259
287
310
029
313
044
236
253
030
142
002
173
273
292
206
232

100.0
97.1
96.9
96.1
96.0
93.8
93.4
93.1
92.9
92.7
92.2
92.0
91.2
91.0
90.3
88.6
88.3
88.2
87.0
86.4

3

4

Loyal

Disloyal

Member
No.
Index#

Member
No.
Index#

105
084
254
006
119
074
237
016
032
312
169
249
088
143
116
319
261
058
260
005
183
023
301
083
255
317
298
011
325
321
200

86.2
85.8
85.7
84.2
84.1
82.9
82.9
82.8
82.4
82.3
81.3
80.4
80.1
80.1
79.4
79.4
79.3
79.3
79.2
79.1
78.9
78.0
77.3
77.1
76.2
75.9
73.7
72.1
72.0
70.7
70.4

194
145
036
150
111
020
318
262
283
246
198
297
131
315
250
085
218
289
123
109
138
170
117
275
322
300
295
008
136
305
210

69.4
69.2
69.1
69.0
68.2
67.9
67.6
67.0
66.5
65.8
65.4
65.3
64.9
64.5
64.3
64.0
63.9
63.3
62.9
62.8
62.6
62.0
61.9
61.4
60.8
60.6
60.2
59.3
58.6
58.4
58.3

Very Disloyal
Member
Index#
No.
019
165
021
251
018
239
065
243
248
187
307
063
293
179
326
280
148
266
060
078

53.6
53.5
53.2
52.5
52.0
50.6
50.0
49.8
48.8
45.4
44.4
44.0
43.7
43.6
42.0
39.0
38.7
38.4
38.0
35.0
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Group
1

2

3

Very Loyal
Mem
ber
No.
Index^

Loyal

Disloyal

Member
No.
Index#
278
147

70.3
70.2

4

Member
Index#
No.
114
270
045
014

Very Disloyal
Member
No.
Index^

58.0
57.1
55.8
54.7

^Calculated from the formula derived in Chapter III, p. 91.
Average loyalty = 70.1
Median loyalty * 69.3
Standard deviation of loyalty = 16.2
Source:

Calculated from Foodtown panel data.

APPENDIX Cl
TOTAL DOLLAR EXPENDITURES OF PANEL ALLOCATED
TO EACH STORE IN A GIVEN WEEK

Stores

Week of Survey Ending
Store
2/13/65 2/20/65 2/27/65 p/6/65 3/13/65 3/20/65 3/27/65 1/3/65 4/10/65 4/17/65 Totals
Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars

1.04
1.04
A
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
B
6.73
4.36
3.09
7.55
5.90 13.02
74.10
5.16 10.35 12.34
5.60
76.81
13.02
2.43
7.47
8.39
9.38
C
5.22
6.71
3.09
6.25 14.85
D
218.29 184.08 277.56 118.04 201.69 175.89 239.21 142.62 190.36 162.31 1910.05
E
97.64 135.56 101.19 135.83 102.99 86.34 108.77 169.54 106.95 92.51 1137.32
F
71.90 79.95 88.69 73.67 76.01 80.00 49.79 39.69 67.82 53.91 681.47
G
463.28 407.81 369.87 412.60 429.74 437.70 351.48 365.29 400.70 323.71 3967.18
H
835.51 663.07 807.24 627.75 896.86 750.14 923.03 662.86 879.90 642.73 7689.09
32.81
2.22
4.10
0.24
1.08
3.51
2.53
4.66
1.49
I
3.51
9.47
10.94
72.77
5.89
2.12
5.17
8.37
5.86
9.88
J
4.88
7.77 11.89
7.23
45.46
6.21
4.78
1.84
3.27
2.57
3.99
4.17
6.30
5.10
K
L
351.91 215.58 300.16 234.86 254.11 278.69 241.12 241.80 276.69 283.58 2679.00
Totals 2074.76 1716.57 1971.47 1631.20 1999.99 1837.78 1938.18 1648.19 1962.55 1587.21 18367.10
Averages 172.90 143.05 164.29 135.93 166.60 153.15 ,161.51 137.35 163.55 132.27 153.06
F ratio = 0.044; degrees of freedom = 9,110
Source:

Calculated from Foodtown panel data.
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APPENDIX C2
PANEL PATRONAGE IN EACH STORE IN A GIVEN WEEK
Week of Survey Ending
Store
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
Totals

2/13/65 2/20/65 2/27/65 3/6/65 3/13/65(3/2 0/6 5|3/27/65 4/3/65 4/10/65 4/17/65 Totals
Number Number Number Number Number Idumber [dumber Number Number Number Number
0
7
1
39
11
18
55
70
3
5
2
63

0
3
3
30
12
24
51
70
5
3
3
59

0
1
1
39
10
23
46
71
3
3
5
63

0
4
2
22
12
23
51
71
3
5
3
60

0
3
2
27
12
18
47
74
2
4
4
56

1
2
2
29
15
24
49
71
3
4
1
60

0
2
1
32
11
17
50
74
1
2
4
58

0
5
1
31
13
17
54
69
1
2
4
62

0
6
2
31
10
15
50
76
3
3
4
68

0
3
1
38
9
17
50
68
3
5
2
60

1
36
16
318
115
196
503
714
27
36
32
609

274

264

264

256

249

261

252

259

268

256

2603

Chi square = 26.910; degrees of freedom = 63 (rows 1-3 and 9-11 were summed to increase
the reliability of the chi square test)
Note:
Source:

Patronage was defined to be a purchase of any amount
Calculated from Poodtown panel data.
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APPENDIX C3
PANEL DOLLAR EXPENDITURES ALLOCATED TO RANK OF
STORE CHOICE BY NUMBER OF STORES PATRONIZED
Rank of
Number of Stores Patronized
2
4
6
3
5
Store
1
Totals
8
9
7
Choice DollarsDollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars DollarsDollars Dollars
First
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth
Sixth
Seventh
Eighth
Ninth

155.46 1338.59 3161.24 3360.01 1869.49 1281.85
0.00 187.19 1091.76 1155.89 690.80 515.80
0.00
0.00 284.41 540.14 348.25 220.86
0.00
0.00
0.00 149.32 174.45 131.98
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
54.94
44.96
16.93
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

81.71
10.07
8.09
3.39
2.83
2.19
0.48
0.43
0.29

12026.68
3999.01
1554.08
577.20
151.55
47.29
9.94
1.06
0.29

Totals
155.46 1525.78 4537.41 5205.36 3127.95 2222.36 1247.18 236.12 109.48
Averages 155.46 169.53 162.05 173.51 164.63 170.95 207.86 236.12 109.48

18367.10
170.07

Number of
Patrons
Source:

1

9

28

30

19

13

620.13 158.20
321.48 26.02
135.73 16.60
105.10 12.96
36.54 12.28
20.37
7.80
7.83
1.63
0.63
0.00
0.00
0.00

6

1

1

108

Calculated from Foodtown panel data.
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APPENDIX C4
DOLLAR EXPENDITURES OF PANEL ALLOCATED TO
RANK OF STORE CHOICE BY LOYALTY GROUPS
Loyalty Group
2
3

Rank of
Store Choice

1
Very
Loyal
Dollars

4
Very
Loyal Disloyal Disloyal
Dollars Dollars Dollars

First
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth
Sixth
Seventh
Eighth
Ninth
Group Totals

2906.94
201.96
45.29
1.91
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3156.10

3937.24
1012.95
323.51
66 .83
15.20
4.26
0.00
0.00
0.00
5361.99

3470.80
1608.15
649.11
260.50
85.96
24.93
4.15
1.06
0.29
6104.95

1711.70
1175.95
534.17
247.96
50.39
18.10
5.79
0.00
0.00
3744.06

12026.68
3999.01
1554.08
577.20
151.55
47.29
9.94
1.06
0.29
18367.10

20

33

35

20

108

Number in
Group

Source:

Appendix B and Foodtown panel data.

Store
Choice
Totals
Dollars

APPENDIX C5
DOLLAR EXPENDITURES OF PANEL ALLOCATED TO
EACH STORE BY LOYALTY GROUPS

Loyalty Group

Store

1
Very
Loyal
Dollars

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L

0.00
2.05
0.49
273.32
209.39
14.78
649.64
1894.75
19.06
0.00
2.58
90.04

Group Totals

3156.10

1.04
4.40
11.97
352.19
440.07
160.09
1176.34
2303.24
1.65
14.19
8.90
887,91
5361.99

20

33

Number in
Group
Sources

2

3

Loyal
Dollars

4
Very
Disloyal Disloyal
Dollars Dollars
0.00
11.40
8.20
760.10
359.87
408.89
1220.27
2502.41
6.50
7.52
24.18
795.61
6104.95

3744.06

1.04
74.10
76.81
1910.05
1137.32
681.47
3967.18
7689.09
32.81
72.77
45.46
2679.00
18367.10

35

20

108

0.00
56.25
56.15
524.44
127.99
97.71
920.93
988.69
5.60
51.06
9.80
905.44

Appendix B and Foodtown panel data.

Store
Totals
Dollars
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